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Preface to Volume III

Sometime ago, I heard a Kirtan song, in

the morning and evening, at the house of

my neighbour and friend, Rai Bahadur

Dr. Dineshchandra Sen. I had occasion to

hear exactly similar songs at some places

in Orissa. I was at first struck and thought

that the singer might have hailed from Orissa

too. To my astonishment I came to learn that

the singer is not an inhabitant of Utkala, but a

learned Kayastha gentleman hailing from Kgma-
rupa. His style of Nama-kirtan and his mode
of expressing feelings roused my curiosity to

such a degree that I thought the coincidence

almost a puzzling aflair ; for how could there

be such a unanimity of nama-kirtan in two
distant places as Utkala and Kamarupa ? With

all the slight variation of intonation and the

manner of singing, the kirtan seems to pass

for one and the same. It sets me further think-

ing how the relation stands good for one. Has

Kamarupa initiated Utkala or Utkala initiated

Kamarupa ? My first reasoning forced me to

think that probably Sankaradeva, the great

religious reformer of Kamarupa went to Utkala

and brought with him manners of singing kirtan

from that country. But after going through

the Vaishnava literature of Utkala, I came to

the conclusion that through the influence of

Mahaprabhu Sri Chaitanyadeva, kirtan songs

were introduced in Utkala ; that before Sri-

Chaitanya, Sankardeva used to sing kirtans at

Kamarupa and before his time kirtan songs

were sung there. Under these circumstances, it

can be asserted that kirtans had been in vogue
at Kamarupa before they were known in Utkala.

But why should there be similarity between
kirtans in these two difiereut places ?
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How the Brahmanas from Kamarupa,Sribatta

or Vanga migrated to Utkala and settled there,

and how ancient kings of Kamarupa ruled not

only Kamarupa and Gauda but the whole of

Utkala as well with a high-hand for a pretty

^ong time I tried my best to explain.

After the publication ol The Social History of

Kamarupa (1st and 2nd parts) Dr.D. R. Bhandar-

l<ar and my iriend Babu Jogendrachandra

Ghosh discussed about Prachya Nagar Brah-

manas and Kayasthas and the conclusion they

arrived at in their respective treatises and

the newlj^ discovered copper-plate of Bhauma
kings, has brought in, I frankly admit, new
light to discuss it anew. In the 3rd part I

elaborately discussed all those points.

When the 1st and 2nd parts were published, I

could not ascertain what was the cause of the

great influence of ancient Kamarupa Rajas from

the coast of the Pacific Ocean in the east to the

boundary ot Magadha on the west and from

the foot of the Himalayas on the north to

Ganjam in the Madras Presidency in the south.

Not only the influences of the Rajas of Kama-

rupa was felt in those provinces, but with them

the customs, manners and ideals of Brahmanas,

who went with them were felt greatly. And

remnants of these customs, manners and ideals

are still seen prevalent there.

With the advent of the Bhauma dynasty, their

protegee, the NagaraBrahmans went to Gauda and

Utkala to spread their sacred literature, manners,

and customs in those places. This can easily be

proved by the una minify of customs, literature,

style and intonation among the people

living in those places. Again, with the advent •

of Muhammadan administration,Muhammadan
manners and customs were introduced in Bengal

and the customs and manners of Bhauma period
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became almost extinct. But m Kamarupa

and Utkala instances of old influences ot

Bhauma rulers and their advisors can be seen

even now. When Utkala and Kamarupa were

independent, no outside influence could enter

there. Now, with the spread of Western

Education the languages of both the places

have become artificial to some extent. Ideals

almost entirelj^ changed and the old intimacy

between the two countries have gradually been

impaired to a narrower limit and people of

both the countries are going to forget their

old friendly relation-vShip.

I have tried my best to write out the

present volume, bearing in mind the happiest

harmony which once prevailed between the two
countries. The pen-picture ot unification of the

above countries in the light of the eastern ideal

into one homogeneous whole to build a nation

is very striking too.

After the publication of the 2nd Volume,

complaints from some of the Kamarupa Kayas-
tha Samaja came to me that I have left out the

history of some of the important ancient

Kayastha families altogether and the Social

History of the Kayastha Samaja there could

not be complete without the record ol those

families. Over and above, no such history could

be complete without narrating the history of the

devout Saktas otKamakhya oneof the 51 Pith-

as of Tantrika fame and also of other devotees

of Sgkta cult. In this connection, I have to deal

with the Brahraanas of Sakta cult and of Saka-

dvipi Brahmanas who were established

by Ahora kings of Assam. Of course I frankly

admit that to write out a proper history of

Sakta and S^kadvipi Brahmanas and the Kayas

sthas honoured by Ahom Raj prompted me to

write out this volume. But the history of the
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Bhauma dyricisty and their dependant Nagar
Brahmans and also accounts of some ancient

Kajastha families having taken a good manj'

pages, I could not do justice to some useful

and important topics. Only in appendix III

I narrated genealogy of the remaining Kamarupa-

Kayastha Samaja and in Appendix IV I descri-

bed within a small compass the status of Raj

family of Gauripur/ If I be fortunate to write

out the 4th Volume of this history I shall try

my best to complete the Social History of

Kamarupa Sakta and Sakadvipi and other

important Samajas to my satisfaction

At the request of some Kamarupi friends,

I used in this Volume the Assamese characters

in place of Nagar i.

Lastly, I like to say a few words regarding

the personal inconveniences under which I was
placed when publishing this volume. With

my ailing body I had to compose the book at

intervals and when it was in the press I had to

suffer much from heart troubles. Twice

my illness proved so serious that my friends

and relatives despaired of ray life. But by the

grace of Almighty God, I was fortunate enough

to see the 3rd volume out which I never

expected. Under these circumstances, I hope
my readers will excuse my many failings and
shortcomings.

THE VISVAKOSHA
OFFICE.

J
NAGENDRANATH VASU

8,9, Bisvakosha Lane, y

Bagbazar, * 15—8-33
CALCUTTA.
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CHAPTER I

THE BHAUMA DYNESTY IN EASTERN INDIA.

The first volume of this work was published

nine years ago, but it was actually written more

than a year prior to the date of its publication.

Since then many stone and copper-plate ins-

criptions have come to light providing oppor-

unities for a fuller investigation into the

problems of the social and ethnological history

of Eastern India. What is the nucleus of the

Brahmaiia and Kayastha communities of the

modern Kamampa ? What indissoluble ties

bound them to the entire Eastern India from

time immemorial ? It will be my endeavour

to answer these questions in the light of the

materials that are available now.

The aristocracy of modern Kamarupa admit

only the influence of the culture of Mithils, on

their country, but the data which we now pos-

sess conclusively prove that at one time there

was a very close inter-relation between Kama-

New light

on the

history of

Karaarupa,

Kamarupu

not an

isolated

territory.
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The Bhauma

dynasty in

Eastern

India

Eastern

India on

the eve of

the rise of

Bhaskara-

varma.

rupa and Gauda-Vanga. Besides Gauda, Katna-

rupa entered into a very close association with

Udra and Kalinga, From the contemporary epi-

graphic records we come to know that the

Bhauma dynasty or the dynasty of Bhaga-

datta ruled for many years with absolute

power not only over Pragjyotisa but also

over Gauda, Udra, Kalinga and Ko^ala.

The inscriptions found in many places in Orissa

contain accounts of their rule for over four

hundred years,

How the Bhauma dynasty of Kamarupa

extended its sway first to Gauda and then to

the whole of Orissa is a story which no one

has yet attempted to tell. It is essential that

there should be an enquiry into the principles

of social ethics chat were evolved as a result

of the merging of the manners, customs,

usages and culture that were prevalent among
the upper classes of the several countries that

came under the rule of the Bhauma dynasty,

A discussion of this subject will make it clear

how the earlier standards of society were

considerably modified not only in Kamarupa

but also in Gauda and Kalinga and how the

various communities of Kamarupa and

Orissa still bear the stamp of that age of

cultural union.

The emergence of Bhaskaravarma, the Lord

of Pragjyotisa ma,rks a new era tn the

history of Eastern India. It is necessary to

survey the political condition and to note the

territorial divisions of the country before the

rise of Bhaskaravarma. Sometime between

636 and 645. A. D. the Chinese traveller
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Yuang Chuang visited Eastern India. It was
then divided into the following provinces :

1.

2.

3.

5.

Magadha 5,000 li

Iriiia or Hiranya-

parvata 3,000 li

Charap;! 4,000 li

Kayangala 2,000 li

Pundravardhana

4,000 li

6. Karaartipa, more

than 10,000 1i

7. Samatata 3,000 li

8. Tamralipti 1,400 li

9 Karnasuvarna 4,4501i

10. Udra 7,000 li

11. Kongoda 1,000 li

At the time of Emperor Harsavardhana,

the first five out of the above eleven provinces

were held by the Guptas, Katnarupa was ruled

by Bhjskaravarraa of the Rhagadatta or

Bhauma dynasty, Samatata or East Bengal

by Rajabhata and Karna-suvarna or the

Radha country, Kongoda or Kalinga and

Udra were the dominions of the king Sa^anka.

In the Har^a-charita we find a General

called Sinhanada speaking to Earsa-

vardhana as follows :

—

?t^][^%=? ^^^^T%[ i^t^?iw ^^% *(t?«rt?it^^t^; c*i^s r

'Lord Eajyavardhana has been mur-

dered by Narendra a wicked serpent

of Gauda* The Chinese traveller Yuang
Chuang gives the following account of the

murder of Eajyavardhana—"After the death of

Prabhakaravardhana, Kajyavardhana ( the

elder brother of Harsavardhana ) ascending

the throne ably governed his territories. At

this time vSasanka, the king of Karnasuvarna
was reigning over Eastern India. His ministers

used to warn him that evil would befall his

kingdom' if the province situatated at its bounda-

ries came to be ruled by a virtuous king.

Narendra

Gupta and

Sasanka

Deva.
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Thereupon he invited Rajyavardhana to his

kingdom. There the latter was assassinated."

According to the testimony ot Harsa-charita,

already referred to, Rajyavardhana met his

death at the hands of Narendra, the ruler of

Gauda, whereas the Chinese pilgrim tells us

that he was treacherously put to death by

Sa^anka, king of Karnasuvartia. The Following

words, uttered by Bhapdi, occur in another

place in Harsa-charita :—

'When the godlike Rgjyavardhana was

transported to the abode of the Immor-

tals, Kugasthala or Kanau] was occu-

pied by a person bearing the name Gupta.'

In the opinion of the late R: D. Banerjee

Sa^anka was a scion of the Gupta djnasty and

a son of Mahgsena Gupta and was also known
as Narendra Gupta *. But the inscriptions

and the coins,discovered up till now, do not fur-

nish any evidence in support of the theory that

Narendra Gupta and Sa^anka were one and the

same person .^ We do not come across the

(1) Banglar Itihasa, Vol. H, pp. 104-105.

(2) R, D. Banerjee goes still further to say
—*Vana-

bhatti expected favours from the royal family of Sthariesvara

and Vuang Chuang obtanied presents and various kinds of

help from Harsavardhana. Besides, the Chinese traveller

was a sworn enemy of the Brahmins. For these reasons his

account of the death of Rajyavardhana is untrustworthy.

Most probably Sasanka attacked Rajyavardhana with a

large army and after having defeated him made him a

prisoner and put him to death" CBanglar Itihas,

Vol. ll.p, io7).But the two copper-plate inscriptions of Harsa-

\'ardhana state as follows :

—
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title 'Gupta' or the name "Narendra" along

with the name 'Sas'anka' in the Rohtasgarh

seal of Sa^anka, the Copper-plate inscription

of his Mahasaraanta Madhavavarman or in

any of his scions. He has always been men-

tioned as Sa^anka Deva,

The distinguished orientalist Dr. Btihler says,

*In one of the Manuscript copies of the "Harsa-

charita the name of the murderer of Eajyavar-

dhana is given as Narendra Gupta"^.

The king of Malava had killed Rajyavar-

dhana's brother-in-law Grahavarmg, the Mau-
khari chief and made his sister Rajyasri a

prisoner. On receipt of the news Rajyavar-

dhana marched forth with 10000 quick

-

footed soldiers and defeated the king of

Malava. It was probably at this time that

Narendra Gupta, the king of Gauda, appar-

ently seeking the friendship of the victorious

Rajyavardhana invited . him to his camp and

put him to death at the counsel of Sasanka

Deva, who was his principal Samanta, From
a study of the Harsa-charita we come to

know that on ascending the throne, Harsa-

vardhaua regarded it as his first and foremost

duty to pursue his brother's murdererand to

'Rajyavardhan lost his life at the residence of his enemy

for the fulfilment of his promise' This conteicpory evidence

bears out the statements of the Chinese pilgrim and

Vanabhatta. The Chinese pilgrim was never an enemy of the

Brahmins. If it were so Bhaskaravarma who was a fritnd of

the Brahmins could never have regarded him in such deep

esteem as he did.

(3) Epigraphia Indica, Vol. 1. p- 77.
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seek out his sister. The throne of Kanauj

probably remained vacant alter the death ot

the Maukhari king Grahavarman, The lines,

quoted from Harsa-charita show that

Kanauj was seized by Narendra Gupta alter the

murder of Eajyavardhana. His friend Sasanka

Deva was at that time ruling over Magadha

as a leudatory chief. This is evident from

the seal of Sasanka Deva found in Rohtasgarh*.

Harsavardhana first recovered Kanauj

by defeating and killing Narendra Gupta,

who was the murderer of his brother. He
then assumed sovereignty and founded an era

which was known by his name.

Saianka Deva's rule was at first confined to

Kariiasuvarna. The region extending from

Sasanka's Magadha to Pundravardhana the territory

rule. lying to the west of the Karatoya and the

north of the Ganges belonged to Narendra

Gupta. But vvhen having murdered Bajya-

vardhana Narendra Gupta seized the throne

of Kanauj with the hope of becoming an

emperor, the administration and control oi the

territories situated between Magadha and Pun-

dravardhana must have been vested in Sasanka.

After the death of Narendra Gupta all these

dominions were annexed to his kingdom. Not only

Gauda but also Udra, Kalinga and South Kosala

came under his sway: and the rulers of these

places were reckoned as his vassals. In the

copper-plate inscriptions of Madhavaraja of

the year 300 of the Gupta Era, Sasanka Deva

has been described Maharajadhiraja and as

(4) Fleet's Gupta Inscriptions, p. 283,
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or the lord of the "whole universe including

the four seas, the islands, the mountains and
the cities.** In this inscription Madhavaraja

though declaring himself the Lord o* Kalinga

regards his allegiance to Sa^jnka as a matter

of pride, 5 This gives sufficient indication

o^ the extent of Sas'anka's power. We are iusti-

tied in concluding that from the year 606 A,D.

in which Narendra Gupta was defeated and
killed by Harsa to 620 A. D. Sa^anka Deva
was the acknowledged ruler over the whole

of Eastern India, The fact that Sasanka was
not connected with the Gupta dynasty by any
ties of relationship is proved by the evidence

furnished by his seals and coins. The coins stam-

ped by the earlier as well as the later Guptas all

bear the image of the goddess Kamala but the

coins of Sasauka are marked on one side with

the figure of Siva mounted on a bull and on

the other with that of Kamala seated on a

lotus," This shows that the Guptas w^ere

the followers of the Vaijinava religion while

Sa^aaka. was an adherent of Saivism.

The image of the Kamala stamped on one

side of the coins of Sasanka signify that th

dominions of the Guptas had now passed into

his hands. Though we are only familiar with

the story of Sa^aaKa's hostility to the Buddhist

religion, the splendid architectural monuments,

relies of which still exist at Khiching and

Sasanka

not a

member of

the Gupta

dynasty.

(5) Epigraphia Indica Vol. IV, p, 143,

(6) British Museum Catalogue of Indian Coins, Gupta

Dynasty, pp. 147-486.
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Benusagar in the hilly regions lying in the

southern part of Mayurbhanja bear testimoney

to his great devotion to the Saiva laith. He

brought the Sakadvipi Brahamanas belonging

to the ten gotras to the RSdha country where

they settled down under his patronage /

The rise of Sas'anka frightened even the

mighty Bhaskaravarma, the king of Kamarupa.

From Ya^abhatta's Har?a-charita we get the

following interesting story S

—

'When Harsavardhana arrived in Gauda

with a powerful force Bhaskaravarma sent a

messenger with; various presents to him. The

message which was delivered runs as follow^s :—

The Lord of Pragjyotiea has taken a vow

that he would never bend his head before any

one except the feet of Siva. This vow can be

fulfilled in either of the three ways, viz^Conquest

of the whole world, 2nd Death or Alliance

with such a powerful King as Harsadeva.

Harsavardhana accepted the presents of Bhas-

karavarma and there grew up a deep abiding
^

friendship between them,

(7) Banger Jatiya Itihasa, Brahmana kanda. Part Iv, p86,

(8) In the Rajanyakanda 1 have said that Sasanka Deva

was overpowered and the king of Gauda killed, as a result

of the combined attack of the two potentates. But on an

analysis of the sequence of events it now appears to me
that no friendship between Harsbav irdhana and Bhaskar-

varma existed at the time of the Emperor's campaign

against Narendra Gupta. When after the fall of Narendra

Gupta, Sasanka Deva, assuming the title of the paramount

ruler established his sway over the whole of Eastern India

ecept Kamarupa, Bhaskaravarma forming an alliance with

Harsavardhana marched forth in order to defeat his

powerful adversary.
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Harsha attacked Sasanka from the western

side, while Bhaskaravarma led the attack on the

eastern side. Harassed by such powerful

antagonists on both sides Sas-inka sought

shelter in the hilly regions of Mayurbhanja.
R, D. Banerjee says, "In a later stage of

the battle with Harsha, Sasanka probably

obtained help from the Chalukya king Puia-

kesi II by whom the former was defeated."*

This statement is not supported by any evi-

dence.

Harshavardhan was defeated by Pulakesi^*'

in about 620 A. D. when Sasanka was still

ruling,' 1 It may be presumed that having

met with reverses in the South Harsha set

out to conquer the East with the help of

Bhaskaravarma. The fight between Harsha and

Sasanka probably took place between 621

and 625 A. D. Though at an earlier stage of the

fight Sasanka lost the portion of his kingdom Harsha

which was situated between Magadha and and

Karnasuvarna, he continued to rule for some- Pulaktsi.

time over Kalinga and Kosala, Afterwards

being defeated in a battle he died in Kalinga.

After the overthrow of his enemy Harsha

became the Emperor of Northern India. Mean-

while, Pulakesi was advancing towards the

North with a vew to conquer Kalinga and

Kosala and thereby reduce the power of

Harsha. We find this in the Aihole inscription

(9) Banglar Itihasa, Vol. 11. p, 109.

(10) V.A.L. Smith, Early History of India, 3rd Edition.

p. 340.

(ii) Epigraphia Indica, Vol. VI, p, 6,
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Harsha's

ascendancy

in Northern

India.

of Pulakesi. Harsha was probably absent

from Kalinga when it was attacked by

Pulakesi, The long war with Harsha under

the leadership of Sasanka had severely taxed

the resources of Kalinga and consequently it

failed to offer an effective resistance to the

invader. But Pulakesi' s occupation of the

place was, like the ravages of the Marathss

in Bengal, only temporary. At the news of

Pulakesi's expedition Harsha hurriedly came

to Kalinga and was able to regain possession of

it. It is superfluous to say that on this occasion

also Bhaskaravarma rendered valuable help to

his friend. At the time when Harsha was busy

setting up a stable government in Kalinga the

Chinese pilgrim Yuan Chuang was enjoying

the hospitality of Bhaskaravarma at his

capital in Kamarapa. While returning from

Kongoda Harsha came to learn that the great

Chinese scholar had been staying as an

honoured guest at the Court of Bh^^skaravarma,

From the account of the Chinese pilgrim's

travels we obtain the following information :— '

"At this time king Siladitya was in a
district Ka-chuon-kila (Kayangal). He had been

on an expedition to a country called Kung-yu-ta

(Kongoda) and on his way back to Kanauj to

hold a great Buddhist Council there. Hearing

of the Chinese pilgrim at the court of king

Kumara, he sent a summons to the latter to

repair to him with his foreign guest. Kumara
replied with a refusal saying that the king

could have his head but not his guest. "I

trouble you for your head," came the

prompt reply. Thereupon KumSra became
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submissive and proceeded with the pilgrim and

a great retinue to join Siliiditya."*^

Near Kayangal or the modern Rajmahal

Bhaskaravarma met Harshavardhana accom-

panied by the Chinese pilgrim. They then

parted, Bhaskaravarms proceeding along the

northern coast and Ilarsavardhana along the

southern coast. They were united at Kanauj

where a grand Buddhist Council and a splendid

festival had been organised by the Emperor.

The Chinese pilgrim was also present. At the

invitation of Harsha 20 princes belonging to

different parts of India attended the festival.

A golden image of Buddha was carried amid

a procession of 300 elephants accompanied by

Harsha and the twenty kings. Dressed like

Sakra or Indra, Harsha held an umbrella over

the golden image, while Bh^skaravarmS, in the

guise of Brahma followed with a Chamara in

his hand. The latter probably dressed himself

like Brahmana, as he was generally known as a

BrShmaua. This grand festival was celebrated

in spring in the year 644 A. D. After it was
over, Harshavardhana came to Prayaga and

performed the danasagara. Among those

who attended the ceremony there were

Bhaskaravarma accompanied by the Chinese

pilgrim, and the twenty kings already mentioned

as well as a large number of holy men. At the

conclusion of the ceremony, the attendant

Princes were all honoured according to their

respective status. It was probably on this occa-

sion that Bhaskaravarma obtained from the

The

festival

at Kanauj.

Bhaskara-

varma

rewarded.

(i2) Watters.On Yuan Chuang's Travels in India, Vol. I.

P- 349-
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Emperor, as a token of the latter's great

regard for him, the provinces of Gauda, Kalinga,

Udra and Kos'ala. Jf this presumption is correct

Bhsskaravarrag was installed on the throne of

Karnasuvarna in 64-6 or 647 A. D. From the

inscriptions on the copper-plate which he issued

The from Karnasuvarna making grants of lands to
testimoney ^ large number of Brahmanas we learn that he

, resided in this part of his kinsrdom for a consi-
Copper-plate ^ ,

*
derable period of time.*^ The inscription tells

us that during Bhaskaravarma's stay in

Kari.iasuvarya a number of BrShmayas came
there and represented the following case before

Maharaja Jyeshtha Bhadrk:—'Maharaja Maha-
Bhflta Varma. the great-great-grand-father of

Bhaskaravarma> had made grants of lands to

some Brghmanas, but on account of the loss of the

copper-plate the officers of the State had procee-

ded to assess taxes on those lands. They there-

fore prayed that the grant might be renewed,'

A new copper-plate grant was accordingly issued

grant.

(13) ?\Tr. R, D. Banerjee does not agree that Phaskara-

varmi lived in the Rarha country for a long time. Accor-

ding to him, Bhaskaravarma held Karnasuvarna in occupa-

tion only temporarily, in tbe course of his protracted war

with Sasanka and the Nidhanpur Coiper-plate grant men-

tioned above belongs to tVis period.(Bai galar ItihasT,Vol.ii,

p. 112.) Mr. Banerjee writes, "The king of Kamaruna

being defeated by Sasanka sought help from Thanesvar,

Afterwards Sasanka was defeated by the combined forces of

Harsha and Bhaskaravarma. Yumg Chuang visiter Karna-

suvarna sometime between 636 and 639 A, D. Sasanka was

not then ai;ve.(BangIar Itihasa, vol. II, pp 108 and 109.) The

view that Bhaskaravarma sought the help of Harsha after

having sustained defeat at the hands of Sasanka is not sup-

ported by any evidence and is based entirely on imagination
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in the names of the surviving descendants and

successors of those B?ahmanas to v^hom the

gifts had been originally made. From the

above it is quite evident that Bhaskaravarma
lived in Kartjasuvarna for a long time as the

Brahraanas would not have taken the trouble of

travelling all the way from their distant homes
mentioned in the inscription if it were possible

for them to realise their object at the capital

of Kg,mampa.

The Chinese traveller Yuang Chuang visited

the capital of Kamartipa at the invitation of

Bhaskaravarma in 642 A. D. They both attend-

ed the famous festival of Kanauj in 644. A. D.

Shortly after this Bhaskaravarma was installed

on the throne of Karnasuvarna.

The Emperor Harsha died in 648 A. D. After

his death there were scrambles for the throne,

Arjuna, the General of Harsha, seizing the throne,

tried to get himself acknowledged as the

Emperor. He was, however, vanquished by a

powerful Chinese army led by a Chinese General

who had come at the invitation of Madhava

Gupta and Bhaskaravarma in 649 or 650 A. D.

In the Chinese chronicles Bhaskaravarma

has been styled the Lord of Eastern India.

Needless to saj^, under the influence of

Bhaskaravarma and his successors, the social

customs, practices, education, culture and even

the languages in Kamarupa, Gauda and Kalinga

tended to be similar. Though the social struc-

ture of Gauda underwent profound changes as

a result of the great influence which the

Varendra and Ra<jhiya Brahmanas came to

The death

of

Harsha.

The

unifying

influence

of

Bhaskara-

varma and

his

successors.
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exercise over it in a later age the civilization

and even the languages of Kamarnpa and
Kalinga are still reminiscence of the close asso-

ciation which existed at one time between these

two provinces. Another reason for this is to

be seen in the influence which the Bhauma
dynasty of Kamarnpa exercised over Kalinga

even in a subsequent age.

From wha,t has been said it is clear that

Kamari5pa's association with the Radha country

dates from the time of King Bhaskaravarma.

The Chinese pilgrim visited the capital of

Kamaropa at the invitation of Bhaskaravarma.

He was struck with admiration at the sight of

the numerous temples which stood there. In his

Yj^g time it enjoyed the reputation of being a centre

prosperity of learning. "Students from all parts of India

of came here and received education in the various

Kamarupa. Sastras." We may conclude that the prosperous

condition of Kamarapa of which the Chinese

pilgrim has drawn such a brilliant picture had

been in existence long before the time of his

visit.** We find in the Nidhanpur copper-plate

inscription of Bhaskaravarma that during the

reign of Maha-bhatavarma or Bhfltivarma,

Rigvedi, Yajurvedi, Samavedi and Atharvavedi

Brahmanas of various denominations lived in

the Agrahara of Mayarsalmala which was
granted by him and which was situated in his

territory called Chandrapuri. The number of

these Brahmaiias, deeply versed in the Vedas,

who were thus settled by King MahabhQti-

(14) The Social History of Kamarupa, Vol. I, p- 154.
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varma was not small. There is no doubt that

they were called for the purpose of dissemina-

ting the knowledge of the Sastras. In the

Agrahara mentioned above they lived ior

generations. When in course of time the

original copper-plate was destroyed the officers

of the State proceeded to levy taxes on the

lands. Thereupon the descendants of the

grantees came to Karnasuvarna and explained
their case to MaharSja JyeshthaBhadra, who
was the officer-in-charge there. The new copper-

plate which was issued by Bhaskaravarma at

the request of Maharaja Jyeshtha Bhadra has been

discovered at Nidhanpur in the district of

Sylhet. This is known as the Nidhanpur
copper-plate of Bhaskaravarma. In the first

volume of this work, the English translation

of a portion of the text relating to the royal

dynasty has been published. I have not

dealt there with the portion of the text in

which there is a description of the various

classes of Brahmauas who received the grants.

But as a matter of fact this is the most impor-

tant section of the inscription as it throws a

flood of light on the problems connected with

the history of castes and sects in Eastern India.

As I consider this to be very important I have

reproduced in Appendix A Pandit PadmanSth
Bhattacharyja's reading of the text.'^

Most of the surnames held by Brahmanas
belonging to the various gotras and schools of

Vedas which are mentioned in the Nidhanpur

plate recur in the copper-plate inscription of

Maharaja Lokan^tha of the seventh century.

Brahminic
surnames
and

Maharaja
Lokanatha's
inscriptions.

(15) Vide appendix A at the end of this chapter.
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Mr. Radhagovinda Basjka who deciphered

the above inscription, makes the following

observation :—

"Another significant fact that may be brought
to notice here is that in this plate, which we
take to have belonged to the age of anarchy

(mjtsya-nyaya) in Bengal, i. e, the time after the

death of Harsha and before the rise of the Pala

Kingdom in the eighth century, we do not find

even a latent allusion to Buddhism, although

the Pala kings themselves were Saugatas

(Buddhists). From the accounts of the Chinese pil-

grim Hiuen Chuang (Watters, Vol II, p. 186) we
learn that during this time he could find no sign

of Buddhism in Kjmarupa. We cannot possibly

connect the plate with any of the Kamarup

kings of that time. We have seen that the

ancestors of Lokanatha were devotees of San-

kara and that his own Brahmana maha-

samanta Pradosh Sarman (the grantee) wished

to set up an image of Ananta-Narayana, The

prevalence o* Brahmanic influence in Eastern

India at the time can be rightly inferred also

from the mention in this inscription of the

sacred fires, Pauranic deities, Brahmanas versed

in the four Vedas, etc, also from the fact that

the Brahmanas could be Samanta chiefs." '
*

"The date of the grant is stated to have

been in the 44th year (1. 29.) which we have

taken to refer to the Harsha era, i. e. as corres-

ponding, therefore, to 650 A. D.—only two
years after the death of the Emperor Harsha.

Historians take 5.ditya-sena of the later Gupta

(i6) Epigraphia Indica, Vol. XV, p, 306.
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dynasty to have ruled Eastern India after

Harsha's death. Are we then to suppose that

Lokanatha, who is described as only a nvipa

(V. 7) and uses the little of Kumaramatya was a

feudatory chief under 5.ditya-sena of Magadha ?

We know that Kumaramatya was a

technical title, used during and after the Gupta

period, not only with regard to ministers, but

also with regard to feudatory chiefs. So it is

not unlikely that Lokanatha owed his allegi-

ance to 5.dityasena or some other sovereign of

later Gupta dynasty. Who is the parame^vara

(paramount sovereign), referred to in verse 7,

and described as having lost a large number of

soldiers in a battle ? It seems plausible to

suppose that this paramesvara was Loka-

natha's own liege-lord, who must have sent an

armj" to help his feudatory, who, as we know
from verse 9, had to fight against another

niipa, named Jivadharaya described as having

made over to Lokanatha his owm province and
army by giving up battle. It seems that

Jivadharana occupied Lokanatha's land.

"From the use of the title nripa only it seems

that like Lokanatha, this Jivadharana also was
a local chief in some part of Eastern India.

This local chief gave up war against Loka-

natha, perhaps because the latter obtained

royal charter (Sripatta) from his sovereign."

The following genealogical chart is based

on the copper-plate inscription of Maharaja
Lokanatha :

—
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..natha (an adhimabaraja)

I

Srinatha (a Samanta)

] r

Bhftvanatha (A brother)

I

A son married Gotradevi

I

The date

LokaDjtba (Karaua) Daughter of Ke^ava (Para-

(Feudatory chief) aava) who married Asbtaika,

I
daughter of Vira (good

Lakshminatha (Dataka) Brahmana) who was a son

of Sthavara (described as

Dvijavara),

From the inscription of Lokanatha it would

appear that a Samanta chief named Jivadharana

occupied his land. Lokanatha probably succeeded

in defeating him. His liege-lord probably Jaya.

tuiiga Varma, pleased at his valour, made him a

king by granting him a royal charter. Of course

his ancestor (great-great-grandfather) was styled

Adhimaharaja or overlord. The portion of the

inscription which refers to the date is indistinct

and faded. According to Mr. Basakha's reading,

the third line of the inscription on the back of

the plate runs as follows :~ ""m^ 5^*6'51-

1^'s'*\% ^X^^'^X^ ^tl^'ItC^l. Evidently this cannot

mean only 44 years. The blank signifies that

the number of years as it stands now was

originally prefixed by figures showing either

Lokanatha ^°^ hundred years or two hundred years. As

the letters in this inscription correspond with

those used in the copper-plate inscriptions of

Bhaskara Varma and Emperor Harshvardhana, the

date of Lokanatha's inscription should be the

year 244 of the Gupta era or 663 A. D. I have

already shown that Bhaskara Varma got as a grant
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from the Emperor Harsha the provinces ot

Gauda, Udra, Kalinga and Ko^ala, and that in 649

or 650 A, L D., shortly after the death of

Harsha he was known to the Chinese Emperor

as "Lord of Eastern India." From the copper-

plate grant made by Bhaskara Varmg,, while he

was in Karnasuvarua, it is clear, that he resided

here for a long time. This was the reason why
the descendants of the grantees had to under-

take the long and arduous journey from Chandra-

puri Vishaya. There can be no doubt that

Bhaskara Varma's period of ascendancy extended

at least up to the year 650 A. D. He therefore

appears to have been succeeded by Jayatunga

Varma, liege-lord of Raja Lokanatha.

In the copper-plate grant of Lokanatha his great-

great-grandfather has been styled 'Adhimaharaia'

or Sovereign. This makes us think that when
after the downfall of the Gupta Empire, Dharmg-

ditya, Gopachandra, Samficharadeva and other

chiefs established themselves as independent

rulers, the ancestor of Lokanatha also succeeded

in asserting his sovereignty in his territory Lokanatha's

called Suvvaiiga. Apparently this position could liege-lord-

not be maintained for a long time. His succes- ^ ^^*

sors were all described as Samantas. From what
has been said above there cannot, I think, be

any objection agamst the view that Raja

Lokanatha was a feudatory chief under Bhaskara-

Varma's successor Jayatuiiga Varma. Mr. Basakh

says, "from the accounts of the Chinese

pilgrim Hiuen ^iang we learn that during this

time he could find no sign of Buddhism in

Kamaropa. We cannot possibly connect

this plate with any of the Kamariipa kings of

that time." But we can no longer subscribe to
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His

connection

with

Kfimarupa

this view. We need not be surprised that

Maharaja Lokanatha was under the influence of

Kamarflpa when it is remembered that he ruled

as a feudatory chief under Bhaskara Varma or his

successor. The jungly tract containing the

lands which he granted to the Brahmaya has been

called by the name 'SuYvanga.' In the copper-plate

inscription there is a reference to Lokanatha's

fight with Jayatunga Varma who was probably

liege-lord and successor of Bhaskara Varma.

While theNidhanpur plate of Bhaskara Varma

mentions the names, surnames and gotras of the

grantees as also the respective Vtdas to which

they belonged, Lokanatha's inscription provides

us with only the names and vSurnames of the

Brahmanas who obtained lands from him. It

however mentions the Agastj^a gotra of Pradosha

Sharma at whose instance the grant was made

and records the names of his ancestors up to

the fourth generation.

Though the surnames mentioned in Bhaskara
Varma's plate are above 26, they include more

than fifty families. If the gotras and the different

Vedas are taken into consideration, Lokanatha's

inscription refer to forty families.

The question now arises, where did Loka-

natha rule ? It is difficult to answer the question

with the help of the inscription only. The 8th

sioka of the copper-plate runs as follows :
—

From the above sloka it appears that

Lokanatha was compelled to engage himself in a
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His kirg-

dom a part

war with his liege-lord Jayatunga Varma. But

later on there was reconciliation between them

and this was rendered possible by his able states-

manship. We may ask, who is this Jayatunga

Varma ? The distinguished orientalist A.

Foucher refers to an image found in Samatata

called Jayatufiga-Lokangtha in his "L' Icono-

graphie Bouddhique".^

'

We know that the copper})late of

Raja Lokanatha was recovered from the

district of Tipperah which formed part of

Samatata. We may suppose that the image
of Jayatunga-Lokanatha was erected at the of Samatata

spot which witnessed the union between

Lokanatha and Jayatuiiga Varma. It may also

be that Jayatunga set up an image of the deity

Lokanatha or Avalokitesvara which became
subsequently known as Jayatuiiga-Lokanatha.

Whatever the fact may be, the site of the image
of Jayatufiga-Lokanatha and the place from

which the copper-plate was recovered both

point to the conclusion that the territory over

which Baja Lokanatha ruled formed part of

Samatata. We find the earliest mention of

the name Samatata in the Vrihatsamhita by

Varahamihira. Before him Samatata was known
as Pravaiiga. The word 'Suvvanga' mentioned in

the copper-plate inscription of Lokanatha appears

to be a corrupt form of '©\»^5? (Subhavanga).

Though the image of Jayatuiiga-Lokanatha

seems to indicate the existence of a connection

with Buddhism the copper-plate of Lokanatha
bears testimony to the predominance of the

Brahmanic influence. Prof. Basgkh truly remarks,

"A remarkable fact gathered from this inscrip-

(17; Vide L' l-oaOitaiphie Boaldhiqu; de L' fnde, p. I08.

predornin-

ance of

Brahmanic

influence.
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tionis that in ancient times even a Brabmana like

Pradosha Sarma could rise to the dignity of a

Mahasamanta by the strength of his arm."**

From the above copper-plate grant we learn

that in the 7th century A. D. preparations were

made for establishing one hundred Brahmayas

in Samatata by clearing the jungles. We further
Evidence jgarn that inter-caste marriage was in vogue at

this time. The following translation from the above

copper-plate will illustrate this statement :—

(Verse 1.) Victorious is Sankara, by whom
evils are destroyed and who avoided Kama (the

God of Love) out of anger (?), (the God) whose

image (is) in all ceremonies fnd who for

the three worlds' attainment of the happiness

of stability divided his own person into eight

forms, in each of which his greatness with

regard to lordship, etc., was equally (present).

(V, 2.) There was a prosperous king, sprung

from the good familj' of the sage Bharadvaja

...natha, whose sanctified and brilliant consecra-

tion veas performed on his head by means of a

shower of dust from the lotus-feet of Sambhu,

a king, of highly known fame, having right to

(the use of) the majestic title of adhi-maharaja

(or maharajadhiraja) who for the destruction

of (his) mundane existence exterminated his

sins.

(V. 3.) Of that hjgh-souled person, who
was an abode of virtues, the noble son, the

great feudatory chief (Samanta), Srinatha, of

known prowess, who had gained in battle the

wealth of valour, who was the chief vehicle of

virtuous deeds, and who, like Bhagavan, could

(i8) Epigraphia Indica, Vol, XV, p. 305.
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repel misfortunes by means of the delegates

of his own supremacy, was a hero who display-

ed in this earth all attainable feats.

(V. 4.) This accomplished son also Bhava-

natha by name whose one thought was to

cross the waters of the ocean of existence,

transferred his rule to his brother's accom-

plished son, and himself became glorious like a

rishi.

(V. 5.) By him was begotten, for the conti-

nuation of the family, an excellent son, by his

worthy (wife) Gotradevi, as greatly glorious

as the greatness of the family (herself) who
was bright with the ornament of fidelity to her

supporting lord, and who took her birth from

Ashtayika (her mother).

(V. 6.) Of whom the mother's (Gotradevi's)

father's grandfather was the prominent

Brahmana named Sthavara , the respected

(maternal) great-grandfather was the chief

Brahmana called Vira ; the grandfather was
the Parasava Kesava, virtuous and noble, held

in high esteem by the good, who, being placed

in charge of the army, was in touch with the

king, a famous man.

(V. 7.) That daughter's son of Kesava was

king Lokanatha, who was accomplished, who
had always truth for his only friend, whose

army was victorious by reason of the intellect

of his counsellor, the great sword shining on

his postlike arms, and whose horses were the

undisguised essence of great strength ; aganist

him la rge armies of the paramgivara (supreme

ruler) were many times discomfited.

(V. 8,) 'In obstinate battle with Jayatufiga
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yarsha^* he showed his readiness. He is expert

in the matter of prescribing the right course to

seekers ( of instruction ) in policy ; his subjects

are always pleased, and he is happy in making
friendship : this man of many qualities, dear

to the learned, a resort to good people, and

prone to (doing) universal good, of sharp

intellect, has achieved majesty and prosperity.

(V, 9.) Thus reflecting, having the object of

his action well settled in accordance with the

advice of his trusted (men), king Jivadharana

relinquished battle and gave away to that

Karaiia (Lokanatha), who obtained a royal

charter (pa^^a), his own territories (Vishaya)

along with his army (sadhana),"^©

We gather the following information from

above ; LokanMha's ancestor Adhimaharaja

was born in the Bharadvaja Gotra. His son

was SAmanta Srinatha. Srinatha's son was
Bhavanatha ; Bhavanatha's nephew was the

father of Lokanatha. Lokanatha's mother

was Gotra devf. Her mother's name was
Ashtayika and her father (Lokanatha's maternal

grandfather) was Kea'ava, Kesava was a

Parasava and was ''virtuous and able, held in

high esteem by the good, who, being placed in

charge of the army, was in touch with the

king, a famous man." Ke^ava's father Vira and
Vira's father Sthavara have been praised as

Dvija-sattama and Dvijavara respectively,

both the terms meaning the best of the twice-

(19) Correct reading of the original plate is 'varma'-

(20) Consult Appendix B for the facsimile and readug

of the copper-plate grant of Lokanatha.
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born. Subsequently Raja Lokanatha has been

described as Karaua.

It will, theretore, be observed that RajaLoka-

natha's maternal grandfather was Parasava,

but he was regarded as twice-born while his

great-grandfather and the latter's father

were highly respected Brahmanas. In Vavabhatta's

Harshacharita which was written sometime

before, we find that the author's father Chitra-

bhgnu was a Sjgnika Brahmapa. Vanabhatta was
his son by his Brahmaiia wife and Chandrasena

and Matrisena were his other sons by his

Sadra wife. Vayabhatta calls therr. his Parasava

brothers. This proves that in his time marriage

between diflferent caste was not uncommon. We
also find that there was not much orthodoxy in

religious matters. Raja Lokanatha was a devotee

of Siva. But his Mahasamanta PradoshaSarma
who was an ardent believer in Vaishnavism

obtained his permission to set up an image of

Ananta-Narayana and settled more than one

hundred Brahmauas in the jungly tract of land

within the territory of Raja Lokanatha. ^i

Again, we find, JayatuiigaVarma though born

of the Brahmanic Bhauma dynasty as will be

proved from the account of the Bhauma
dynasty of Orissa, had a deep faith in

Buddhism to which the image of Lokanatha

bears testimony. This toleration in religious

matters had been in evidence since the time of

Harshavardhana. The Emperor though a Buddhist

granted lands to Brahmanas by issuing copper-

Social

freedom

and

religious

toleration.

(21) Consult Appendix B for the facsimile and reading

of the copper-plate grant of Lokanatha
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plates and was attached by ties of personal

friendship to Bhaskara Varma who was a devout
Saiva, The contemporary inscriptions all

contain evidence to prove that matrimonial

connections existed between princes belonging

to Saiva, Sakta, and Buddhist creeds.

BhaskaraVarma's long copper-plate grant and

also copper-plate grant of Lokanatha discloses

the fact that through out the empire of Harsha-
e reviva

yaj-fjijana attempts were made to revive the
of

Brahrainism
^^^^ °^ Brahmauas and settle Brahmaua families

by granting them lands although the Emperor
himself was a Buddhist, Both the Adhirajas or

the independent rulers and the Samantas or

the feudatory chiefs owning only nominal alle-

giance to them but their support to this move-

ment. Not only these rulers but also the Buddhist

princes of the Bhauma dynasty ruling over

Kalinga and Kosala in a later age were actually

settling Brahmanas in their territories.

Mr. J. C. Ghosh in his article on Visakha

Datta, the author of the Mudra Rakshasa writes,—

"In some manuscripts of the Mudra-Rakshasa,

the reading of Avanti Varma has been found in

the last line of the last sloka in place of

Chandragupta * * * Although the history is silent

about any descendants of Bhaskaravarma of

Kamampa, the reference to the Varaha Avatara
Avanti leads us to think that this Avanti Varma might
arma. ^^ ^^^ immediate descendant of Bhaskara-

varma, who claimed his descent from the Varaha

Avatara.2 2"

But from the account already given we find

(22) Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Vol XXVl,

(1930) p. 244.
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that the paramount ruler Jayatuiiga Varma

was on the throne before 663 A. D. Under the

circumstances Avanti Varma should be a descen-

dant of Jayatufiga Varma and predecessor of

Sri Harshadeva of Rhagadatta line.

It may be surmised that the province of

Magadha was granted to Madhava Gupta, ano-

ther friend of Harshavardhaua, on the occassion

of the Danasagara ceremony at Prayaga in the

same way as Karnasuvania fell to the lot of

Bhaskara Varma. After the demise of Bhaskara

Varma, Xdityasena, a son of Madhava Gupta

made an attempt to gain ascendancy in 5rya-

varta by performing a horse-sacrifice. From the

inscription found at Apsad we learn that 5.ditya

sena was alive in the 66th year of the Harsha
era i. e. 671 or 672 A. D. His grandson Jivita

Gupta was the last of the Guptas. It is generally

believed that the Gupta dynasty come to an end

in the last quarter of the 7th century or the

first quarter of the 8th century. The Gauda-

vadha Kavya by Vakpati contains the story of

the death of the Lord of Magadha at the hands

of Ya^ovarma, This event probably took place

in 728 or 729 A. D. On the other hand

from the inscriptions of Jayadevall the Lichchhavi

king of Nepal, we learn that his father Sivadeva

married the grand-daughter of the king Jditya-

sena and the daughter of the Maukhari king

Grahavarma and that he himself was married to

Rajyamati, the daughter of Sri-Harshadeva

styled the Lord of Gauda, Udra, Kalinga and

Kogala. In this inscription, Rajyamati has

been respectfully mentioned as a Princess belong.

Adltya-sena,

Matrimonial

alliginces

between

Ijter king's

of the

Bhagadatta

dynasty

and the

Licchivis.
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The murder

of the King

of Cauda

by Lalita-

ditya.

ing to the royal dynasty of Bhagaclatta.2 3 From

the above inscription we learn that Jayadeva II

was alive in 759 A. D. Sri-Harshadeva ol

Bhagadatta line must have, therefore, been alive

at an earlier date.

Jivita Gupta died at the hands of Ya^ovarma

sometime in 728 or 729 A. D. While returning

after his victory over the ruler of Magadha

he was conquered by Lalitaditya, the

king of Kashmira. The king of Gauda, probably

Sri Harshadeva, tried to win the favour

of Lalitaditya by presenting him with a

number of elephants. Lalitaditya invited

him to Kashmira and though he had taken a

solemn vow before a god Parihasake^ava who
had a shrine in the city of Parihasapura that he

would never do any harm to his guest had him

murdered by a notorious 'Trigrami*.-*

The news soon spread to Gauda and a number

of the faithful servants of the late king,

determined to avenge the death of their master

came to Kashmira on the pretence of making a

pilgrimage to the sacred shrine of Saradapit^a.

On arriving in Kashmir they advanced towards

the temple of Parihasa-Kesava with the object

of wrecking it. The priests, on receiving the news

of their approach shut the gate of the temple.

Mistaking an adjoining silver temple of

Ramasvami for the temple of Parihash-Keiava

thej destroyed it and schattered the image of

god to pieces. In the meantime the soldiers hurried

to the spot and surrounded them. When they

<23)

Bhagavaii Lai Indraji's Inscriptions from Nenal.

(24) Vide Rajatarangini. Chap. 4-
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were busy breaking the image of the god the

soldiers were cutting ofif their beads. But the

men of Gauda were unperturbed. One by one

they died at the hands of the enemies. How
great was their loyalty ! Kalhana, the famous

author of Rajatarangini referring to that event

remarked, "What shall I say about the arduous

journey from Gauda to Kashmira! What the men
of Gauda did was even beyond providence.

Even now the temple of Rgmasvatni lying

vacant, but the fame of those heroes of Gauda

has spread to the whole Universe, "^^

Vakpati's work does not mention the name
of 'Magahanatha' or the lord of Magadha, neither

does Kalhana's Rajataraiigini give us the name
of the king of Gauda who was killed by the

Trigrami at the instance of Lalitaditya, The
view is held by many scholars that Magahanatha

or the Lord of Magadha, who was defeated and

killed by Yosavarma, the king of Kanauj, is no

other than Jivita Gupta, the grandson of the

paramount lord idityasena. What then is the

name of the king of Gauda who was slain by the

Trigrami ? In our opinion he is Sri-Harshadeva,

the lord of Gauda,Udra,Kalifiga and Ko^ala, From
the large number of copperplate inscriptions

that have been found in Kaliilga it appears that

after Bhaskara Varma, a certain relation of his

also came to rule over Gauda, Udra and Kalinga

and he was reputed to be a member of the

Bhauma dynasty. We have seen that even the

far-famed Lichchhavi dynasty which had entered

into matrimonial alliances with the Gupta

Jivita Gupta

and

Harshadeva

(25) "'^'srtN ^-sic^ l^Mt^ji^tr^t'rW'fa! I
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Emperor and the powerful Maukhari fCsha-

triyas, telt proud of a connection with Sri-

Harshadeva of the Bhagadatta dynasty.

The cause ot this lies in the fact that their fame

and prestige had grown enormously on account

ot the signal honour done to Bhaskara Varma
and the long rule which they enjoyed over

Gauda, Udra, Kalinga and Kosala. I am of the

opinion that from the time of Bhaskara Varma

to that of Sri.Harshadeva one member ol the

Bhauma dynasty ruled over the western

portion of Eastern India and another over its

Eastern portion represented by Kamarnpa.

In the first volume of this work I identified

Sri-Harshadeva as Sri Harisha, relying on the

copperplate-inscriptions of Vanamaladeva,

the ruler of Kamarapa in which the brother's

Pralamba and Sri Harisha have been men-

tioned as the successors of Vijayastambha.

But it now appears to me that Sri Harisha

ruled in Kamampa only. The date of Sri Harisha

is approximately 780 A. D. Sri-Harsha the king

of Gauda and father inlaw Jayadeva II flourished

before 753 A. D. Hence Sri-Harshadeva the ruler

of Gauda. Udra and Kalinga and Sri-Harisha

cannot be the same person.

After the death of Srf-Harsha (in 732-733 A. D.)

Jayanta styled Jdisura conquered Gauda and

the successor of theBhauma king Sri Harshadeva

retired to Orissa. The Neulpur plate of

Subhakaradeva who was known as a scion of

the Bhauma dynasty, issued in the 8th year of

his rule records the grant of lands to Brahma iias

from Uttara Toshali.

R. D. Banerjee discussing the alphabet used

in this inscription has come to the conclusion
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that it is the Kayastha Nagari of the Eighth

centurj A. D.

Dr. Sylvan Levi in his article entitled "King

Subhakara of Orissa" Says :—

'•Now at the end of the eighth century in

795 A. D. that is the 11th year of the period

Gheng-yuan (785-805) the Chinese Emperor
Se-tsang received as a token of image, on the

18th day of the eleventh month, an autograph

manuscript addressed to him by the king of

the realm of Wu-cha = Udra = Orissa (in Southern

India), who had a deep faith in Sovereign law,

and who followed the practice of Mahayana,
'the fortunate monarch who does what is pure,

the lion'. It is not doubtful that the last word
was a translation of the king's name, 'fortunate'

(Giles 909+ 4.277) is the regular equivalent of

Sri 'monarch,' lion is the translation of a word
such as Sinha, here perhaps 'Ke^ari' The
Manuscript presented to the Chinese Emperor
contained the last section of Avatahsaka, the

section treating of the practice and the vow of

the Bodhisattva Samantabhadra ; in other

words it was the Gandavyaha. In conclu-

sion Dr. Sylvan Levi says "the Chinese testimony

proves that for the name of king we must read

Subhakara and not Subhakara as Mr. Banerjee

has done."'^'

It would appear from above that Subhakara,

the king of Kalinga and Kosala had friendly

relations with the Chinese Emperor. He was a

Mahayana Buddhist and was reported to have

sent Avataiisaka to the Emperor of China. In

his copperplate inscription he has been described

(26) Epigraphia Indica, Vol, XV, p. 363-364.
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as the grandson of Maharaja Kshemankaradeva,

who was a Saugata or a followers of Buddha
and as a son of Maharaja Sivankaradeva, who was
also a Buddhist, He himself has been ealled a

Saugata. If we take 795 A, D. as the year of the

rise of king Subhakara, his grandfather Kshe-

mankara must have flourished 60 or 65 years

before this. I have already said that Harshadeva,

the Lord of Gauda, Udra and Kalifiga was
murdered in Kashmira about 731-732 A. D. and

he has been described as having belonged to the

dynasty of Bhagadatta in the inscription of his

son-in-law Jayadeva II, the king of the

Lichchhavis. The dynasty of Bhagadatta

which ruled over Pragjjotisha was also known
as the Bhauma dynasty. We may, therefore,

take the king Kshemankara to be a successor

of Sri-Harsbadeva.

The active part which Bhaskara Varma took

in the grand Buddhist Council at Kanauj and

his association with the great Chinese pilgrim

probablj made him a convert to Buddhism.

The Lichchhavi king Jajadeva who was a son-

in-law of his successor speaks of his dynasty as

favouring the Law of Sugata. As Subhakara,

the king of Trikalifiga was known as a Saugata

or an ardent follower of Buddha we may hold

that his predecessor Harshadeva was also

devoted to the same faith. Though a Saugata

he regarded it as one of his principal duties to

establish Brahmauas in his territory.

After the death of Harshadeva in Kashmira,

there was trouble over the throne in Gauda.

The king Jayanta, rising to power, seized Gauda

and proclaimed himself its ruler. Kshemankara,

iosing Gauda, came to Orissa. The princes of
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the dynasty to which he belonged had so long

enjoyed the proud distinction of being called

the Lords of Gauda, Udra, Kalinga and Kosala,

After the loss of Gauda, they were known
simply as the Lords of Trikalinga or the king of

Udra, Kalinga and Kosala. With the establish-

ment of the Bhauma dynasty in Orissa many
of the descendants of the Brahmayas to whom
grants of lands had been made, migrated there.

Though the Bhauma kings of Orissa were

Saugatas, they welcomed these Brahmanas and

helped them in .settling down in this country

by granting them lands. From the Neulpur

grant of Subhakara alone we find that he

settled 200 Brahmanas.

The Bhauma dynasty ruled over Orissa from

the 8th century to the 13th century of the

Christian era. A large number of stone and

copper-plate inscriptions were left by them.

Out of them the following copper-plate

inscriptions and 2 rock-inscriptions have been

published.

1. The Neulpur grant of Subhakaradeva

( edited by R. D. Banerjee in Epigraphia Indica,

Vol. XV).

2. The Chaurasi grant of Subhakaradeva (Vol.

XIV, pp. 292-306),

3. The Hindol grant of Subhakaradeva,

edited by Pandit Vinayaka Sastri (Jl. Behar

and Orissa Research Society, Vol. XVI. pp,

69-83).

4. The copper-plate grant of Tribhuvana
Mahadevi, edited by M. M. Haraprasad Sgstri

(Jl. Behar and Orissa Research Society, Vol. II.

pp. 419-427).

5 and 6. Two copper-plate grants of

5
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Dandi Mahadevi, edited by Prof. F. Kielhorn

(Epigraphialndica, Vol. VI. pp. 133-142 and J. B,

O. R. S., Vol. p. 564).

7. The Gane^a-gumpha cave-itiscription of

Sri Santikara (Epigraphia Indica, Vol. XV),

8. The Dhauli cave-inscription of Sri Santi-

kara in the year 93, edited by R. D. Banerjee

(Epigraphia Indica, Vol. XIX. p p. 263-264).

Pandit Vinayaka Misra has compiled the

following genealogical table from the Hindol

copper-plate grant of Subhakaradeva :—

Kshemankara

I

Sivaiikara

. Subhakara alias Lolahara

I

Sivakara alias Kusumabara Santikara alias

I

Lalitahara (queen

I
j
Tribhuvana

Subbakara Dandi Mabadevf Mabadevi)

But when the inscriptions enumerated

above are studied in their bearing on one

another Pandit Misra's table would not appear

to be an accurate one. In this connection

I propose to discuss each of the inscriptions

separately.

From the Neulpur copper-plate grant of the

eighth year of the reign of Subhakaradeva, we
learn that the father of Subhakara or Subha-

karadeva was Kshemaiikara ( '^«r^tC^tf*l^^*rt2NS

t^Tf^^l^t^f^lvst^ ^C^3}^?[C?^S ). His son was Sri

Sivarikaradeva who was a follower of Taths-

gata and his successor was Subhakaradeva, an
ardent Saugata, From the inscription it

is clear that Kshemankaradeva, though a scion of

the Bhauma dynasty adopted the Buddhist
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religion and became a follower of the Paramo-

pasakas or Buddhist apostles. He has not been

designated a king as he kept aloof from the

glamour of royalty. His son Sivafikara has

been described as a Parama-tathagata and to

his name was affixed the title "Sribhara.''^^' He
did not probably rule for a long time. His kinsmen

were successful in their attempts to deprive Subhaltara.

him of his kingdom ( ^f^^tf^'^jf^f^f%ft?lt?-

^^!^?15It^^^5*f?f^? ). But his son Subhakara

recovered his father's possessions after quelling

the usurpers by the strength of his arms and

assumed the title and the position of Maharaja.

The Neulpur copper-plate relates '*ii]^<5

i.e., "By this copper-plate lands have been granted

by me to 200 Brahmanas at a time." ^ » The Seal of

Bhaskaravarma found at Nalanda ^® and the

marriage of the daughter of Harshadeva with
the Lichchavi king Jayadeva who was a
Buddhist, go to show that the members of this

dynasty did not bear any antipathy against

the Buddhist religion or the Buddhist communi-
ty. When we remember this tradition in their

family we can understand how Kshemankara
became a follower of Paramopasakas and how
his son Sivafikara became a parama-tathagata.

His son Subhakara was described as a great

Saugata. The Bhauma dynasty which was from

(27) The later Bhauma kings adopted 'Bhara' probably

from the Bhara mentioned above.

(28 ) Vide Epigraphia Indica, Vol. XV, pp. 3-5 and

Appendix B for the names of the 200 Brahmanas.

(29} Vide Journal Behar and Orissa Research Society,

J 919' P. 302.
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Sivakara

and

Subhakarall.

Lakshmi-
kara,

Unmatta-
kesari

and
Gayada.

time immemorial devoted to the Saiva cult and

deeply attached to the Brahmanas thus in-

clined towards Buddhism and from the time of

the kings Sivankara and Subhakara became

converted to the Buddhist faith, But the

change of religion did not cause any diminution

in their traditional respect for the Brahmanas

as is amply proved by the copper-plate grant of

Subhakara and others.

The records in the library of the

Chinese Emperor bear testimony to Subha-

kara's influence, power and devotion to

religion. It has already been stated that in

795 A. D. a messenger from Subhakaradeva

waited upon the Chinese Emperor. The

Chaurasi copper-plate grant of Subhakara's

son tells us that Subhakara was a son of Sivan-

kara and Jayavali devi, and that Subhakara

begot a son called Sivakara by Madhavi-devi.

The above-named copper-plate grant was
made by Sivakara, The Neulpur copper-

plate records the grant of land in North

Tosali, while the Chaurasi plate refers to grants

made in South Tosali, While Subhakara of

Neulpur plate gave lands to 200 Brahmauas,

Sivakara of the Chaurasi plate made his grant

to only one person named Jallu Bhatta, a Rigvedi

Brahmana belonging to the Kjtyayana Gotra

^^^^^ 4^>i'j[tf^^t5*it^^^j .)

After the death of Sivakara his kingdom was
probably seized by his kinsmen. The kings

called Lakshmikara, Unmatta Ke^ari, Gayada, etc.,

flourished during this time. Some indication

of this is contained in the Hindol copper-plate

grant and the copper- plate grant of Tribhuvan*
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Tribhuvana

Mahadevi.

Mahadevi. The latter says, ''Maharajadhiraja

Parameivara Lalitabharadeva married Purayidevi, Lalitabhara

Seated upon the lioa-throne like Katyayani,

Tribhuvana Mahadevi who inherited the

prosperous kingdom of the Karas, made this

grant." 5 <* She granted half a village in the

Kankavira Vishaya the income from which was

to be spent on incense, lights, flowers, sacri-

ficial offerings, etc., required for the worship of

the image of Vaidyanatha Bhattaraka installed

in the temple of Pulinde^vara.3 *

Pandit Yinayaka Misra's rendering of the

first (fourteen lines) portion of the Hindol

copper-plate grant is as follows :—

"When the kings such as Kamalakara, Bhas-

kara and Lakshmikara who sprang from Bhauma
dynasty and who on account of their perfor-

mance of hospitality were fondled by the Lord

of gods eager to provide them with a place in

this abode—had departed for heaven, in their

family flourished the Paramasaugata (devout

worshipper of Sugata Buddha), Parame^vara,

Sri Subhakara who was the conqueror of

enemies whose fame pervaded the three worlds

who neither was heard of, being deserted by

his soldiers, nor ever suffered defeat by enemy,—

who was honest and truthful and who was also

the best of men (Lines 6-9). His son the king

Santikara who was an unsurpassable warrior

in repressing the value of the invincible enemies,

who excelled the former (kings) in intellect, who
was famous in the world for his unique loving

(30) Vide copper-plate grant of Tribhuvana Mahadevi

in JI. B. O. R. S. Vol. II, p. 421.

(31) Vide Hindol plate of Si^akara.
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appearance and who being kind-hearted rightly

acquired the title Nihgamsaya Dhanada ( un-

hesitating giver of wealth) by uncomparable

charitable gifts praised in the heaven and even

now has kept at a distance Kuvera (giver of

wealth), was born like a king of heaven (Lines

9-14). His son Subhakara w^ho meditates on his

(father's) feet, who is born to queen Tribhuvana

Mahjdevi, daughter of the diadem of the Naga
dynasty, who is the lord of day (Sun) in causing

the lotus of pious men to bloom, who has

acquired the profound knowledge of the inter-

nal essence of all the igamas, whose lotus

of delight of every person to bloom and
still is not an oppressor in taxation, unlike the

glowing heat of the Sun—who has made arrogant

kings to be afraid of his arms and deprived them
of luxury from tribute—who resembles the full

blossomed wishing tree (which grants whatever

the suitor wants) who being delivered of the bad

influences of the Kali age, though resembles the

ocean of milk, but still produces the glowing

heat of power and who has assumed the titles

Paramabhatfaraka, Maharajadhiraja (Lord of
sovereigns) and Paramesvara."

In the above, 'Kamalakara' has been taken
as the first of the Bhaumas. But 'Kamalakara'
is an adjective, not a name. The text runs
as follows :

—

'*c^sit^^t?i^5r^t¥^^t^c^^^^f^tf?^ ^c*f^ f^^'s 9fcv5^ I

'When the kings such as Bhaskara, the

Kamalakara or the source of prosperity

of the Bhauma dynasty, Lakshmikara
and others departed to the region of the
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Lord of Gods there was born devout in that
dynasty Subhakara who was a Saugata.'

It is quite clear that in the above inscription

Bhaskara has been called the Kamalakara of the

Bhauma dynasty. I have already stated that

the Bhauma dynasty of Gauda and Utkala first

became prosperous at the time of Bhaskaravarma.

Pandit Vinayaka Misra has described Subha-

kara of the Hindol copper-plate and Subhakara
of the Neulpur plate as one and the same
person. But a discussion of the two inscriptions
will show that this is not so.

From Pandit Vinayaka Misra's version of the

text given above it will be seen that after the

decease of Lakshmikara and other kings there w^as

born in the same family Subhakara whose son

was Santikara. Santikara had a son called Subha-

karadeva by his wife Tribhuvana Mahadevi.

The Hindol copper-plate, therefore, proves that

there was more than one person bearing the

name Subhakara in the dynasty. In the copper-

plate grant of Tribhuvana Mahadevi, Unmatta
Ke^ari and Gayada have been mentioned among
the kings of the Kara dynasty. The inscription

then, speaks of Purayidevi, wife of 'Maharaja-

dhiraja Paramesvara Lalitabharadeva who
succeeded to the throne by right of inheritance

and ruled over the Kara kingdom. After Purayi-

devi, mention has been made of 'Paramabhatta-

rika' ( a great queen ). Paramavaishnavi

( a devoted follower of Vaishnavism.
)

Tribhuvana Mahadevi who sat on the lion-

throne like Katyayani with her feet placed
on the heads of the Mahasamantas—who was,
as it were, a support of the Kshatriyas and who
meditated on the feet of her parents.'- 2 As the

(32) Jl. B. O. R. S. Vol. II, p. 421.

Subhakara

II

Santikara.
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Dandi

Mahadevi.

Lonabhara.

inscription distinctly says that the wife of

Lalitabharadeva was Purayidevf and as the

expression '3It^tf^^<^lTft?^«(Jt^*i.e,, one who meditated

on the feet of her parents and not the expression

**ff%*tt?t?J^Jt'«1* i.e., one who meditated on the feet

of her husband has been used in referring to

Tribhuvana Mahadevi, we cannot take the latter

to be the wife of Lalitabharadeva. The Hindol

copperplate says :—''^'m'n:^l^-^«1«l«1tW^t?Its 151-

(Tf^lt^ ^f%^^^^tl5f^Jt1^tt^Wl'-* I
According to

this Tribhuvana Mahadevi belonged to the

royal dynasty of the Nagas, The term 'Maha-

devi' was the characteristic designation of the

Princesses of the Naga dynasty. ^^ In the

copper-plate grant of Da^di Mahadevi who
belonged to the later period we come across

the following :—

'The king Gayada and others were the lineal

descendans of Ummattasiiiha who having

crushed his enemies became the rulers of the

earth, just as the moon shines brightly dispelling

darkness.'

King Lonabhara was their descendant.

Santikara was the son of Lonabhara.

This king reigned peacefully after having

recovered his territories from Durmadakantaka.

Subhakara was his youngest brother. After

the death of Subhakara, his wife Gauri ascended

the throne. Dandi Mahadevi was the daughter

of Gauri. From the Ganjam copper-plate we
learn that she made this copper-plate grant to

Pratihara Dhavala, grandson of Apratida

Ghosha and son of Vasu Ghosha. The Banpur

plate of Dandi Mahadevi was granted in 387

(33) Vidg Epigraphia Indlca, Vol. IX, pp. 161-164,
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of an unspecified era to persons belonging to

Bharadvsja and other Gotras.

On the basis of the inscriptions discussed

above the following genealogical table has been

prepared. The table is incomplete.

Nealpur Plate

Chaurasi Plate

Hindol Plate

Bbaskara Varma
?

Jayatuiiga

?

Avanti Varma
?

Srf Harshadeva

?

Kshetnafikara

I

Sivaiikara (wife Jajavati)

Subbakara or Subhakura (wife

I
Madhavi)

Sivakara

f

Laksbmikara

?

UuDoatta Kesari
"

?

GciyddLatuiiga

?
Subhakara

1

Saatikara (wife Tribbuvana

I
Mabadevi)

Subbakara

f

Lonabbara

1

Kusiimabhara

i

Saatikara

Lalitabhara (wife Purayidevi)

!

Subbakara (wife Gauii)

Dandi Mabadevi

Genealogy

of the

Bhauma

Kings,
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The

Bhaumas

are the

lineal

descendfents

or branch

of the

Bhauma

kings of

Kamarupa.

Pandit Vinayaka Misra remarks :—

"No such dynasty called Bhauma has hither-

to been found in the epigraphic records dis-

covered in India excluding Orissa. But we find

in the Puranas that one Guha protected the

peoples Kalingas, Mahishyas and Mahendra

Bhaumas. (Dynasty of Kali Age, by Pargiter.)

In the Purauas this Guha has not been said

to be the ofifshoot of any Aryan family. I

therefore suggest that the origin of the Bhauma
dynasty may be traced to the Mahendra Bhau-

mas of the Purauas, This tribe most probably

inhabited the hilly tracts of Orissa."^*

Pandit Misra has probably no know-

ledge of the dynasty of Bhagadatta or the

Bhauma dynasty of Pragjyotisha ; otherwise

he could not have said, "No such dynasty called

Bhauma has hitherto been found in the epigra-

phic records discovered in India excluding

Orissa." In numerous copper-plate inscriptions

of Kamarupa, Bhagadatta and his des-

cendants have been called Bhauma on account

of the fact that the former owed his descent

toNaraka Bhauma.^ ^ In course of his interpreta-

tion of theNeulpur copper-plate grant Mr. R. D.

Banerjee says, "In the first line the kings

mentioned in the grant are said to have been

descended from the family of the Earth

{Bhaumativaya). Most probablj- they claimed

descent from the Naraka, like the early kings

of Kamaropa. This is supported by the fact

that the first king has a surname which has

(34) J. B. O. R. S, Vol XVI. pt, I. p. 71.

(35) VideTht Social History of Kamarupa, Vol I, p. 164,

foot-note; for particulars see pp- 38. 77, 80, 82, 86, 127 & 128-
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distinctly non-Aryan sound, e,g. "Nri (?)gatapha"^

"

But in the original text there is no such word
as Nri(?)gatapha. The correct reading is

*'nugatacha."37 Moreover in the list of kings

of the Bhauma dynasty there is not a single

person bearing a Non-Aryan name. Pandit

Vinayaka Misra also thinks that the Bhauma
dynasty was derived from a Non-Aryan hill

tribe of Orissa, But this dynasty could not

have belonged to an indigenous tribe of Orissa,

I have alreadj shown that the Bhauma kings

of Orissa were the descendants of Bhjskara

Varma of Kamaropa. Speaking of the great

ancestor, the Hindol plate says "C^W^^t^^^^-

^^^^r^f* e, i, this Bhaskara was the source of

the lotus or the prosperity of the Bhauma dynas-

ty. In the copper-plate grant of the Queen Tribhu-

vanaMahadevi who belonged to this dynasty we
have the following:

—
"^^t^^JT^I^RC^^^^f^^sTi-

^^^«tf^^irf^':t5?^^"3^ The above mentions

the title "Ke^ari" as being held by this

dynasty. Though in the line *^^tf^^f^^^^*t1%?-

^p^f^s^^^s"^" occurring in the copper-plate

grant of Dandi Mahadev? we have "Unmatta

Sinha" instead of "Unmatta Ke^ari" it is

obvious that the word Sifiha was used in place of

"Ke^ari" for the sake of the rhythm. According

to the records of the Chinese Emperor referred

to by Prof. Sylvan Levi, Subhakara of the Neulpur

copper-plate bore the title "Ke^ari". The latter

(36) Epigraphia Indica, Vol XV, p 2.

(37) Vide Original text in appendix C.

(38) Vide Jl. Bebar-Orissa Research Society, Vol. XVI,; p.

76 (
3rd line of the plate

)

(39) Epigraphia Indica, Vol. VI. p. 133 & journal of

Behar & Oriss^i Research Society. Vol. V, p. 564,

The

Bhaumas

are not non

aryan or

indegenous

tribe of

Orissa

The

Bhaumas

styled as

Kesari line

of Orissa,
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or Kesari

dynasty of

Orissa.

lived in the 8th century A. D. It may therefore

he concluded that after the Bhauma dynasty had

come over to Orissa. some of the kings of this

The Bengal line also used the title of "Kesari." The copper-

origin of the plate grants do not, however, show that this

Bhaumas title was held by successive kings of the dynasty.

On account of a difference in the reading of the

text the dynasty has been called Soma instead

of Bhauma by some scholars. The distinguished

antiquarian Dr. Fleet calls the Kesari kings of

Madala-panji the Soma-Van^i kings of Kataka.

The great Yayiiti Kesari called in contem-

porary records Sri Mahasivagupta Sri Yayati-

deva has given the following account of himself

in his Maranjamura copper-plate inscription :

—

The inscription concludes with the lines,

vs^t^? ^tft^^t^B[ ^^tf^^t^ (2ft5f^; 11"*

In the above, Yayatiraja speaks of his Bengali

origin and uses the expression 'Vangavimalam-

barapurnachandra* when speaking of his father. All

this conclusively proves that their ancestors came
from Bengal. The inscription further shows that

Mahabhava-gupta, the father of Yayjtiraja con-

quered Trikalinga by the strength of his arms

('^^C^t^tf^^-f5I^t^5ftr«(^}%), The real name of

(40) Journal Behar Orissa Research Society. Vol. If.

P. 53.
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Mahabhavagupta was Janamejaya. We came

across the names Janamejaya Ke^ari in Madala-

panji.

We find the names of the kings Loiiabhara

and Gayada in the copper-plate inscriptions

of Tribhuvana Mahadevi and Dandi Mahg-

devi. According to the copper-plate inscription of

Gayadatufiga quoted below this king was a son

of Lonatunga,

From Gayadatufiga's copper-plate grant we
also learn that he granted land in Orissa to one

Manutadhan Sarma, son of Deva Sarma of the

Kasyapa Gotra, who was a Yayurvedi and who
came from Bhatagrama in Varendramaiidala.*^

Again, the copper-plate inscription of Vinita-

tunga has the following :—'The king Vinitatufiga

who was endowed with learning, physical

beauty and prowess hailed from the region of

the Rohita hills and belonged to the Sandilya

Gotra. His descendant was Khadgatuiiga,

From him was sprung like the moon from the

Ocean of milk, the guardian of faith, Parama-ma-

hesvara, the holder of Paucha-mahgsabda, the

mighty Tuiiga king Mahargja Rayaka Vinitatunga-

deva.' This Tunga king made copper-plate grants

to Bhattaputra Chakra-Datta, Bhattaputra

Chakrarakshita hailing from Puiidravardhana,

Valabhadrapati, son of Sadharana of the

Gautama Gotra and to Ashtakula,*^

(41) Mayurbhanja Archaeological Survey Report, Vol. I.

p. 150.

(42) Mayurbhanja Arch. Sur, Keport, Vol. 1. p. 156.

Tunga

another

tit'e of

Bhaumas.

Gayadatunga

Vinitatunga.
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In the copper-plate mscription of the Karana
King Lokan^tha we have seen that "against him
large armies of the Paramelvara (supreme

ruler) were many times discomfited. In

obstinate battle with Jayatunga he

showed his readiness !" In our opinion the

above Jayatunga was the overlord of Loka-

natha. The members of the ancient lunar

dynasty of Chandradvipa described themselves

as being descended from the 'Rohita^ibhuja'

dynasty.*'' The Vanikakulaksrika of Vipra

Govardhana also says *'^^J^?*t'IW®S 6®^

It has already been stated that an image called

Jayatui5ga-Lokanatha has been found in Samatata.

The copper-plate inscription of the king Loka-

natha was discovered in the district of Tippera

which was formerly within Samatata.
Rohitagiri The famous Lalmai hills of Tipperah were
the original probably called Rohitagiri in the olden times

and this region was included in Samatata. We
may, therefore, presume that a branch of the

Bhauma dynasty migrated from this place to

Orissa. It seems reasonable to hold that the

ancestors of the Bhaumas of whom Jayatunga
was one originally ruled here. Like the Kesari

dynasty, this Tunga family migrated with their

kin to Orissa and established their sway in that

country. With them also came Brjhmanas from

Varendra and Puiidravardhana. This is proved

by the copper-plate inscriptions of Gayada-

tunga and Vinitatunga mentioned above.

The Bhauma dynasty came to be subsequ-

ently known as the Kara dynasty. In the

(43)
^''^^'' Epigraphia Tndioa, Vol. XV. pp. 307, 311.

(44) Vangera Jatiya Itihasa, Rajanyakanda, p. 277.

home of

Tungas.
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copper-plate grant of Tribhuvana Mahadevi

the expressions "^^^^l^^^t^C^^" and "(Sl^FIt^^

^^^t^J^" have been used with reference to

Lalitabharadeva and Tribhuvana Mahadevi

respectively. In the copper-plate inscription of

Dandi Mahadevi the Queen DaMi Mahadevi has

been praised in the following words :—

^1 ^t^siac^c^^ f^^^% #tr€6fk^l II"

She was like a piece of flag, the ornament

of the extensive and undivided kingdom of the

Karas.

Pavdit Vinayaka Misra in course of his

discussion of the Hindol plate writes, "The

Oriya Mahabharata of Sarala Dasa of the 15th

century. A, D. states that Vishnukara, founder

of the Kara familr, with the aid of Bhima,

brother of Yudhishthira established his rule

over a holy land called Sivapura. This Siva-

pura is to be identified with Sivadasapura lying

in the vicinity of Viraja temple in Jajpur where

the ruins of a palace are now traceable" (]. B, O.

R. S. VI. p. 73).

In my opinion, the hearsay derived from the

Mahabharata of Sarala Dasa has very little

historical value. Nowhere in the numerous

inscriptions of the Bhauma-Kara dynasty

there is any allusion to Vishyu Kara. There

was probably a popular tradition that the

Karas extended their power with the help of

their Kinsmen of the Bhauma dynasty. It is

not unlikely that the name Bhauma should

have been changed to Bhima. It appears to
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me that alter the disappearance of the Kara

dynasty and the death of Dandi Mahadevi,

the last of the Kara rulers, the Maha-

samanta Janamejaya conquered the whole

of Kalinga and adopted the name of

Mababhavagupta. In Orissa, he was
probably known as Janmejaya Ke^ari, His son

Yayatiraja seized Guhadevapataka or Guhe-

svara-pataka, the ancient capital of the

Bhauma-Kara dynasty and founded the capital

city of Yay^atipura in his own name on the bank
of Mahanadi, now popularly known as Kataka.

Pandit Vinayaka Misra has raised manj-

important topics in course of his discussion in

the copper-plate inscriptions of the Kara

kings :—

"Again according to the version of Viraja

Mahatmya, shrines in Jajpur bear the names of

Lalitesvara, Kusumesvara and Dandisvara,

These shrines probably took their names after

Lalitahara, Kusumahara and Dandi Maha-

devi who flourished in the Kara famil3^ More-

over, if from the expression Mandakini-

kulavasakat prapta-pancha-maha^abda (the

title 'pancha-mahasavada* obtained from one

residing on the bank of Mandakini), we can

assert, that Jayasinha got the recognition

of his lordship over the Gondamandala from an

overlord, who used to reside on the bank of

Mandakini (above Vol. II) then it can be said

that the residence of that overlord was at

Jajpur, for a stream called Mandakini now
flowing there. Besides, the accounts of Yuan
Chuang who reached the capital of Orissa

after proceeding Tamralipti or 130 miles

from Tamluk (Life of Hiuen Tsiang by Samuel
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Beal) is in support of the supposition that

Jajpur which is about 120 miles from Tamluk
was then the capital of Orissa.

"The description given in the Tribhuvana
Mahadevi's plate also indicates that Guhe^vara

Pataka whence the plate was issued was the

capital of the donor's kingdom. As all the

plates of Kara family were issued from one

place, it can be maintained that that place was
there permanent capital. In this case Guhe^-

vara Pataka of the plates of Kara family can

be identified with Godhane^vara-patna which
now forms a part of Jajpur town,

"Another startling fact has been revealed

by this plate. It states in line 5 on the reverse

that the donor had a Lion-emblem (simha-

dhvaja). We find also the mention of Ummatta
in Tribhuvana Mahadevi's plate. It can be held

now that this simhadbvaja also refers to the

Ke^ari title of the donor. Consequently the

Bhauma or Kara dynasty is identical with the

Kesari dynasty of the temple chronicle of Puri.

It can be said now that Dr. Sylvan Levy is

quite right in his assumption that Subhakara

Kesari (one who does what is pure Lion) of

Orissa who presented the Avatamsaka, a Buddhist

work, to the Emperor of China, belonged to

this Bhauma dynasty (E. I. Vol. XV), since

such name having Kesari title has been found

now."* 5

Guhadeva

pataka

capital of

the

Bhaumas.

(45) Jl, B, O. R. S. Vol. XVI. p. I5-I6,
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THE GUHAS OF ORISSA.

The name "Guhadevapataka" or "Guhesvara-

pataka" occurs in all the copper-plate inscriptions

of the Bhauma dynasty. It has already been

stated that the Neulpur copper-plate grant was

made in the eighth century A. D. We may,

therefore, hold that the name "Guhadevapataka"

or "GuhesvarapataRa" had been in existence

even before this time. Apparently at a certain

period of time before the establishment of the

Guha kings rule of the Bhauma dynasty the country had
in Onssa, been governed by the family of the Guhas.

They gave their name to the countrj which

came to be known as "Guhadeva" or

"Guhesvarapata^ka," Now the question arises—

w^hen did the Guhas come into power ? I have

shown elsewhere* ® that in the fourth century

A. D. Guhasiva reigned at Dantapura, the

capital of Kalinga. Djthavansa, a Pali

book by Dharmakirti Thero of Ceylon gives

an account of Guhasiva in connection with

the story of the preservation of the tooth of

Buddha. We are told that a favourite disciple

of Buddha collected his master's tooth from

the funeral pile on which his dead body was

burnt and presented the sacred relics to

Brahmadatta, the king of Kalinga, At his

capital, Brahmadatta built a golden temple

overlaid with precious stones as the repository

of the sacred tooth. This explains how the

capital of Kalinga became famous as Dantapura

or city of the tooth. (370-390 A. D.) Guhasiva

ascended the throne at Dantapura by right of

(46) Vide Bangera Jatiya Itihasa, Rajanyakanda, pp. 314-316.
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inlieritance. He was at first devoted to the

Brahmanas, Influenced as he was by them, he

was unlike his predecessors without any faith

in the worship of the tooth. But a supernatural

occurrence made him an ardent convert

to the cult of the tooth. Annoyed at this,

the Brahmapas complained against him to

the king of Pataliputra. Acting on their advice,

the king of Pataliputra despatched a Sdmatit^

chief named Chittayana to bring Guhagiva with

the tooth. As soon as the tooth were brought

there many extraordinary things began to

happen as a result of which the king of Patali-

putra became a firm believer of the tooth.

After the death of the king of Pataliputra,

Guhaliva brought back the tooth to Dantapura.

But he was not allowed to live in peace. The

chief of a neighbouring country called

Kshiradhara attacked his territory. Kshiradhara

was defeated and killed, but his nephew renewed

the attack on the territory with a large army.

Perceiving that defeat was inevitable this time,

Guhasiva told his beloved son-in-law Dauta-

kumara, the Prince of Ujjayini that he appre-

hended change of fortune and that in the

event of his death in the battlefield the tooth-

relic of Buddha should be sent to Ceylon. After

his death in the battle, Dantakumara accompani-

ed by his wife came in disguise to Ceylon via

Tamralipta, taking with him the sacred tooth.

Since that time the tooth have been preserved

in Ceylon where they are still worshipped.

Guhasiva, Guhesvara and Guhadeva are

synonymous expressions. It is not unlikely

that Guhasiva's capital should have become

known as Guhesvara-pataka or Guhadeva-

Tooth relic

of

Buddha.
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pataka. According to some scholars, Dantapura,

the holy land of the Buddhist, is to be identi-

fied as the modern Dantan in the District of

Midnapore. Others hold that it is Puri. But

in my opinion Dantapura and Guhadevapataka

or Guhesvarapataka should be regarded as

identical in view of the fact that Dantapura

was Guha's patas or the capital of Guha^iva's

kingdom. The king Sivankara, a follower of

Buddha or his son the Paramasaugata

Subhakara founded their capital here, knowing
it to be a place of Buddhist pilgrimage. In the

Guhavansa-Karika (genealogical account

dealing with the family of the Guhas) by the

Ghataka Nandarama Mitra we have the

following :—

'This learned, elegantly dressed, Da^aratha

Guha is like the bright moon of the family of

the Guha, He is the ruler of the Kota country,

a follower of the Vedas and is devoted to the

Brahmanas. These words in which Guha was

introduced made everyone laugh.'

From the above we learn that Da^aratha

Guha was a prince of the Kotade^a. In

Sandhyakara Nandi's commentary on the

Ramacharita a king named Viraguna has been

called a sovereign-ruler of the southern country

and a necklace on the mighty tree of Kota

("C^#TH^%^^-'ff^«l-r^?^T'!5?5Jg5^v|j''). This king

had helped Ramapala. Ramapala flourished

during the period 1057-1087 A. D. Again in a
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treatise called Sanivali which gives a genealo-

gical account of the Baiigaja Kayasthas we
find that a Guha prince of Kota visited the

court of the Gauda territory in the year 994 of

Saka era (1072 A. D.) at the invitation of its

king. The Kuk-karika or genealogical treatise

collected from Idilpur contains the following

verse bearing on the subject of the visit of the

Brghmaiias to the court of the Vanga king

which is referred to in the genealogical accounts

of the Bangajas :~

^fe^ ^f^t^l m^ll^ II

'^rt^r^ ^f^^ c^iH'ife I

%tNt^i ^z^^ ^<?|1„ ^tfsr ^i ^t^^ ^%
C^U^ ^t^t^?l1 f?^ ^5ff^ 11"

It appears from the lines quoted above that

the founder of the royal family of the Guhas

belonged to the royal dynasty of Virata.

According to Ain-i-Akbari, Kotadesa was under

the jurisdiction of Cuttack. Kota means a fort.

The area covered by the principal gad-jats of

Orissa was known as Kota. Its ruler Vira Guna

has been described in the commetary on the

Ramacharita as the sovereign-ruler of the

Southern country ( ?f%«lf5l^^t5l^5i^^Bl ). In

Eastern Bengal some Guha families have the

surname *Gu' or 'Guna'*'^ It is, therefore, not

improbable that Vira Guha mentioned as Vira Guna

by Sandhyakara was the Guha king of Virata.

(47) Of course there is a separate surname as Guna

found in the list of Kayastha-Kula-panjika-
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In certain genealogies ot Bangaja Kayastha

we come across the words "^'fftt^C^t^^ ^5^?*ft'

f^^ffC^I ^5t;^l" 'He belongs to the great family

of the Cuhas who are descended from the

Agnikula'. Most of the leading royal dynasties

of Rgjasthan claimed descent from the Agnikula.

Some w^ere called Guhalot or Guhilot after the

name of Guhadatta, a remote ancestor of the Maha-

ranas of Udaipur, The Deopara inscription of

king Vijayasena tells us that he defeated a

prince named Vira, If this Vira and Viraguna

are regarded as identical then we may presumed

that this king on account of his hostility with

Vijayasena could not leave his territory at the

invitation of Syamalavarma in the year 994 of

the Saka era, but sent his grandson Da^aratha

Guha to his court. Syamalavarma had extended

his conquests to Vanga. Being honoured at his

court Dagaratha and his descendants were coun-

ted among the leading Kulinas in the Bangaja

community.

After the defeat and death of Guha^iva his

descendants or kinsmen took shelter in the

hilly tracts protected by forrest trees and ruled

there. As they belonged to the Virata dynasty

they were known by the title Virata-Bhujanga-

Mandhata. Even now in the Gadajat region

there are many glorious relics of the dynasty

of Virata Bhujanga as also legends connected

with their rule. My observations regarding

the Bhujanga or Naga dynasty made elsewhere

are quoted below :—

"The Naga race once exerted great influence

all over India ; the traces of that influence are

still found in several places. Even at the time

of the 23rd Tirthankara Par^vanatha (8th
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century B. C.) the Nagas dwelt near Mayura-

bhanja. They were very powerful until the

time of the Gupta emperors. After they had

been defeated by the Emperor Samudra Gupta

they continued to wield considerable power

till the early part of the seventh centurj of

the Christian era. The Naga family of Mayara-

bhanja was known by the name of Vairata

Bhujanga or simply the Vairata or Virata family.

Evidences of serpent worship by the Vairata

dynasty are also found in many places of

Maynrbhanja as far as Raibania in the district

of Midnapur on the North, Virata.gada near

Khiching on the South, Koptipada and Nilgiri
Naga- ^^ ^^^ ^^g^ ^^^1 Sirss on the West. This dynasty

wors ip in
flourished in Mayurabhanja before the Bhanja

Rajas rose to power there. The Naga kings

probably took refuge in the hill tracts of Mayura-

bhanja and Chota-Nagapur on being driven

out of their original home by the Emperor
Harshvardhana. Hence it appears that the

power of the Vairata Rajas of Mayurabhanja dates

from the seventh century A, D. The Patamuydi

bilinear Pura4iha is known as the original seat of

the serpent goddess, who was the tutelary deity

ot the Vairata dynasty. There was near this

hill a stone image of the goddess which has

long since been removed. It is now preserved

in the house of the sarbarahkar of the Bhujanga

dynasty of Koptipada and is worshipped hy
Antiquity of j^-^ ^j,^^ image of Kinchaka Naga carved on

Naga

worship ^^^ Patamuudi hill is another proof of serpent

worship by the Vairata Rajas. The image

known, by the name of Kinchakesvari, or

Khichinge^vari, now situated at Khiching in

Panchpir and regarded as the tutelary deity
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of the Bhanja Rajas was formerly worshipped

by the Vairata Bhujangas. The lower half of

the image of the goddess Vairatapata Thakurani
at Koptipada and Raibania has the form of a

serpent while the upper hall of the image

presents a human form. This image appears

to be identical with that of Ella, the mother of

the Scythians which was worshipped in central

Asia, as described by Diodorus. A figure has

been discovered, amongst the ruins of Koi^ari-

gada, which appears to be only a different form

of this goddess. She wears a head-dress of

serpent-hoods and clasping a bowl in both

hands, presents with her closed eyes the

attitude of meditation. The goddess, though

once considered the chief object of worship of

the Bhujanga family, is now neglected and

receives worship only from a low class Dehuri

of the village. It is known by the people of

the place by the name of Kotasani. The figure

was probably placed in the fort of this place

and worshipped at the time of the ascendancy

of the Vairata dynasty, deriving probably from

this fact its name Kotavasini or Kotasani. This

figure is in all likelihood that of Manasa."*^

It is needless to say that after the establish-

ment of its rule in Orissa, the Bhauma-Kara

dynasty entered into matrimonial alliances

with the members of the Naga dynasty. That
dynasty was held in high esteem in Orissa

has been repeatedly declared in the copper-

plate inscriptions of the Bhauma-Kara dynasty.

The famous Queen Tribhuvana Mahadevi was

(48) For further particular vide the Mayurbhanja Archaeo-

logical Survey Reports, Vol. I. pp. XXXVI-XXXVlIl.

and 72-73'
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born in the Naga family. The title Mahadevi

seems to have been applied exclusively to the

Naga Queens. Though we have not yet found

any copper-plate inscriptions of the Naga or

Bhujanga dynasty of Orissa, many inscriptions

issued by a branch of this family who ruled

somewhere near Bastar have been discovered

which describe the dynasty as "^j^f^tC^ftl^C^N^^t-

^^^C^^ ^^^^-^n^^tie^ ^tSJ^C5tt5". The follow-

ing is a list of these inscriptions—(1) Narayan-

pal stone inscription of Queen Guuda Mahadevi,

the mother of Somesvaradeva, dated Saka 1033

( 1111 A. D.
) (2) Barsuri inscription of Ganga

Mahadevi, wife of Somesvaradeva, dated Saka

1130. (3) Kuruspal inscription of Dharana
Mahadevi, second queen (?) of Somesvara, (4)

Sunarpal stone inscription of Mahadevi, queen

of Jayasifihadeva. (5) The Dantesvarigudi

inscription of Narasifihadeva, dated Saka 1140.*^

Though in later times the religion professed

by the dynasty has been variously represented

to be Vaishiiava, Saiva and Sakta, there is ample

evidence to show that they actually followed

the Mahayana school of Buddhist doctrine.

Another royal dynasty of Orissa which has its

headquarters at Nilgiri still uses the title

*Virata Bhujaiiga Mandhata.' At Sujanagada, 3

miles from Nilgiri there is a temple of the

goddess Budhar Chandi who was regarded

as the presiding deity of the Nilgiri rulers.

The Nilgiri State provides for the daily worship

of the goddess. I have seen the image of

Budhar Chandi. It represented Marichi of the

Buddhist Tantras. Budhar Chandi means a

(49) Vide Epigraphia Indica, Vol. IX. p. I61-164, S'l-

8
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Chandi worshipped by the Buddhist. Though
the royal family of Nilgiri now professes the

Sakta religion the worship of the goddess

Buddha Chandi reveals that their ancestors

were Buddhists and that they themselves are

Buddhists only in disguise.

From the brief history of the Bhauma
dynasty given above one may realise to a certain

extent the magnitude of its influence and

power, With the expansion of the power of

the Bhauma dynasty the whole of Eastern

India extending from Eastern borders of Assam

down to Ganjam coast of Orissa came under the

influence of the ideals and the social customs and

practices of Kamarapa. I have shown in the first

volume of this work how this dynasty had

been reputed since the time of the Kurus and

Pandavas for its heroism and what a high

position it had all along enjoyed. The Raja-

vau^avalf by Raja Upendra Sinha of Rani, Assam,

who is a lineal descendant of the ancient

Bhauma dynasty writes, "Inspired by king

Duryodhana, his father-in-law Bhagadatta

invited Brahmaiias of the five gotras, viz,

Kasyapa, Savdilya, Bharadvaja, Upamanyu and

Parasara," From the Nidhanpur grant of

Bhaskara Varma we learn that 3000 years after

king Bhagadatta or his son Vajradatta,

Pushya Varma was born into this family. In

the first volume I have said that Pushya Varma
ruled approximately between 275—300 A. D.

The son of Pushya Varma was Samudra Varma
who married Datta Devi. The name of the

queen of his great contemporary Samudra
Gupta was also Datta Devi, probably both

married in the same family. Though related
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Saiuudra Gupta fought with and defeated Vala

Varras, son of Samudra Varma, in connection

with the performance of the A^vamedha sacri-

fice. This is recorded in Samudra Gupta's Allaha-

bad Inscription. Just as Samudra Gupta founded

an empire which included at last the whole of

the Indian sub-continent, Samudra Varmj
extended his power to the Eastern Peninsula

the shores of which were washed by the Pacific

Ocean.*" Thus the influence of the Bhauma
d3'nasty had made itself felt in distant Burma
before it began to spread in Eastern India.

The origin of the grand architectural memorials

of the Saivas which still exist in Kamboj or

Cambodia and Auga (Maha-Champa) or Anam
should be traced to the Brahminic ascendancy

which was firmly established by the Saiva

kings of the Bhauma dynasty. Mahabhnta-

Varma or Bhuti Varma flourished in the fifth

century A. D., who, as we learn from the

Nidhanpur grant of Bhaskara Varma, gave an
unique proof of his devotion to the Aryan
religion by settling a large number of Brahma-

nas in his kingdom. How under the influence of

these Brahmanas and their descendants Hindu
society not only in Kamarupa but in the whole
of Eastern India including Gauda, Vaiiga and
Orissa was moulded would prove to be a story

of absorbing interest to the students of Social

Science. A fuller account of these Brahmanas
will be found in the next chapter.

Though settling under the patronage of

Bhnti Varma, the influence and status of these

Brahmanas increased from the time of Bhaskara

(50) Vidc'The Social History of Kamarupa, Vol. I. p. 141-142.
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Varma. Some of the descendants of the

Brahmnas were established in the Radha country

by Bhaskara Varma when he was reigning at

Karnasuvarna. I venture to think that Bhaskara

Varma was also called Adisura in the old

Kulakarikas of Radha on account of the fact

that he was the first of the Bhaumas to rule

over this country and was a Sura or a hero.

More will be said about this in the following

chapter.

Harshadeva, a later king of the Bhauma
dynasty gave his daughter in marriage to a

prince of the famous Lichchhavi dynasty of

Nepal, The Bhauma dynasty afterwards formed

matrimonial alliances with the Nagas. Though

this dynasty traditionally belonged to the

caste called Mlechchha Dvija or Mech-Brahmana,

it virtually became Kshatriya by reason of its

association with various Kshatriya families.

The dynasty which at one time held sway
over the regions extending from the Himalaya

on the north to the Mahendrachala on the

south and from the shores of the Pacific Ocean

in the east to the extreme limits of the

province of Magadha in the west has almost

passed into oblivian. The rulers of modern

Kuch Bihar are descended from that ancient

dynasty, but thev have not anv knowledge
of it.

Before concluding this chapter, I think it

necessarv to elucidate something more. Prof.

Radha Govinda Basakh after discussing the

Tippera plate of Lokanatha has written thus :

—

"Another significant fact that may be brought

to notice here in this plate, which we take to

have belonged to the age of anarchy {mdtsya-
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nyaya) in Bengal, i. e„ the time after the death

of Harsha and before the rise of Pgla kingdom

in the eighth century. We do not find even a

latent allusion to Buddhism, although the Pala

kings themselves were Saugatas (Buddhists).

From the accounts of the Chinese pilgrim

Hiuen Tsang we learn that during this time

he could find no sign of Buddhism in Kamarnpa.

We cannot possibly connect this plate with any

of the Kamarnpa kings of that time. We have

seen that the ancestors of Lokanatha were
devotees of Sankara and that his own Brahmana

mahasamanta Pradosha Sarman (the grantee),

wished to set up an image of Ananta-Narayapa.

The prevalence of Brahmanic influence in Eastern

India at the time can be rightly inferred also

from the mention in this inscription of the

sacred fires, pauranic deities, Brahmanas versed

in the four Vgdas, etc., as also from the fact that

Brahmanas could be Sdmanta chiefs".^ ^ The
fact that Maharaja BhaskaraVarmajoined the great

Buddha-Yatra at Kanauj as also the discovery

of his Seal at Nalanda,establishmentof Jayatuiiga-

Lokanatha by his descendant Jayatuiiga Varma,

and the connection of Harshadeva of this line

with the Nepal Buddhist king bears testimony

to the fact that they were admirers of Buddhist

religion. Sir E. A. Gait, the famous historian of

Assam, has written in his Census Report thus :—

"Traces of Buddhist architecture are discernible

in the temple of Eamakhya, Sinheswar and Hajo,

and the latter contains a vStatue of Buddha, which
the common people called the Mahamuni, and
which is still visited by Buddhist pilgrims from

Bhutan and Tibet. Another statue of Buddha

(51) Epigraphia Indica, Vol XV, p. 306.
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CHAPTER I. APPENDIX A

The Nidhanpur plates of Bhaskara Varma.

Reading of the Grant

1st Plate

f^^^C^i ^tls^- Nits R^- '

2. ^^t'v

^V^lf^ ^^ ( ? ) ^W^t51^'^^^ II -i

3. ^^^t^t^f^ ^<^^<^t5f^t^ II

4. %^(l)
;^C5ft^^ ^*ts J^^'^fNs'^'^^^ ^5f% \\K

5. c^'t^f^^K^ ^"^mlz^^ (;) (I)

6. «(t^Xf55T>?:'*rt^\i^c5i ( % ) ^-^k^t-?^^=3^ (i

^^miK^il) ^^K^^^^tf^^'r^J^i^t^^ (I)

9. 'ifsi^^Q^cl^tf^^C^t^^? m ^ff1 ^tC^I ll'^

10. ^l?l? ';?5f^t^j ( I

'

11. f^^r5^(s) ^^t-'t^f(s) -/c^^^^^^ ^\'i) (i)

12, <mf^^'<^^'^1 ^^^'^l ^^ ^t^^fs?^ (i)

13, ^t^jr5[if|?i1 11^

63
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1 4. J[f^ cM Cfft^tl 5i^T^t>1S (I i o

2nd Plate 1st page.

16. ?(®^^i5ii?pr«1 (;) ^^51^x5
( I )

^^t^ft^w^'fsi^^rsi'^ 'fc^®^'^t«i^ 11^^

17. ^^^(fHsfsit^f^ifS ^5^1 f'^ (s)f^©a ( I )

18. <2rff%f^ ^^ 1*Cn1 (^^^f\ f^^13«tt^^f^?I ( I )

19. ^^^'^HMI^S

21. ^?:^1 C5fs (!)

22. '?^i:^^f^^^ft^?:^tFi^^t<^ (I)

23. %5nc^t^<^ii^<i

24. ^®j; (I)

25. ^^^ t<i ^{t ^vfi 5f^^5l% (I)

26. ^1^^^^ ^t5(tCff?i ^'?ftW#t^is^^?l°s (I)

27. ^'^Msi'lt^C?! ^ {•s{)mx 11^ •
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34. ^^jf^ y[ ^^^^^^t^1?l^5^5^1 ^5t^^ ^^l^^^C^^I-

35. ^#tJl'^gl''T2J5(5(^'2tf^^t^.t?l f^f'^C^I-^^s^^r^f^l^mt^H^sjG-

36. C«l1 ^«^'RRf^f5^^^^(,^)f^^^*^tfr*l^^f^f^%'l^^-

37. ^?r! ^2r^tf*t^^H^tt^^t^iS) '^^^^^^fe^^'^^t'l-

38. ^5^f^i5^(S)f^f^R5^^^'N^C^t'r'fF^«f^i;^fr^l, ^^'^ft^lt^^

42. Ji^^^gvs^l ^^^^f^^t'i^j n^^^^f^^'St^r^ (2) 2p^?:*f\^ih^j-

3rd plate—1st page.

45. f^5?^^^i5^tf%5tti^^^«1t^^5t|f%; ^fil^5{^^tiIF1^f^^r^'2t-

47. i2(«tfi5lt^^I? ^I^fs^tl I'l'^^t^t^^s^' ^^'f^^^^^Jltf'l'

48. ^t^^fJi^^^^ffH'^^^i^^t^'t^t^tSttf^^t^S ^«t=?^^'^-

49. Cfir, ^*l^ II 5Stt^n^?l ^^^t^^tf^Ci=l1 f^^^n^^fi(^^-

50. «ltf^ 5 ^^t^tf?r^ f^fff^l^ «^^U51^f^^?It^S^ti%^15-

52. ^\z, ^^^fs[^ i^Wc^^ c'srj^^;^^ f^^t^j 'i.^^^rf^^^^l^^*!!^

56. ^t^jt^^^tc^^rt^^tl 5}RW^1(ft) 5^5n"*l^(;^1 f^v"!? ^^if^(s) II

57. c^*f(:^t^^(^) t^^fs*ts II ^m\ ^1^J5J1 vftsiw^'iJlCfJ) ^'s*! (0 II
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3rd plate—2nd page.

60. ft «i^s^'^^|f%(s) c5rtim*t(;) II ^tfJC5J1 c^^rc3[?i ji?^«1'?1(^)

f^Ts*t(s) II i^^^l(^'l) ^i^(%) II ^M^«l-

61. '?i(fr) ^^K*t (s) II f^^'Ti(fr) ^•s'«t(s) II =^w'fi^'?i(ft) ^'s^is) II

^t^rytc^qfr ^c«tt^[% "^tfi) c^r^t°s*t (s) II ^^^1^-

63. »ftC^tC^I ^^«|'?1(fr) ^»s*t (S) II C^\f^C«lJl ^t^JflC^ft 'i^C'Is^'^l-

(fr)^°s*t (s) II C9i~\«5i»ftc5tftc^i—

64. ^^cm^I'^K^) ^'*t(s) II f^^C'ftf'^Kft) ^',*t (S) II ^t^^TCS?1.

65. (^)«(j1;M(°.) It ^f5^tf^^^1(5ft) ^v^it) II f^ii^^tf^^K^tf^-

^c?i1(;) ^fM(o)ii

^1(^) «I°s*t(S) II

67. 5^cff^Tl(^) ^tt^«t(s) II ^kii*5N^r; f'?ft^^^Tl(ft)

^t^ts II c-^Uz^^

71. ^v^lt^^^f^t^Cs) I c^t^f^Q^Kfl) ^€^tfft^jr«(<f(;) 5j«,*t II

72. ^itu^Kft) ^?*t(s - II ^t?tt?f^»fr?:^tf ^5f'^i(ft) ^'s»t (0 n

^\^\l^] ^t^^C^Jl ^^\{^) ^t*t(?) I!

4th plate—1st page.

73. ^^^J^t^W^fl) 5^<^^ftC^m(s) II «I^'sit^'^1(#t) ^t*\(i)
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76. 'aKfr) ^f (»s*f(:) II c^\nsc'J1 ^t^J^^ft ^^t^5^--^1(fn ^'s^t (;) II

77. *t (s) li c^"ltajl ^t^^5^?r ^^!:'!t5i'^1(^) («i)5^}tf»s»t(s) II c«j?i-

78. ^»v*t(;) ii ^f^c^ti'^Kflj ^#t?»f(?) II ^f^c^t'if^^^CTti'^tr'i-

79. c^:^i ^t^JTC^Rff ^mc.) '5l(^)(^)5iJ^M2 (J) II ^^"^Kft)

^M^J%^t's»t(s) II h^-
80. '^^1(ft)^t¥m%^M(0 11 wfl^t(fi) ^^M (s) 1! ^^J^'^l(ft)

82. C5(«t^(ft) "5it*f(j) II m^Qi^]] m^^m^ ^f^^tfr c^tci^i 31^ ^r*t5^-

83, ^f^N (?) il ^^Z'^' ^^^f\U{^\ C^*t^'^1(ft) ^^*t(s)il ^t^tC^I

84. «T?*t (?) II =^?§^'^i(ft) ^^M(j) II ^t^^c^i ^t^^t^ift ^?r'?i(^)

85. ^^ff^'^(^) ^?*f(s) II ^t^^tc^l ^t^jjs ^^K5^^(^) ^°N*t(s) 11

^fj#i ^t^^^Tcsiww^^Kfr)

86. ^•s»^(:) II ^ta^^m^ic^ft s^^ara^^f^^^Ufsi)^)!'!. ^-*f ;) ii

c'f«t^f^'^(fl) ^tt°s*r (s) a

87. >itf^m^ m-^Vo ^is^^'^uft) ^^»t(°.) II Tit=?i ^t^jj ^tMKfi)

^^*r(s)

4th plate—.2nd page

88, '^i(ft) (^)«ij^t's*t ( ! ) ^t'n:^'^^

89, f^t^f^^(^'t) '^?-*t (s) II ^^rgf^^^r^^t^jiC'!:) ^^t^^^tr.) n

91. ft^^f^'^K.^D -^x-*\:v; II f^^r^Ti(ft) ^irN*t(s) II ^C5rt?fl%-

'^(ll) ^°^»t(•o) II ^t^^tC^I ^t^-
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9+. •5It«(?5f^^It^^ "^V^il ' 1 1 -^tfWt^»^tC^1^^1 ^J^tW^i^CW i^1 ft) ^>*t{S) II

,ft) 'Sf^*! (%} il <2tC5l1-

97. f^2f^1(fr) Ws*\:] II 5(^f^2f^1(3i>) ^\*\{l) II

98. fif5'?1(ft) ^ftt'-^(:) II. ^»t^tC-^1 ^t^^5J ^^^^'^(ft) ^'s*!!'.) II

99. ^fc^t^tm^jfi ^^t^*f(!) II *ttr^?;^il ^t^5iR#^f^^i(^1)

^V'*i(s; II 'i^^l(fr) -sw^ii) II

100. 5i^^?^^'^(tt) ^-'"t (?) II C^m ^t^^5J ^t^-^C^tT?l{^)

^?»t(;) I! '-tsitf^1(ft) ^•1>t^^*ffS^ II

101. ^^«1l^((ft) ^^t^*t(s) II c^^f^t^'^tc^tt: ^fer^c5if5i'^1(tt)

102. ^>n;^t(,^l ?r^7yfc^ft c^tfsim^'^Kft) ^;*f it)

Last plate— 1 st page.

108. '•ft^ft?!^ ^t^^ics^ft ^^i'^'XD ^°v*t(s)
I ^t^^tc^t ^t^Jic^ift

5T<st¥^^i(fr) ^^*f (s)
I

104. ^^w^'^Uft ^'s^CO II c^ttta^^l.^) '5j^,tt*t{0 1 ^f^^

cff^'^fff) %°v*i(s)
I ^^c'f^'^K^) ^lit?*f(0

I

105. Tit^^^^'t'^K^) ^^*tt^^^t^f(s) I ^tc'jfn ^T^^csifr tftsi^t^TK'lt)

'^x*\{l) I ^tw^§i
10 (L ^^yfc^ifi ^^^'rl(^) R^i*r(s) I ^t^^t?ic5ii ^t^^c^ft

Tr^5t'^^^i(ft) ^'v*r(s;
I

107. f^t'^t^'^l.^) ^t*t (s) I f^c^m'^K^'^) -51^*1(0
I ^c^N^'^K^)

108. ®tc^t^t?:w'^^t^t5T ^^»tC, II cte'^^^^K^) ^•s'ftss^H (s) II
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109. ^^^ft'^'?1{fr) ^^W(? II ^!:^t^^K^) ^'"tCs) I ^tfsf^cjfl

111. -yft^ilt^rfi^idt) ^?*f(s) II nt^Ht^]i ^t^^jj *rr^«r'^'?i(t!)

114. '^v^i II ^t^'^'iCNsH ^t^^<:5j1 ^ti^^^1(?t ^^*t? II cw^f^^l(fl)

^?*fS II

115. ^^<f''^'?1(^^) ^tt»s*t (s) II =5^!i^^t^t?i«lffi'^tf^^}s mW'li I!

Last plate—2nd page.

116. 5j ^^«^ '^i(fr) ^?»f? I! ^^^i(^) ^tr's*ts II ^t^^t^ ^t^^b}^^-

117. ^^{^) ^?*is II c^^m ^nm-i{f\ ^«t^T^i^^{^; ^^*ts I'

^ttf^sc^H ^t^7i?:^fr 5is^^1(ft) ^v^{i) I

118. c*fW^i ^i^i^]\ 5tf%«1l'^1(ft) ^v*ts II c^^^t^H^) ^t*ls I

119. t^'^tfir^ll^i^ (^)^n*ts Jrt^^t'^f.ft ^^.*ts II C5l5l^t'?1(-^)

121. ^r^;s I ^t^tc5l ^t^^i:5]1 ^t^^'^K'iO ^'^^'^ " ^t^^tc^l

(^)^fN*t'o II c^)f*t^-

123. ^I^JJ 5?ftftir^1W%«ft>I^ttotC^C¥tt*t? II ^t^C^1 ^t^JTC^Wt

124. ^^^f^^'Tllff) ^'v-t; II C5fr^s|;^^^^i(^) ^v*T2 II *tf^^mR

125. ^^m II c^\^si?Pf^^C?ItS ^m^f^^TfTC^'C^^t^"*!; II ^mi^
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126. "^i^m ^^n»tc*t>'l% II ^rei5^yfC'^t^c^t5tt?[ >!^M1(;) ii ^?:w^<5,

128. <P3t^«l(t^ ^-nx f^^^jsstr^ff^ II ^^tC5l1 ^<2i *Jcf«l ^^r:<i?\f»t^1 II

129. c«l^ >.^^ ^^^\i^^1 ^fk^?^'s^^^1 ii) W%«t5^tf^ ^^C^f(s)

131; 'sc^ttf^^N^^Nyi^ 5 ^f^f«i^i t2tt^^^gf)^t^i (II) ^vqc^«)

f^^^^ I ^^?5jh

132. C<et ^T^^tf^ ^tC^lt^^l^f^^ l^^ ^^C^\r*t^1 C5% II ^t^St*t^?

133. '^m^^5(^H^ ^C^Ht^ (s) I ^'Jt'Stvft^l ^^tf^-JTl^^lf^f^s

134. ^t?I^^r«t^ i^j^ttf'st'^t^ ^H^tf^^<rff^^t^^-W1^T^ ^mi
135. *ft^f5\s1 C^'^tf^vsl 6 ^^^?l'('oi ^t^W^R^^I^W'l^

136. ^(^c^^f^^l vf^^-K«jrj|1 I CTf^J^H (s;^tr^^1 II ^5 ^^J^^^tf*! ^Z^

Cltf% ffW^ (I)

137. 'sitC^^I 5t?l[5f^1 5 ^tC?J^ 5^^C^ ^.^'i. ! ^^

138. ^if^t? ^^^\\ ^1 a1 ^C^vs ^^qi^tv (i) T f^if?ft^ f 'l^'^l Pt^l%:

^^ l5K\s II ^«i

189. »tr^s^?ti^t*f^t^f%=?^f5if^^tf^ f%^^itr«i (i) c^c^jf^^tf^i ^'^-

APPENDIX A-1

THE NIL^NDA SEAL OF BHISKARA VARMl.*
L. I. [ ^«t^f^]^'^1 ^W^v»iTt?, ^ [ 3n;3^sf^'t1 ]

L. 2. [ ^^5]^t^t? ^5?t?t?[«t^'fl [ ilCW^I^lt? l^^ff^^'^l ]

L. 4. [ l|%«^=1f1 c^i{ ^^ilJ{C*tt^t^U ^^[^^^'^1 ]

L. 5. [ ^-tJl^tCVf^Tts ] ii^^rf^^

L. 6. [ ^'^1 ^^1]^^^C5fT^ I

* J. B. O. R. S. Vol, V. p. 203.
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TIPPERAH COPPERPLATE GRANT OF EOKANITHA

OBVERSE.

3. WC^1 f^6\Z^-\ Gim^y ^^^5^t( [r^]f^^^^t^J<5(t'fthl [l]

6. ^^^% II

8. Jl^N^t^Jfl^t^SrC^t^^H^fb'^s (i)

9. ^5 II

10. ^tf^^tf^f^^^^fR liS^^IS II

W1 ^t^^3i»s^c?;j1 N5j<I^S '*ttC^)1 ^i^^tS f^f

ft^tC^ll Rsj'T^C^fl ^ ^ ^—
11, -sitSS ^5|t;sm». (l

)
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15. C«fi f^^^f^(2tllJT<^?|-

16. «lN«l-^^ u - w [ (^^^^ I ]

17. ^^^t1 [^^c^^it^l ^]^^i 5ji:^t^=§r 3it^«l^ cf^'l^ «)s



\
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24. f^l ^^'j^c^t^^^W^'t^ 5jNs^5}^?jf'^4^t^til5^j[an2|^^C^

25. ^tr^^it^ft^'<{^; ^tc:g%^^J^t^tr'lC3i1 <?i5 ^^]'S^i^

26 [C^t^]^tC^^.--«tf%*ft[%^1]"-'^^1'"

REVERSE

27. (Cut ofi in parts and illegible in the rest)

28. «! . ^..^\fk. ^. ^ 3] ^-^

29. 5^ C¥ 6^^tf^s*t^ ^i^^<i.^C^ ¥tl[^lti:^] ^5. ^^^-

?t*t^il^^

30. [^]^ ^Cf«l ^«ttC5}rl5¥t'tfc^ ?%^i^ ^5f^tfnt^tS?(5tt5l

^^'^f«1^^tr^^^t^ ^'^Z^^

32 -nil [c^tfnc^] i^t^Tl^^ ^cwt^*t^1:«l1 ^mf^c^t^^

33. t(sQi2t^^i^^t^^^tc^it^^fhf^^ «^t5{^w<i^tf^ ^tW j»
'^^^^^^

35. ^i^ 'si^^t^^ ^^'i<*ft^ C^1 ^° ^1 ta*f C^1 ^«> ^^^c?^

36. c^t^ c^ 1 i o ^^ ^^i:m^ c^1 ^ o ^c^^5f }it«(i^«i? ^fk X <?i^t3i?,»5t^

37. f^^ C:51 ^« ^l^t^ [C^i "3°j [^«ir^t^^^W]^ f^B^«l

3S. ^(?) ^^f^ =^;^l^s^^^ ^t ^^5ltL^^]f^*t ^ffe^l^

^^^t^baf^ c^] ^o f^^^>2t^'5| ^t^^ ^^w [c:gl] ^o ici*f

10
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40 ^^c-^i^^ii^r^jt? '^tW ^ ^ "s^u^i ttW -i ?r'^

jfKsitffTf^jtt *it^^ 'sii^ ^i^-\^ U^% ^^m"^ ^*i-

f^^W c^ttf^^ c^f^si ^«itt^-^---

44. ^?r ^c^ej ^^^^T. ^ [f5i5f](?«ft^ ^m] ^«^«ic^t^^?r

45. v»;^ ^iit^t'^ ^t^<f??r.......[c^1j ^» W^ff^ C^1 ^o

48. ^t^t?(«t-^r^C?^-5^^*t ^tW :> ^=^-5 C^1 ^o ^iPt^CW^^

nt^^ ^ s^^^ltl ^^^tf^ f«^t5^ ^[gj]....

50, ^^t<^^f^ C^1 » \<2![^ C^\ -io si^i ^^«t^^^^
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54. C^]1 ^t^^ ^'^«ill^

w ^
55. ¥5if5[f^ (ii) ^<s^^ ^tf^f^-'3!f^^ '-2r*n^cwt^5^ c^tt%

56 ^t5^i^^ ^^'^f c^i. ^° m^ c^] "5°

^<^^t^^t'l'«l i^^ff^QlI Ct1 ^» (2t^^t^ ^tff^^t^

57 ?(^ 55n^....^^?[1 *t....f^^

CHAPTER I. APPENDIX C

NEULPUR GRANT OF SUBHlKARADEVA

Front side.

* Mr. Ranerji reads -®"»!:w^'=*it^^t'^ I

t Mr. Banerji reads ?^^M^ I
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II. Tf ^t^®^^?^ I «l (ft^^^
I ^ ^^ I ^ ?^%?^ 1 ^1

i2. mi ^^Wf ^tf^ I Rf^;^;^® '^tf^ I n^^t^ Ttm 1 ^^^t^

i3. f:^^^z^^ I ^rf?n:^tr^ ^s^^
1 ^I^Scst^ 1 ^^^z^ ^tfsi

1 ^t^-

i4, -i^^rf^ 1 5T^t^^^tn I c5tTi|f%^tf^ i '^t^r^^^tf^ I
c^tt^^^i'^tf^ I

i5. '••fsfw^^tfsf
I >it?f^^i »t^^=^tm I t%f^:g;5i'^tf5i I ^^^^cff^ I

16. (^i^t)t
I ^ f^^^^^ I *frf%^1rT ! h^^w\ ^^^Wi ! ^^

1 7. ^ ^tR I [^^]5f^^ff5f I
^^^jftf^^m I ^f^^t^^g 1

^f¥J{^^
I

^1 (Tf^f^ I C?^^Ntt^ I C^tf^5® ^tf^I I ^^^^tf^ I

18. ^f't '^tf^ I t'sra ^f^ I ^^at^ '^tf'i I ^ ^®^f^ I

Back side.

20. ^% ^t^?^ ! fk^uf^ ^tf^.i i^^'^tf^ I lii^t ^IM ^1
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C*ft«?Jt?^ I C^t^1 '5?tf^ I f^^?J C^t^1 '^tf^ I C^l^tf^ I

24. ^^t^^^tr^ ' fi^^5f^^f^ i 'St^.^'^tf^ 1 C^t^f^^^tfsf I

29, ^'^\T^ I ^1*^^ l^'^^s? !
^^^cg t^t^Cff^ I ffQ^t^if^

31. ^9^ ^'^"It^^ ^^1%1^5l1 W^ ^f^l%S Ji^t^tfr^s I ^^ ^^ W1

ff^^^ ^^J xsVf1 ^^t I ^] ^W^fl"*t?1 ^S I^WC^f^

32. «1tr<^tS (I) '^^t^K ^^siR^I? ^^W^t^^t^Cf I ^tw^3?tr«i

33. ^^-^^ ^Zf^<K
I ^^5Tt:5 f^l^^^ J!tC^-1tlvftf^5Jlv© I ^^^tl*5^1

34. r?(^?R«ttf«(^^ J^^^ft^S
I f^N^? ^^t^^^fq^ C^rf^^:^ffCl9i^ I

^tfn^s C*f^*lt^ 5It?t^C«t^ I ^^#t<^ NS^^^^I^ cfl\5WC^5^ I
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CHAPTER I. APPENDIX D.

CHAURASI GRANT OF SIVAKARADEVA

OBVERSE,

2. ^^f^^ ^#t^^? ^^5?5{^f^S I vg^CW^'^t^^tH^tf^^^S f^WK-

8. ^(ci^wi ^C5S1 ^fr?l ^t^^1 '^•^^w\\ ^t^f^ f^i

i2. ^tSf 1^t5lt<[ ilpi^^^CW^ f*^^ I ?Mt^t^^lt'N ^^-

i4. •sftC^jHl^^- ^^?i^i^ vsvftl^^- W^^tf*!=^ 1t«'t^f^^t5^Pt ^1-

REVERSE

18. ^^% ^m\^\'^ CTHf^^^ (A\v^% ^xs^^rc?ii c^rtf51

2i. ^l"^tr^t'^t^H5^*5 >l^^^n*5 ^'\'S'^%'.^ ^t^Jt^J^J^

22, C5ftst?( ^^"•^r?i? fsisi ^t^f^M •'?t^^t?( ^IC^RI ^
23, f ^^r?l <il'i'S['3[tfs:^t^*tt^?ff^yi?!lfl^5jH«11-

24 ^<[t;-^-^ 'Sffvs^tf^sst ^('^c^^^i^i, 'sj^fe ^i^nt^^-

25. ;Rt^1 ^^^ ^^ ^t1i^ =?fw ^tff^ i ^^* «<'^*ttC^

26, ^^r^^5l1 tt^T ^t*s?r^S ^^^tf^f'^S^ ^^ Wl
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27. ffsi ^^ ^^ '^Wl ^^^ I ^^t^ ^^W^t^l C^1 ^^^^ ^'

APPENDIX E.

HINDOL PLATE OP SUBHAKARADEVA II.

Front side.

9. ^wtf^^^^-n^^^l^^i^ II
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^^^t^^?:^^ f*t#t II ^

^t^^tH ^twf^^l f^^^ff

Back side.

19. ^ ^l^l^^tl #f^^Wfw ^^^s yi^%t^f^^l C^^^-

22. ii^^'^^m^'^ ^f^^^^^tf^ ^^^Rt5 *ft*f\5i7ij >5tt7it^t^i?

23 ^t^i^^tc^^ ^*t^t5t^ ^^^- ^^^' ^^ c^)^i'i\n^ "^mii

25. ^f^ ?('^t^'\^^t'i^^f^s ^f^^i^%i ^%^^ ^«« 2ft^«i ^f^ 'I

* * *

* Lines 26 to 31 contain usual imprecatory verses.



CHAPTER II

THE NiGARA. BRiHMANAS IN EASTERN INDIA

Ni'ihanpur

(Sylh'-'t) plates

of Bhaskara-

varraa.

Bei'ial No,

The Bhauma Copperplate-grants ot which

a description has been given in the previous

chapter gives a clue to the existence of a vast

community of Brahmins. A classified list,

prepared by my friend Pandit Padmanath
Vidyavinoda, of the names and surnames, their

gotras and the different branches of the Vedas

to which those Brahmins belonged as shoyvm

in the Nidhaupur charters are given below:-?^-

Vfda, Goti-a. Namf*

2, 3. 4. 5

Vajasaneyin
{i.e. Yajurvedin)

Do

acheta^a Sacharana-svamin
[pattaTtapati , i.e

, holder
of the copper-plate?).

Do

6.7
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Serial No,
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Serial No, Veda, Gotm, Name,

64
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He-rial I\
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Sej-ialiYo. Veda, Qotro,. yame.

ion
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From the third lost plate ol the Nidhanpur grant of

Bhdskaravarman we find altogether 63 » shares belong-

ing to 86 persons of 24 gotras, as the total ot these

shares amounts to 166 % evidently there must be at

least one more plate to complete the set, otherwise the

fraction will be inexplicable. Hence the other lost plate

or plates must contain the names of more than hundred

donees and many other gotras. From the portion ol the

grant already published we got the following surnames,

gotras and Veda-sakha :—

Surname (Sarman) Gotra Ved&

5dhya
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SarrtMit, Ootra Veda

Nflga
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From the Tippera plate of Lokanatha* we

got the following names of Brahmanas :

—

Bha^^a Anantadeva svamin, Bhat^a Dharma
Tippera plate

j^^^^^ Bhatta Nagadatta. Bhatta Ke^ava, Bhatta

Lokanatha ^ada Nandi, Bha^^^ Medhasoma, Bhatta Udaya

Chandra, Bhatta Manojna Deva, Bhatta Jaya-

Soma svamin, Bhatta Parna Dama, Bhatta

Vides'a, Bhatta Jajna Deva, Bhatta Imradeva,

Bhatta Ladra svd,min, Bhatta Pflrna-Ghosha^

Bhatta Ugra Soma, Bhatta Manoratha, Bhatta

Ravi, Bhatta Rasafischala, Bhikshata, Bhatta

Hari Sarma, Bhatta Jana Soma, Bhatta Vinda,

Bhatta Bhanu, Kana, Visva, Khadga. Vadara,

Vichakshaiia Pati. Govardhanft, Prabhavarisha.

Vishiiu Andas'fld, Pitrikesvir, Antachara, Harsha

Bhflti, Subra(?)ta, Bhanda, Harsha. Madra
Khalifa, Vriddhi Droha, Vidagdba, Kakka,

Mahesa, Teja-Soma, Janardana Anda, Nriga,

Sadesa, Sankara, Rudra, Vikasita, Divakara,

Harisha, Vijaya, Vamana, Gopisarma 5.nanda,

Nirdhara, Sutosha, Lachhuka. Sttkshma Bhflti.

Rudra, Damodara Anda, Nri Soma, Vidagdha-

Janardana, Skanda Pati, Isana, Pati Krishna,

Bhava Rudra, Surata, Jana Soma, Vidagdh.'i,

Vappa Dhriti, Avalipta, Konta(?), Ruddha Datta

Sarma, Vappa Sarma, Nava Chakra. Jaya Siva,

VishnU Sujata, Sarama. Vandhu, Vedaju, Lawn
Dhriti Jaya Mitra, Dgva Sra(?)dhu, Vidgsa, Jiva,

Maha saka, Vihi, Suyata, Ugra, Pratoshaka, Artha

Adbhuta, Santosha, Daita Gaua, Rupa, Santu,

Vishnu-Mitra,Nistarana, GovindaKouta, Kauabhu-

gdha, Vappa Sushena Lavvu, Lingasoka, Ham-
bo, Subha Guna, Tosha Vappa Soka Vappa, Atithi,

Bhanu, Kshira Gay^a, Nidhi Bhadra, Janardana,

Vide pp. 73-75.
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Bhaskara Vappa, Deva Datta, Dhanankara
Bhatta, Brahma Datta, BhattaApa Datta, Svami
Datta, Vappa Chandra, Pana Krishna, Harisha,

Vikasita, Manoratha, Vrika^a, Nayana, Chitra,

Vipa^chita,Yajna,SukritaTosha, ChandraVappa,
Ahi, Markata Chandra, Prana Nanda, Sadharaua

Kshema Bhati, Vappa Deva, Prasanta, Dudhu-

svami, Praka^a Gauna, Priya Dama, Ananda,

Indra Svamin, Narayana, Harideva, Chandrake^a

Bhatta Suta, Bhatta Pifichhadeva, Nanda Gopa,

Vanamali, Trilochana, Khanya. Pujishuu, Ahi

Svamin, Samridha Safigha^ Santosha, Jaya^arma

Daidava Ivanti(?), Naravijaya, Sambhuvijaya,

Gupta, Jaya Suri, Priya, Madhu Lakshana, Dhana-

Nanda, Para^ala, Via. Indra, Hari Dhriti, Ichchha

Deva, Gana Maharaja, DadhiBhata,BhogikaBha'va

Dasa, Pachaka Vasu, Vachaka Sudhama,

The Neulpur Grant of Subhakara Deva

discloses the following names %~-

Bahvricha or Rigvedin :—

Bhatta Kesava Deva, Bhatta Purushottama,

Vanmanasvami, Samparyasvami, Goshtha
Neulpur Devasvami, rfhatta Ravikara Deva, Bhatta

iOriasa) grant Qhaturthada, Saya Karadeva, Bhatta Chatur-

- hh°k
thada, Uddyota Karadeva, Bhatta Probha-

jj
kara, Bhatta Bhaskara, Bhatta Harideva,

Bhatta Vasudeva, Bhatta Satadamana, Purushot-

tama-svami, Pradyotasvami, Mahavalasvami,

Narasifihasvami, Trivikrama Chandrasvami,

Pa^upalasvami, Padmanabha svami, Govardhana

svami, Sridharasvami, Madhu Dikshita, Risha-

bha-svami,Agnihotri Chandra Deva, Agnihotri

Sridhara, Bhatta Paritosha, Bhavadeva svami,

Vasudeva-svami, Utpalasvami, Bhatta Jivatman,

Bhatta Varadeva, Bhatta Kamadeva, Kesavasvami,

Mahadeva-svami, Goshtha Bhati svami, Prabha-

12
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kara svami, Govardhaaa svami, Sasi Chandra

svami, Bha^ta Sridhara Bhcti, Bhajta Loka-

Bhati. (7AAa,cr«—Vishnusvami, Gomidevasvami,
Sangasvami, Sambhu svami, Trivikrama svami,

Bhatta Narakadeva, Darva svami, Madhava
srami, Vatuaaa svami and Urua svami.

Vdjdsaneyi or Yajurvedin i—

Sri Bhatta, Sarva Naga, Bha^ja Vishnu Van
dbana, Santi Vardhana,SthiraVardhana, Vrisha-

bha-Vardhaua, Subha Lakshana, Hari Ghosha,

Bhatta Sakra-Datta, Pramodasvami, Purandara

svami, Damodara 9vami,Nara Datta svami,Harsha

Datta svami, Vatsa Datta svami, Bhatta Divakara,

Bha^^a Diaakara, Bhajja Deva Kun^a, Hari Kunda,

Deukka svami, Gomichandra svami,Vasu Bhadra

svami, H{.'ishikeia,Jauardana svami, VedaSarma
svami, Sridhara svami, Purushottama svami,

Bhatta Yajna svamin, Dadisvami, Bhatta Udaya

Ivuuia.Vatu Damodara,Subhakara svami, Bhatta

Puruaottama, Edusvami, Pyithiv; svami, Kshira

svami, Dhruva Devasvami, Chhatra—Narayana
svami, Kumara Bhoti svami, Bha^^a Govinda,

Gosh^ha Devasvami, Darva Ktita svami, Rishi-

Naga svami, Bhatta Manoratha, Gadla svami,

Sthavara svami, Bhatta Sudarsana, Bhatta Gada

Deva, Sthira-Devasvami and Brahmasvsmi.

Chhkndasa or Skmavedin :—

Bhatta ipara-Deva, Rudra-Deva svami,

Mahadeva svami, Aguihotri Madhava svami,

Daddasvami, Bhanda svami, Sitikantha svami,

Vanamala svami, Kesava svami, Sanka svami,

Kjihiroda svami, Rishi svami, Mandara Deva

svami, Madhusfidana svami, Hara Deva svami,

Sridhara svami, Bhatta Mahadeva, Bhatta Tribhu-

vana, Bhatta Janardnna, Bhatta Bhavadcv;i,
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NanuakoaaSTami, Bhatta Kftnha Deva, Bhatta

Govinda Deva, Sobhana Deva, Vova svami, 2nd

Vovasvami, Vellu svami, Chachchba svami

Utpala Deva svami, Ktirma svami, Vjishabba

svami, Dhruva-Deva svami, Guha Deva svami,

Edttsvami, Madhava Devasvami, Govinda
Devasvami, Kanhasvami, Balabhadra svami,

Rishabha svami, Rishikesa svami, Dhfil§.vrita

svami, E4u Dhara svami, Bhaskara svami, Gorak-

shita svami, Paduma svami, Damu svami, Rishi

svami, Dgrva svami, Sankara-Bhiiti svami

Cbbdtra—Vasudeva avami, Agnihotri Bhayra

svami.

Atharr&vedia i—

Bhatta-Pufohita Bhavadeva, Bhatta Daddo,

Argguuda svsmi, Bhatta Dadda svami, Damo-

dara svami, Narayana svami, Vallabba

svami, Balabhadra svami, Padmanabha svami,

Buddhu svami, Dhain svami, Indra Sarm^

svami, Hansa Deva svami, Bhavasvami, Pushya

svami, Bhflmi-Deva svami, "Mere Deva svami,

Bhava-Deva svami, another Balabhadra svami,

another Bhava-Deva svami, Ghadi svami,

Govinda svami, -Aoma svami, Vappata svami,

Gaya Dhara svami, HalaDhara svami, Mala Dhara

svami, Kesava-vimba svami, Mahidhara svami,

Vova svami, Bhava svami, Sitala svami, Chandra

svami, Damodara svami, Meru svami, Bhficia

svami, Sugars svami, idhaka Dadda svami,

Dhruva svami, Kakka svami, Madhusudana
svami, Avadita Dadda svami, another Sitala

svami, Bhattaputra Madhusadana, Bhattaputra

Sivadeva,Han4ikapati Pushya svami, 5pa svami,

Prithivi svami, Jivananda svami, Varuna svami
and Rishi svami,
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In the copper plate grant ol king Valavarma

. ^ of Kamarupa there is reference to a section of

Bhauma Brahmins belonging to the Kanva-sakha with

plates the surname Dhara and of Kapila gotra*.

Next, mention maj' be made of the two
copper plate grants of king Ratnapala of Kama-

rnpa one of which shows the existence of a

group of Ka nvasakha Brahmin called Ahitagni

Datta of the Parasara gotra and the other

gives a different group, having the surname
and with the gotra, Bharadvaja. also as a Kanva

sakha.t The Gauhati copperplate grant ofIndra-

pala gives us the name ofanother group of Yajur-

vedi Brahmins, whose surname Pala.t In the

Guakuchi copper-plate of the said Indrapala men-
tion is made of another group of Yajurvedi

kanva Brahmans of the Kasyapa gotra with the

surname Deva who being the donee, speaks of

one Vasu also as owner of an adjoining plot.+t

The copper plate grant of Dandi Mahadevi
issued from Ganjam also mentions the Ghosha
family belonging to Visvamitra gotra. §

The following is a list in alphabetical

order, of the hereditary surnames as found
in the charters of the ancient Bhauma
kings of Kamrup, Bengal and Orissa ;-—

Anchala, Adbhuta, Anda, Arjuna, Idhaka,
Idhya, Indra, Isvara, Kara, Kirti, Kunda, Kula,

H: Kamarupa Sasanavali, b; Pandit Padmauath Vidya-

vino.ia, p,p. 72, 78-79-

f K. S, Do 89, ]l2,

1 " " " 120

tt " " " I38

§ Epigraphi?. Indica, vol, vi, p, 133.
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List o£ 72

Surnames

found in

ancient

grants

Ke8u,Konta, Khadga, Khalisa,Gaiia, Ganda,Guna,

Gupta, Gopa, Gauna, Ghosba, Chakra, Chandra,

Chara, Tosha, Trata, Datta, Dama, Dasa,

Dugdha, Deva, Dikshita, Droha, Dhara, Dhi-iti,

Nanda, Nandi, Naga, Nagadatta, Pana, Pati,

Pala, Palita, Bhata, Bhatta, Bhatti, Bhati, Bhadra,

Mitra, Rakshita, Ratha, Rata,Rudra, Lakshaya,

Varisha, Vardhana, Vasu, Vijaya, Vidagdha,

Vilamva, Vishnu, Viiddhi, Sarma, Sala, Siva,

Subha, Sflri, Soka, Sena, Soma.
Though at a time, large numbers of Brahmins

holding such surnames were in existence in Prag-

jyotisha, Cauda and Trikalinga, no traces ofthem

have now almost found in Eastern India.

Mention is made in the family records of the

Vaidika Brahmins ofUtkal andinthoseofDakshi*

natyaVaidikaSjWhocameto Bengal from Utkala.

of the seven surnames of Kara, Dhara, Datta, Nandi,

Pati, Ratha,and Dasa,all tie other surnames are no

longer in vogue. And theDakshinatya VaidikaBrah-

manas in South Bengal are averse to use those'sur-

names, as recorded in their i^«/apaij;i or family re-'

cords.except on ceremonial occasions, The various

surnames,which I have discussed already are still

in vogue in the Kayasthas Bengal, but they are

not in use among the Brahmans now. Either

the whole group of these Brahmanas who once

lived in thousands throughout the length

and breadth of Eastern India is now
extinct or mysteriously blended into other

r'community. '. My belief is that it is not

altogether extinct. "Nagara Puspanjali"—

a

book in Gujarati published from Lucknow-
in » 1907 A. D. speaks of Nagara Brahmanas^

of different Vedas and gotras and sarmans

(surnames) such us Datta, Sarma, Nagadatta,

Deva, Bhava, Nanda, Ghosha, Dasa, Trata, Bhuti
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or Bhttmi, Gupta, and MItra. In an issue of the
Indian Antiquary, of January 1911, Dr. D. R.

Bhandarkar has quoted a Sanskrit sloka which
says that the fourteen sarraans Datta,TGupta,
Nanda, Ghosha,' Sarma, Dasa, Varma,Nagadatta,
Trata, Bhuti, Mitra, Deva and Bhava have been

in vogue among the Nagara Brahmanas for

more than seven hundred vears aso

The Nagarakhancja also speaks of the origin

of the Nagara Brahmanas in the following lines—

Chamatkara, the king of inartta, was once

afflicted with leprosy. Being unable to get rid

of thedisease he'despaired of hislife. Onedayhe
came to the hermitage of Visvamitra and
described to him his miserable condition.

The ascetics of the hermitage were so moved to

pity by the lamentations of the king that

they advised him to bathe in the Sankha-

tirtha. Bathing there he was cured ofhis leprosy.

Then he biailt close to that Sankha-tirtba a city

named Chamatkara-pura, which extendedfor two
miles. Picturesque structures were there raised

by his order; andKulina Brahmanas well-versed

in the Vedas, and other religious Brahmanas were

invited from distant quarters, to live in the

town. A few years after, there was born amongst
them the learned Chitra-Sarman. Practising

penance, he succeeded in propitiatng Mahadeva,

who to fulfil his desire appeared before him

in the form of Hatakesvara. People from

different parts b^.^gan to visitthe place to have

a sight ofthe Hatakesvara-linga.-The Brahmans
of Charaatkarapura began to consider that.

Chitra-Sarman was in no way superior to

thera, but as he earned the honour and

respectj of the public by instituting



a permaaent object of glory, why should they

not follow him ? Thus reflecting they all began
to practice- austere penances. Mahadeva became
propitiated and appeared before the Chamat-
kara-pura Brahmauas, who were then divided

into 68 Gotras. Mahadeva «jaid, 'There are in

all 68 JSaiva-kshetras (places, of^Siva). Dividing

myself in 68 parts, I always reside in these

places. Now to satisfy your object I will

appear here in 68 forms,' Accordingly there

were erected 68 shrines and each gotra devoted

itself to the worship of a separate form of

Siva". (Nagara-Khan^a, Chs. 106 and 107.)

'Once upon a time the king of Auartta

l)ecame aware that a heavy calamity was
brooding over his peaceful dominions owing

to the wrath of the presiding planet of his son

then about to be born. He called lor all the

great astrologers of the time who unanimously

advised him to observe expiatory rites

through the medium of competent Brahmanas.

The king of Anartta had already established

the Brahmanas of the 68 gotras in Chamat-
kara-pura, where he also bad beautiful edifices

built for them. Now, instructed hj the astro,

logers, he came in person to C'hamatkara-pura

and solicited the Brahmanas to perform the

necessary religious rites for the welfare of his

future son. Sixteen Brahmanas were then

employed to perform propitiatory and sacrifi-

cial observances.

'While these religious rites were being perfor.

med, there went on, in the capital of Inartta,

great and solemn festivities in order to celebrate

the birth of the prince. But in the midst of

these entertainments dark calamities began to
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make their appearance. Consequent upon the

evil influence of the star presiding over the

prince's fortune, the king's horses, elephants,

chariots and even his dominions began to be-

come narrower and narrower. At this the Brdh'

manas of Chamatkara-pura became highly exas-

perated. They observed, 'we, sixteen Brahmanas
are without the slightest departure from rules,

performing the prescribed sacrifices ; and yet no
good comes of it. Let us therefoTe pronounce

curses upon the god of fire'. At this juncture,

Agnideva ( the fire-god ) appeared before them
and exclaimed, 'Oh Brahmanas, do not

curse upon me under the influence of unjust

wrath. Each of your offerings is being wasted

through the misdemeanour of Trijata,

one among you who are performing the

sacrifices and other religious rites. For him, the

sun and other heavenly bodies do not accept

your offerings : and this is why pestilence and
mortality are day by day increasing in the

kingdom. Renew your sacrifices, banishing this

vile Brahmana from your company, then
fortune and health shall smile upon the king,and
perdition shall await his enemies.' Hearing the

words of Agni, the Brahmanas were very much
taken aback and said that it was impossible

for them to believe that Trijata was polluting

their Homa preparations. Agni replied, 'Purify

yourselves by bathing in the stream of my
perspiration in the sacrificial-pit ( Homa-kunda),
Rest assured, that your preparations have been
corrupted by that man, on whose body appear
pustules when he emerges out of the water.
In obedience to the dictates of Agni, they, one
after another, bathed in the sacrificial pit

;
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but pustules were seen on the person of Trijata
only. Overwhelmed with shame, Trijata was
then unable to uplift his down-cast head ; agony
and repentance overcame him and he determined
to retire to the jungle. Now, in fact, this Trijata

was a great scholar, well-versed in the Vedas
;

and for the disgrace befallen upon him, his

mother was only to blame. Becoming alive to

his own wretched condition he applied himself

to practise austere penances in a secluded

forest.

*Highly delighted with the rigour and austerity

of Trijata's penance, Mahadeva appeared before

him. Trijata fell prostrate at his feet and thus

poured out his heart—Oh god of gods, I have

by my mother's fault, very much disgraced

the people of Chamatkarapura and the king of

Anarta. Be thou so gracious as to contrive

some means, by which, I may become pre-

e.ijinent amongst all the Brahmauas. Maha-

deva answered, *'Wait for sometime. Days are

not distant, when your desire will be fulfilled."

Saying this the god vanished.

'Meanwhile a great disaster occurred in

Chamatkarapura. On one jSaga-Panchami day,

Kratha, son of Deva-raja of the Maudgalya

gotra together with some other Brahamanas

went to bathe in the Nagatirtha and there

taking Rudramala, the son of the serpent-king,

lor a common water-serpent, killed him with

the stroke of a rod. At this many venomous

snakes, responding to their king's order, crept

into Chamatkarapura in overwhelming num-

bers. Owing to the terrible destruction caused

by these poisonous snakes, all the men of Cha-

matkara-pura young and old, began to fly

13
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away, leaving their houses and articles behind.

Brahmanas in hundreds breathed their last,

being bitten by snakes ; some Brahmanas

becoming exceedingly appalled sought refuge in

that forest where Trijatas was engaged m pen-

ance. Hearing of the story of misfortune, Trijata

encouraged them, saying, 'you have no occasion

to fear'. Ere long he again became absorbed in

meditation of Mahadeva, The god appeared

and said 'I am giving you an encantation ( a

mantra) the mere utterance ofwhich shall render

even the most ferocious of the venomous snakes

void of poison. The mantra runs thus :

—

'O my good Brahmana. you are to proclaim

in the city that the word gara signifies poison,

but by my favour there is no poison, at present.

Any vile snakes that may dare remain there after

hearing you utter 'nagaram nagaram' (i.e, there

Origin is no poison, no poison ) may be killed at your

of Nagar pleasure. This famous place, which contributes to

Brahmana. your glory, will from this day be known to the

world by the nameof Nagara. So also any other

Nagara Brahmana born of a pure family, will

be able to restore to life any snake-bitten animal

fallen into the clutches of death by besprinkling

its face with water, enchanted thrice with the

mantra called Nagara.'

'Saying this the god disappeared. Trijata

accompanied by those Brahmanas came to

Chamatkarapura, They all conjointlj'^ began to

cry aloud nagaram nagaram. By the effect of

this siddha-mantra, the snakes of Chamatkara-

pura were rendered poisonless. and struggled o

make their escape, while thousands perished.

Such are the vicissitudes of fortune. That very

Trijata, who was once overwhelmed by acute
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mortification of mind, and shame and disgrace,

now overflowed with joy to find himself the

object of public praise and honour. By his in-

fluence the name of Chamatkarapura was
changed to Nagara, and its Brahma uas came to

be known as Nagara'(Nagarakhanda,Ch. 106-108).

It has been already remarked in harmony
with the statement of the Nagarakhanda that

Hatake^vara was named Nagara, subsequent

to Trijata's making the land Nagaless, The
Brahmanas who were brought by him became

known under the name of Nagara from their in-

habiting that city.

The Nagara Brahmanas of Gujrat maintain

that inandapiira (the present Badanagara) was
their original dwelling place. This place is in the

district of Kadi in Gujrat and forms a part of the

state oi the Gaikwar of Baroda, Some antiquarians

have alluded to Nagara-5.nandapura as the name

of this place. It seems to me that perhaps the

Nagara Brahmanas of 5.nandapura used the

name of Badanagara for their native town,

in order to distinguish it from the comparatively

new city Nagara, which the excommunicated

Vahya Nagaras founded and named in fmitatlon

of their mother-land.

The famous shrine of Hatakg^vara is still exis-

ting in Badanagara ; and the Brahmanas of

this locality still recite holy texts ( ssnti-patha )

for the welfare of their king the Gaikwar, Even

now, thousands of pilgrims resort to Hatakes-

vara from all parts of Western India. All the

temples and tirthas as described in the Nagara-

khanda can even now be identified in Badanagara

and its environments of 10 miles. The local
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Nagar

Brahmins

and

their Gotras

river Sarasa is held, by the natives, in the same
veneration as the Ganges.

The Nagara Brahmanas maintain that there

was a time when millions of pilgrims annually

came to H^takg^vara-kshetra from different parts

of India. The attendants of its Pandas travelled

all over India inducing people to visit this sacred

place. Indeed many Nagara Br/ihmanas are, even

now met with in various parts of the Deccan.

These Brahmanas still write all their sacred

books in the Nagari characters. Even far away
in Dravida and Kari,ata, where all the other

natives use their provincial alphabets in writing,

these Nagara-Brahmanas though they have, in the

course of centuries, lost their mother-tongue and

adopted that of the surrounding people amongst

whom they live, still adhere to their own tribal

Nagari character

With respect to the Nagara Brahmanas at the

outskirts of Bijaynagara and Anagtindi, Mr.

Huddlestone Stokes states, "They appear origi-

nally to have come from the countries north-

east of Nagara and to have under the S^nagtindi

and Vijaynagar kings. They speak Kanarese

only, but their books are in the Nagari and

Balabodha character."*

The Nagarakhanda gives the following account

of the establishment of the Nagara Brahmins

and of their 68 gotras :

—

The worthiest of the Dvijas (Trijata) was a des-

cendant of the sage called Safikrity a. He wasNimi's
son and was known by the name ofPrabhava Datta.

This Trijata having recovered his ancestral lands,

built a very fine temple and set up the linga of

* Journal A, 6. B, I896, part i,p. 119. ]22,
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Mahadeva calling the image Trijate^vara or Lord

of Trijata. Worshippingthis deity day and night

he -was transported to Heaven, The names of

the gotras which were revived and those which

were established through the efforts of this Trijata

are given below. Among these gotras no informa-

tion is available in respect of Upamanyu.Krauncha,
Kaigorja and Traivaneya. Those 4 gotras being

afraid of the Nagas had left their country and

departed to some other place. The names of the

other gotras and the number of Brahmins belong-

ing to each are stated below ;—Kaugika gotra 26,

Kasyapa 87, Laksauanvaya 21, (They are new-

comers ), Bharadvaja 3 ( They had left but came
back again ), Kaundineja 14, Raitika 20, Para-

sarya 8, Garga 22, Harita 23, Aurvabhargava

25, Gautama 26, Alubhayana 20, Mandavya 23,

Bahvrichya 23, SankrityalO, Jngirasa 5, Itreya

10, Suklatreya 10, Yatsya 5, Kputsya 9, Sandilya

5, Bhargava 5, Maudgalya 20, Baudhayana 30,

Kausala 30, Atharva 55, Manasa 77, YSjusha

30. Chyavana 27, Agastya 33, Jaimini 10,

Naivrita 55, Pathina 70, Gobhila 5, Kskva 5,

Ausana 3, Dasarha 3, Lokakhya 60, Ainisa 72,

Kapisthala 77, Sarkarakhya 77, Datta 77,

Sarkava 100, Daryjya 76, Katyayana 3, Vaidisa

8, Krishnatreya 5, Dattatreya 5, Narayana.

Saunaka, Javala, Gopisla,Jamadagnya, Salihotra,

Karnika, Bhagurayaiia , Matrika and Trinava , each

of the last named ten gotras had 100 members.
The Brahmins belonging to the above gotras

enjoyed social status in the order in which
they have been mentioned. In a former age
Brahma had separated 68 Brahmins from one
another giving e.:ch a distinct position.

Through the grace of Siva, Trijata won the
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gratitude of all Brahmins by recovering his

ancestral lands Through their influence he even

became renowned as one endowed with the know-
ledge ol the true meaning of the Veda sand as an
adept in the practice of sacrificial rites. The family

of this Trijata spread into ten branches. They

werehighly respected Brahmins and then obtain-

ed a leading position among the 6S gotras

brought together by Trijata. In this way 1500

Brahmins met in Chamatkarapura. They all care-

fully considered their income and expenditure and

shared equally the things which the\^ acquired in

a legitimate manner. At the request of Trijata

many high class Brahmins came from distant

quarters and added to the glory of the Pura

( city ), No one would now leave the place

even in the greatest distre.-s. In course of ti.. e

Chamatkarapura was crowded with thousands

of their descendants, sons, grandsons, great-

grandsons, daughters, children and nephews.

In chapter 107 of the Nagarakhanda it is

stated "^^^^''S C'^tt^'tR'JlT^t i>m ^kH^\ \" We
( Brahmins ) 68 gotras^ stay here ( Chamatkar-

pura). Flere, Chitrasarma attained to a pre-emi-

nent position by setting up the Hatakesvara

linga,

The number of the gotras enumerated adove

is 62.

In the Nagarakhanda we get the following

statement with regard to the gotras of

Ash^akula :
—

Here we find eight gotras, viz., Kasyapa,
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Kaundinya,Ukshiiasa,SarkaYa, Dvisa, Vaijavapa,

Kapisthala and Dvika. Again in chapter 184, it is

stated that there are 4 Chhandoga Nagara,

Brahminas ,viz., Sunahshepa, Sakreya, Bauddha,

and Danta. These 4 families live in exile.*

Id the 'Nagarotpatti' by Gangasankar Pan-

choli it is stated that at the time oi the marriage

of the goddess Parvati 12 Brahmins sprang forth,

of these, 12 were wedded to 12 heavenly damsels

They had altogether 72 sons by these wives,

each having 6. These 72 sons were the Rishis

founding the 72 gotras. The names of the

gotras are given below :—
1 Kf^syapa, 2 Kauydfnya, 3 Aukshnasa, 4Sar-

kavasa, 5 Vaijavapa, 6 Kapishthala, 7 Ladhika, 8

Upamanyu, 9Krauncha, lOKai^orya, 11 Traivane-

yaka, 12 Sunahsepa, 13 vSakreya, 14 Bauddhayana,

15 Danta, 16 Kausika, 17 Darbhasa, I8 Laksh-

mauasa, 19 Vatsapala 20 Aitikayana, 21 Aud-

vaia, 22 Bharadvaja, 23 Varaha. 24 Saukreya,25

Alubhayana, 26 Paragara, 27 Gopala, 28 Gauta
ma, 29 Dattatreya, 30 Kaurangava, 31 Galava,

* In Nagar-puspanjali, the foltowing 8 gotras or

Astakula h^ve been specified—Aukshnasa, Kasy^ipa, Baija-

vapa, Alubhayana, Sangayais, Darbha, Sarkava and Lauka

ksua. The surnames, Veaic denominations etc. of these 8

gotras have beeu mentioned later on,

c^^t* ^cm ^ c^i c^]^i ntc^t ?ft« ^f^ ^^i I
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Division

among the

Nigaras

The

Madhyagas

and B^da

nagaris.

32 Gaugayana, 33 Sankritya, 34 Sarka-

raksha, 35 Pippalada, 36 Sankayana, 37 Gargya,

38 Matrikayaua, 39 Paniniya 4o Sandilya 41

Ka-is'alya, 42 Agnireg'a, 43 Lokaksha, 44 Harita,

45 Chandra Bhargava, 46 Angirasa, 47 Kautsa,

48 Maiidavya, 49 Mudgala, SO Jaimini, 51

Paithiaasa,52Gobhila,53 Katyajana, 54Vasistha

55 Naidhruva, 56 Narayana, 57 Javali, 58 Jama-

dagni, 59 Salihotra, 60 Agastya, 61 U^ana, 62

Bhagurayana, 63 Vainateya, 64 Saunaka, 65

Harikara, 66 Ghhandogya, 67 Atri, 6S C.hya-

vana. 69 Jatukarna, 7o Goriyava, 71 Vaisampa-
yana, and 11 Brihadatreya.

4 among the 72 gotras, viz, Suna^hepa, Sakrey a,

Baudhayana and Danta went to Kurukshetra in

fear of having accepted gifts from the king of

Chamatkarapura. The eight gotras, Kasyapa,
and others went to the Himalayas and there

devoted themselves to meditation. The 4 gotras

Upamanyu, Kaisorya, Krauncha and Trivaneyaka

went to the North for fear of the Nagas. The
remaining 56 gotras lived in Badanagar. In
course of time they were divided into two classes,

those who remained inside and those who were
outside. Those who were separated from the main
body of the Nagaras on account of the hostilities

of their kin were Vahyanagar or 'outsiders'.

The abhyantara or inside Nagars were subdivided
into Madhyagas and Badanagaras. Those who
lived in Garta-tirtha having been brought
there by the king of Auarta were called Madh-
yaga, those who resided in Anandapura were
known as Badanagaras, The Badanagaras
were further subdivided into three classes.

Viz, Adhavasa, Sthanika and Pravasi. The
Adhavasa Nagars who adopted the profession
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Of arms were either householders or soldiers
;

others were mendicants and known as

Ahmedabadi Brahmanas. The Pravasi Nagaras
are distinguished by the names of the places TheAhmeda-

where they originally settled, ti>—Sorathi, '-^'^'' *^^P'^

Patani, Dungarapura, Idariya, Ka^i, Mathura ''""' ^°''^^^'

and Gaya, The distinction between house- ^^^^ °xt

^^

"^ VahyaNagar
holders and mendicants is found even
among them. The Sthanikas are those who
still reside in Badanagar. Among the Vahya-
Nagaras the following divisions are observed

—

Bisalanagara, Sa^hodara, Pra^nora, Krisnora
and Chitroda.

Pandit Ganga^ankara has cited three distinct

sections in regard to the classification of the

Nagar Brahmins;—1st group— 1. Abhyantaror

Badanagar; 2. Vajhya or outside Badanagar; 3.

Bhat or soldiers. 4. Abhajta? 5. Chitraku^a, 6

Gartatirthavasi.

2nd group ~1. Abhyantar, 2. Yajhya, 3.

Shasthya or druakards. 4. Pishtya 5. Chitra-

kuta. 6. Chiraguptavansi.
Classification

3rd group—Badanagara. 2. Bisalnagara. 3. of Nagaras

Satodara, 4. Krishnora. 5. Chitrora. 6. Prasnora

From a study of the Nagarakhanda, it

would appear that this country had been

inhabited by the Brahmanas from very early

times. They had to abandon this country

on account of the persecutions of the Nagas.

IntheNagarakhanda, Ch.ixS, itisdeclared that Takshaka

the Naga king Takshaka would be born in Nasa dynasty

Saurastra with the name Raivata and that °^ Sauraatra

Kshemankari would take her birth in the house

of the king of 5.nartta. When Kshemankari

attained her youth, the king of Anartta

married her to Raivataka. Revati was the

* Nagarotpatti ( Cujarati ) by Pandit Gangasankar

PaDcholi ^printed at Agra, Samvat I970 ) p. 59, 84,

14k
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Takphaka

ideatified

as a Saka

Kshatrapa

flourishing

after sungaa

Khaharata

Nahapana

Chastana

issue of Raivataka, the king of Saurastra by

Kshemankari.*

The above testifies the existence in a cer-

tain period of the Takshaka Naga dynasty

in Saurastra or Gujarat. Historians, Todd

and others have identified Takshaka or

Tak-^ak as Saka or Scythian dynasty. We also

learn from the early rock-inscriptions of this

place that after the fall of the Maurjyas and the

Sunga dynasty, the Saka Kshatrapas extended

their domination here.

These Kshatrapas were known as the

"Khagarata" or Khaharata dynasty. Dr Rama-
krishna Gopal Bhandarkar says, "The name
Khaharata Nahapana is not Indian, but foreign.

The title Kshatrapa or Mahakshatrapa also

used in the case of that king is not Indian though

it is the Sanskritised form of a foreign word,

very likely the Persian Satrap."t

In the first century of the Christian era, Chas

tana in MalavaandRajputana and the father of

Nahapana in Western India were Kshatrapas.

Khagarata Nahapana was also an ordinary

Kshatrapa at first, but subsequently he became
Mahakshatrapa having conquered a part of

^Qfl ^^ f^?i1 ^t^i1 ^t^1 c^sf^ftf^ ^1 I

(Nagarakhanda, Ch, 118).

t Early History of ti^e Dekkan, Section V.
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Mabarastra, North Konkan, Gujarat, Saurastra,

Anartta and Kachchha. His son-in law

Usavadata son of Dinika was a powerful

chief enjoying a high position among the Sakas. ^^^^-^^^^^

His rule extended from Saurastra to Nasik. In his

rock-inscriptions it is told that he used to feed

one lac ofBrahmanas. InPrabhasa,he arranged

the marriage of a large number of Brahmanas
and at the time of Chaturmasya he supplied

food and clothes to a large number of

Bhikshus.*

From the rock-inscriptions we learn that

the Saka king Nahapana had a Brahmana ^^'^'^'

mm minstar
mmister named Ayama belonging to the Vatsa- ^f Nahapana

gotra. t According to Dr. E. G, Bhandarkar
these Saka kings adopted Brahminism. There

is no doubt that they were recognised by the

Brahmanas as of a superior caste. | The Saka-

Kshatrapas had matrimonial connections with ,..1 v^
( f ^aKafc by

the Satavahanas of the Deccan and various mairimonial

Kshatriya dynasties, up to the end of the 4th alliance,

century A. D. The Sakas ruled in Saurastra and

Malava during the period mentioned above.

With the ascendancy of the Guptas in Northern
India, and ofthe Chedi and Chalukya dynasties in

the south,the kingdom of the Saka-kshatrapas prac

tically disappeared from pages of thelndian historj^

Havinglostpoliticalpower.theKshatrapaswere ,
^ ^j ^j.,..

merged into the Hindu society and the name of calpowerand

the famous Sakas was forgotten. An important merging of the

branch of the Sakas were worshippers of Naga, Sakas into

hence they came to be called the Naga family.
Hindu society

Some scholars are of the opinion that

* Banger Jatlya Itihasa, Brahman-Kanda, part iv p. 1920*

+ Vrchseiolo^icai Survey of Western India, Junner
Inscription, No. 10.

I Dr. Bhandarkar's Early History of Dekkan, p. 41.
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Na^a 'Khagargta' as equivalent to Naga ®r Serpent.
worahipners are The Nagara Brahmins evidently established
^subsequently themselves in Charaatkarapura or Anarta-
i» called as . u. -i ' j • i ^-i i».t

XT r ., pura after having driven out these Nagas.
Naga family r- o o

At the time of the rule of the Valabhis Anarta-

pura was called Snandapura, it is now known
as Badanagara. Regarding the origin and rise

of the Valabhis, Prof. D. R. Bhardarkar observes

as follows—

"We now come to the Maitraka tribe. For
long it was thought that Maitrakas were the

tribe
enemies of Bhatarka, the founder of the Valabhi

dynasty. But the correct interpretation of

Rjge of the passage, wherein they are mentioned, requi-

Valabhi res US to supposc that they were the tribe to

which Bhatarka belonged. I have elsewhere said

that Bhatarka is to be placed circa 5oo A. D,

Bhatarka and ^' ^- exactly the time when the might of the

Huna hordes Hunas had Overshadowed Northern India.

1 have little doubt that they entered into India

with the Hunas. I have also said that the

Maitrakas were the same as Mihiras, the well-

known tribe of Mers, as in Sanskrit both Mitra

and Mihira mean the same thing, viz,., the sun.

This itself is enough to stamp the Valabhi

dynasty as originally foreign barbarians. In

consonance with this view is the fact that the

name Bhatarka and perhaps the name of his

son Dharasena are hardly indigenous or Hindu,

but have all the look of being the sanskritised

form of foreign names. And it is, no doubt,

these princes who brought from the North the

word divira in divira-pati which occurs in

their copper-plate charters, but is a Persian

word. With the Maitrakas are closely associa-

ted the Nagara Brahmanas, at any rate they
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make their appearance first during the regime

of the Valabhi dynasty. Mr, Vallabhji Haridatt

Acharya of Rajkot has kindly supplied me with

a verse, which sets forth what are called the

*sarmans' f. e. name-endings, of the various

gotras of the Nagar Brahm.anas. It has been

found by him in three Mss. of the work Prava-

radhyaya connected with the Nagaras. One

of the Mss, is dated samvat 1788 Vaisakha sudi

8 Bhrigu, and all distinctly and unmistakably

state that the gotras, and prataras therein

specified are those which were in existence

before Samvat 1283. This verse, which is of

great importance, runs as follows

—

"f^-?-c^ s^'wc^n^'l *{'^?ti:^'1 5 ^'^ 5 I

Here is a list of thirteen *Sarmans', which
were in use amongst the Nagar Brahmans near-

ly TOO years ago. Even now, they are afl&xed

to these names, when they perform the religious

ceremonies. Here, however, we are concerned

with three of them, just to show that the li.st

is not a fiction, but has some foundation in fact.

These three 'Sarmans* are Mitra, Trata and
Datta. In the Pravaradhaya, Mitra has bees

assigned to two gotras, viz. Sarkaraksha and
Gangyayana. In ray paper on the "Guhilots" I

have given extracts from three copper-plates

all found at Alina in which the names of the

Brahmana grantees as well as of their fathers

end in Mitra, Here, then,we have three instances

of Mitra 'sarman'. That they were Nagara Brah-

mans is clearly proved by the fact that they all

originally belonged to and came from Anarta-

pura or Anandapura which is identical with
Badnagar and the gotras of these donees as

List of

thirteen

SartOEns

Their gotra

and Piavara
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given in copper-plates Sarkarakshi, are the same
as Sarkaraksha, specified in the Pravaradhyaja,
The latter again gives for Trata 'sarman', the
gotras Bharadvaja and Atreja. Let us see whe-
ther this also is borne out by any inscription.
The Varadvaeja-Jogia plates of Dhruvasena I

dated 221 G.E. speak of the grantees thus :—

'The name Anandapur shows that the gran-

tees here also were Nagarr. Brahmans. Their

names, it is worthy of note,endinTrata,andboth

are of the Bharadvaja gotra, which thus per-

Trata & Datta fectly agrees with the information contained
surnames of in the Pravaradhyaya about this 'sarman.'
iNagaras at Another Valabhi grant has the following—
the time of

Valabhi "^tJ^^*j'^f^f^€^--^^r^-n^^K^ri^ ^ifJIfS'-^lt^JIC^tti^

«8ceadancy ^?j^^ -^t^«1 ^^'^'^^ ^t^l sJC^tlW^"

Here, also, the donee is a Nagar Brahmana
as he is said to have emigrated from Ananda-
pura. His name is Magopadatta, which ends

in the Sarman Datta, and his gotra is Gargya
which agrees with the Pravaradhyaya, the last

givinof no less than nineteen gotras for this

sarmans of which Gargya is undoubtely one.

It is thus evident that the Nagar Brahmanas
figure first in the time of the Valabhi princes,

that the same 'sarmans' that are now used
were even then current amongst them."*

The above furnishes evidence of the existence
of Nagara Brahmins in Gujarat at the time of
the ascendancy of Valabhis.

* Vide Indian Antiquary, Vol. XL (I9U) p. 31.32.
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I have shown on the authority of the Nidhan^

pur copper plate ol Bhaskaravarma that Brah-

manas bearing identical surnames lived under

the territorial jurisdiction of his ancestor Maha-

bhativarma enjoying grants o lands from him

{ circ-H 476-500 A, D. ) It is therefore evident ., ,

with identi-

that before the rise of the Valabhis in Gujarat a ^^^ surnames

large number of these Brahmanas lived in the lived in Kama-

territories of the king of Kamarupa, In view of rup long be-

this it is difficult to accept Prof. Bhandarkar's fore the rise of

statements-"! have little doubt that they valabhis in

entered into India with the Hunas" ''with
"''^

the Maitrakas are closely associated the Nagara

Brahmans." "This itself is enough to stamp

the Valabhi dynasty as originally foreign bar-

barians/'

In the year 1896, I wrote in connec.

tion with the origin of Nagaras and the

Nagari-alphabet,—"It is singular indeed that

most of the ancient copper-plates, inscribed in Migration of

T^&2f3<r3.3 rroQi
Nagari and found in Gujarat, were granted to ^^ ,. ^° ' ^ Fatahputra
those Brahmans who came over to Gujarat

^^^j p^^^ ^^^_

from Kjinyakubja, Pataliputra and Paundra- vardhana to

vardhana. The aforesaid Dadda Prasantaraga's Gujarat

Copper-plate of 415 Saka was given to Bhatta

Govinda, son of Mahidhara, an inhabitant of

Kanyakubja. Likewise, the Rashtrakuta king

Nityavarsha's plate of 836 Saka, mentions

Tenna, a village of Latadesa, being granted to

Siddhapa Bhatta, son of Vellapa Bhatta of the

Lakshmana gotra,who came fromPataliputra. Simi-

larly the copper-plate grant of Govinda Suvar-

navarsha, dated 854 Saka, speaks of the gift of

the village of Loha to Kesava Dikshita of the

Kausika gotra, an immigrant from Pauydravar-

dhana. It is quite clear from the account given above
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that numbers of Brahmanas were from very

ancient times migrating into Gujarat from

Kanyakubja, Pataliputra and Paundravardhana."*

We have not only got epigraphic data from

what has been said above. In the

Nagarakhanda of the Skandapurana which

is an authoritative work on the Nagara Brah-

mins,we find that Brahmanas of the Vasisthagotra

from Madhupura and Vardbamana in Cauda

married the daughters of Nagara Brahmanas in

Other NagaraChamatkarapuraf. The Madhupura jungle situated

Brahmanas of in th -: north of the Dacca district represents the

Gauda, Sylhet the site of old Madhupura. This jungle extends

and other ^^ ^j^g north to the river Brahmaputra and in

parts of ^^^ ^^g^ ^Q ^^^ borders of the district of Sylhet.
Eaatprn India

i .
• • • x t>i i

The famous copper-plate inscription of Bhaskara-

varma has been discovered from the village of

Nidhanpur in Panchakhanda in tbe district of

Sylhet. From the portion of the inscription which

has been recovered, incomplete as it is, we come

to know of 205 Brahmanas, 25 surnames and ifwe

take them as separate, altogether 50 gotras,

and of the five Vedic denominations, viz. Vahvri-

chya, Vajasaneyin, Chhaudogya, Charakya and

Taittiriya. I have already said that in the por-

tion of the inscription which has not yet been

found there are mentioned about 100 Brahmanas

and a large number ofgotras, Brahmanas belong-

ing to each of the five Vedic denominations

lived in a Khanda or separate area. The name
Panchakhanda is probably explained by this

fact.

In the Brihat Sanhita of Varaha-mihira refer-

ence is made to a town named Chandrapura on the

sea in Eastern India. This Chandrapura appears

to have been the capital of the principal town
« Journal cf the Asiatic Soicety of Bengal, 1896, p. 184,

t Nagarakhanda, Chap. 199, Sloka I61,
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of Chandrapuri Vishaya. Chandrapura on the

sea is represented by modern Chandpur. At one
time, the entire region extending from the dis-

trict of Sylhetto Chandpur was under Chandra-

puri Vishaya.

If a comparative study is made of the sur-

names of the Nagara Brahman.^ of Gujarat

and those mentioned in the Copper-plate

inscriptions of Bhaskaravarma, Lokanatha and

Subhakaradeva, the striking similarity be-

tween themj would remove all doubt that the

Brahmans mentioned in the inscriptions were

also Nagaras. From the Nagara-khanda of the

Skandapurana and the 'Njgara-pushpanjali' pub-

lished under the auspices of the Lucknow
Nfigar Club, we come to know also that the

name of the popular deity of the Nagara Brah-

mans is Hatakesvara. In the Mahalinggrchana

Tantra, we come across the following,—

About Hatakesvara of Sylhet Dr. K. M. Hatakesvar

Gupta writes, "The deity of the Nagara Brah- ofsaiiet—

manas, Hatakesvara, is also responsible for
ti^® Pop"'at-

the name' Srihatta or Sylhet. In the
^'^^^^^^^'^

Bhatera Copper-plate inscription of Govinda g, \^^^,
Kea'avadeva ( dated circa 1049 A. D.

) published

by me in the Epigraphia Indica (Vol. XIX, pp.
277-286 ) the god Siva is Srihat^anatha ( line

29 ), I have no doubt that this Srihatta Siva

of Bhatera ( Bhattapataka of the inscription

and wrongly named Bhattapathaka station

of the A. B. Ry. ) which is about 20 miles from

the town of Sylhet is the same as the Hata-

keijvara Siva of Panchakhanda which is about

16 miles from the town, In other places

too in the district ( e. g, at Chukhal and Guta-

15
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tikar ) Siva is known as Hatakesvara or

Hattanatha."*

Mr. J. C. Ghosh who was the first to write

on the subject said, "For reasons given here-

aiter, we are led to think that the Brahmanas

to whom Bhiitivarma granted the land in

about 500 A. D. were of the same stock as

the Nagara Brahmanas who are said to have

migrated to Gujarat about the same time

with the rise of the Valabhi kings. From the

Njgarakhauda of Skanda Purana as well as from

N-igarapushpanjali, we learn that Hatakcs'vara

Siva is their principal family deity ( Kula-

devata, ). The Hatakesvara Linga at Pancha-

khanda was probably installed by these Brah-

manas. We find also in the grant that seven shares

of the land were for the purpose of Bali, Charu

and Satrg. We thhik that the3^ were meant
' for Hjtakesrara Siva, the family deity of the

donees/'t

As quoted in the first volume of this

work—the following occurs in the Copper-

plate inscription of the King Vanamaladeva,

son of Harjaravarnicl, the famous king of

Kjimarupa : 'He acquired great fame by re-

building the temple of Hatakesvara Siva, which

was high as a peak of the Himalaj'as and for

the maintenance of which grants were made
of villages, subjects, elephants and dancing

girls,' X The inscription goes on to say,—

'As if the creator had given him the name of

Vanamala for his fitness for the sovereignty

of the enrth up to the end of the forests on

* Amri'a Bazar Patrika, Feb., I, I931.

t Indian Historical Qiurterly, Vol, VI. p, 67,

I The Bocial History of Kaniamra. Vol. I, p, 160.
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the sea-shore,' * The above clearly shows
that Sylhet was a part of the domain of Vana-

mala. Vanamala reigned between ChcR 830-865

A. D. It v^as during this time, therefore, that the

lofty temple of Hatakesvara Siva was rebuilt.

Taking all these facts into consideration, w^e

may reasonably conclude that in a very

early period of history some of the Nagar
ij^^ gQ,|ciu.

Brahmaus of Sylhet had settled down in siontl»';the

Gujarat, Evidence is not altogether wanting Na?ai-

that at a certain period the influence of Bahnans ef

Sylhet was very active in Gujarat, Pandit ''^

^ -^ •'
seUIecl in

Padmanath Bhattacharyya has shown
Qa.;j,.at.

that the words '^^', and '*^t^^t?* occurring in the

Suuaka grant of the Chalukya king Karaadeva

of Gujarat were used in the inscriptions of

Sylhet as expressing measurement of land.

Though they have fallen into disuse in Gujarat

now, they are still current in Sjlhet.t

Some may argue that since the Nagara-

khanda of the Skandapurana had declared

Chamatkarapura ( ancient 5.nandapura, now
Badnagar) as the original home of the Nagar

Brahraans, on the supposition that they have

come to this country from Gujarat, But such

presumptions, based as they are on uncorro-

borated statements, can hardly be taken

seriously. From the similarity between the

surnames of the Brahmans mentioned in the

Copper-plate inscriptions found in Eastern India

from the 5th to Sth centuries and the surnames
of the Brahmans given in the Copper-plate ins-

criptions of the 7th century A. D. discovered in

Gujarat, none can assume that these Brahmanas,
whether m Eastern India or Gujarat were de-

signated Nagar Brahmans.

The Social History of Eamrupa, Vol. r. p. I6l.

t In'^ian Antiquary, 1923 { January )
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In the Nagafa-pttshpanjali it is stated :—

Prof. D. R, Bhandarkar gives the Samvat

as 1283. Probably the year 283 in the Nagara-

pushpanjali is a misprint for 1283, the first

figure 'being omitted. This would lead to the

conclusion that Nagarakhanda is a compilation

of the 13th century, but the use of the word

Ni5gara as a special designation for these Brah-

mans dates back from the 10th century A. D.

In my article on the Origin of the Njgari

Script written 36 years ago, I stated :—

"It seems therefore that the most ancient

Nggari lipi used in Gujarat, was brought over by

the N;igara Brahmanas either from Gauda or

Magadha or from some other country in Nor-

thern India to Gujarat. The following is also

related in the vSkanda Purana Njgarkhanda. Ch,

108 --The eminent Trijata who had delivered

Chamatkarapurafrom the snakes, gave presents

of wealth and jewels and established here in

Nagara, and those Brahmanas that had come

with their wives and children to Hatakes'vara

were mostly from the farthest and the most

remote countries."*

Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar observes :—

"I believe all their present sub-divisions

Professor cxccpt oue, are the offshoots of the first swarm

Bhaudarkai's of the Nagar Brahmanas who were settled at

view re : the Anandapura. The exception is that of the
crigiDalhcme

p^-ashnoras, who, it is worthy of note, called
of the Na?ar . .

BiahmaDs tlicmselvcs Ahiclichhatras or Ahichchhatrajna-

tiyas. This points to the conclusion that not

only the Nagars of Bombay, Gujarat, but even

GujarNagars of theBulandshahar andjat Nagars

* Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, (189o) p* 131.
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were so named alter some place called Nagar

which was not far irom Ahichchhatra. For,

if this Nagars had not been in the close neigh-

bourhood of Ahichchhatr.i, the Nagars and

Prashnoras would not have belonged to the

same stock, and consequently the latter,

when they emigrated from Ahichchhatra and

came into Gujarat, would not have been ad-

mitted into the Nagar caste. Now, there is

such a place in the Sawalakh hills, called Nagar

or Nagarkot w^hich was the old name of

Kangra, the piincipal town of the district of

the san-e name in the Punjab." *'It Is thfs

Nagarkot, I conjecture, that was like Ahich-

chhatra, the cradle of a caste of Brahmanas

called Nagar or Nagar Brahmans not only

in the Bombay, Gujarat, but in Mysore and

in Nepal also, There are again sub-divisions—

•

named Nagar, Nagri or Nagaria among the

Kashmiri, Kanaujia and Maithili Brahmanas,"*

From the two treatises on the Nggara
Brahmanas of Gujarat written by two Nagara
Pandits, t we find the following quotation from

their family records

—

*'ff%^r:^'l J^T^ffC^I f^-CtfC^'l 5 ^"^ 5 I

Bhiiti, Bhava, Nagadatta. Mitra, Deva,

Varma, Gupta, Nanda, Ghosha, Sarma, Dasa,

Dama, Trata and Datta—these fourteen Sarmans

are the family designation established by sage

Mudgal a.

* Indian Antiquary ( 1911 ) vol. \h, p. 34.

+ Vide Na^arotpatti ( in Gu;»'"ati) by Ganfra^ankara

Pancholi, p. 125 and another l)y Mana'ankar PitamVar Da-^a

Mthfa. p. 4?
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The Nggara-puslip.^njali * also gives us the

following particulars of the surnames, gotras

and veda-sakha of the Nagara Brahmanas
current amongst them till now

;
—

Sarman\ Gofra Prarara Vrda

1. Datta Alambayani vasistha Mailtravaruna, Kaundinya Yajus

2. „ Alubhayana Vasistlm, Maltravaruna, Kaundinya Yajus

8. „ Kanndinya Vasistha ,. „ Sama & Yajus

4- ,. Parasara Vasistha Saktri Parasare Atharva

5- ,. Jatukaroa— Vasistha ., ..
Yaus

6. „ Aupatnanyu Angirasa Autathya Gautama Sama

7- „ Agnlvesya Angirasa Varhaspatya Bharadvaj?, „

8. „ Mauneya „
,, „ ?amn

9- r, Sangyanas Sainya Ga'g/a Yajus

10. „ Matrikayana Angirasa Paurukutsa Trasadasya .,

Ir. „ Ganganas Angirasa Sankritya Gauravita I'lk

12. ,, Sankrifya
,, „ „ •»

13' f> Aitikayana Bhrigu Chyavana Apnavan Aurv* Jamadagni

I. Kasynpa Avatsara Naidhruva Sama

* The Na^arapv-shpanjaU ( in 5 pa-ts )
published by Na ar

Club, Luckaowi (19370922 A.d.)

f The sarmau is used only on religious occasion, but evpry

one always used their amtanha or family titles which is men-

timsd here according to above serial number ;

—

1. Mehata talayada-^Kamn-ccha, Sehamari M., Bhagalia M.,

Alubhan M., Ghori M.,Ka1a M.,.Jati2;ama M^Gha'tia M., Chui.'.

drecha M., Jutha M., Koratia M., Valnmbla M., Virola Jushi,

Chitrola Bh, Bhudola Bb,, Vilambba Sukla.

2. KaTianecha, Bhiiata-Jhankhora-Kamanecha.

3. Ta'a of;Yaiurveii a'^'i Dhanturiya Fauechi'a, Ehalo ia

Sinduria, BaHsakha,--Satiya, -Bhualdia Bhat'a." Ta'a Bh.,

Apo3iya''Bh., Ha la M. of^Samavedin.

4. Cl'abisana Raval pansa'aiVishnoUara, Pauclya, Balasrolra,

Vavarech'a (Pansa'aV Kanthav'a P., l'alih.\nia P., Navechia,

Niyiranthall, Acharya, Basa'^a M., MahoUi M., Havnlia

Pancholi, Parotakarnania, Polodara-Rava', Daia ^., Alatho^j^

R., Bhandia R., La^ba^a B., Manodara K.

5, Bhadutana, 6. Madhjaka M,/^7. Ch-stj., 11. Chan-

drecha P., 12. M'fapa., Karatat'a; ^aboHa P., 13. Mingasarana
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Sarman Ootra Pravare Vtld

14.

15-

16.

18.

19^

?o.

21

22,

2.".

24.

25-

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

33.

Datta Eatyayana Bhrigu Chyavana Apnavan Aiiiva Jamadagni ,.

Yaju

Pile

Atri Archanana Syavasva

» >> I*

Kasyipa Avatsara Naidhruva

Yajus
»

Rik

•>

Vajus

., Kausa'a

,, Panini

Vatsa

„ Vatsya

Atri

,, Alreya

, Udala

„ Audvala

•, Kasyapa

„ Kausikeya ,, „ ,, ,,

;) Sangalinyajia Angiras Varhaspatya Bharadvaja Gargya

Satya Gargya Rik

,; U}.amanya Vngistha Indrapramada AbharadVasa Sair.a

;! Sanklyayana ., ,, ,• ,,

Nagttdatta Kapisth^la V sistha Knpisthala

Narda Gautama Argirasa Au(»'hya Gaut^mp

>. Gopala Vasis'ha, Saktri, Pur^sf ra

Pasti Vaijavapa Atri Gavisthira Purvatithi

• » Darbbya Angirisa Acnbarisha Y iivr.asva

»•• Pjppalada Sandilya Asita revula

Rik

Yajus

Rik

A harva

14. Panchal'. I"'. P sai'ha Bliuli;a.

17. Datutaiiiya n., Unaiia P., Dhanti-iia P., Cr laM,, ».

Yavarechia M.

19. Udeha. 20, Uma'ana M., Palyu'a. 21. DhmUara.

23. Vaiakhutia M., Snndharupa Puia Vyj:8;>, KaUioda Dave

KaJhoda Jarii, Ealhoda Joshi, Mai ' Sa'ii'a Josh', Ak^-^'a R,

26. Madhyaka M.

28. Sorathia M,, Pancholia P., Blialakia Joshi, Sadri-

kshaiia Bh„ Sin'Jhyaksh;ua, Devathalia M.. D.iucha M.,

Dadraja M-, Var.kho iya M., Mandaba R., Kapisthaja

DaVe.

29. Modasiya Vyasak^.v! Lan^, Kadechija, Vy;;sa,

Bhankharia Vyasa, Vokadia T ,Kambo;ya R .TiaMiala Josh«,

Ghavada P., Manasia P., Kahagana P., Panasari Bh,, Da-

thaliya M , Udhiya Joslii, MoJasia Matavaia, Gcdhaviya

Joshi, Chhapari Bata Joshi, Parota.

30. Kanthya 31. Kharoda P., Pa'olia M„ Phacliaria

P., Kharoda Goradi^a M.

32. Mahiyecha Vyasi, Laiota P., Mahiyeeha Bh-

33, Ch us'la.
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Sarman Gotra Pravare Veda

52. Bhuti Varaha Angirasa Varhashaptya Bharadvaja Samn

53, DeVa Sankhyayana Atri Gavisthira Purvatithi ,,

54* ), Brihadatreya Alri Archanana Syavasva Rik

55 :> Kausika visva nitra Devarata Audala „

56. ., Panini Visvamifra Aghamarshana Madhuchhandas Atharva

57. Ghosha Darbhayana Kasyapa AvatSara Naidhruva RJk

?8. » Darbhasa Kasyapa Asila Devala Atharva

59- " Sankhyana

I have already shown that one thousand and

five hundred years ago, there were in Eastern

India Brahmans having the same surnames,

gotras and denominations as are characteristic

to the Nagara Brahmanas of to-day. In theNagara-

khanda among the Brahmins of which is the

home of the main body of the Nagara Brahmanas

Ashtakula is looked upon with great respect as

representative of the aristocratic element of this

community. In like manner. Ashtakula had been

the object of particular regard in Eastern India

from very early times. So much so that among
those Brahmans with the surnames of Datta,

Rakshita, Pati, Aditya, etc., who came and

settled in Orissa under the patronage of the

Bhauma kings, mention is made in the charter

of Tunga dynasty of their Ashtakula, who
were horoured by land-grant.* It has also

been said that the class of Nagara Brahmanas

called Prasnoras points to Ahichchhatra as

their original home. In a copper-plate

inscription of Gayadatunga, we find that grants

of lands made to the descendants of a

52. Supanakha. 53. Pasanla, 54. Varal aura, 55. Karka-

srana, 56. Badi Socha. 57. KukaU Bh., Maiuda D.,

Kukada Vja'-a. 58. Maroda D, Cbanka' a^^ D, 59. D^-ra Sris.

|^p=Bh.= Bhat(a, D.= Dave, J.= Jani, Jo.= Joshi,

M. = Mehata, P—Pand\a, K.—Raval, Ti—Travadi.

(i) Vale Mayurabhaiija Aicheological Survey Reports, Vol. I, p. 156.
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year 1490 of the Saka era at Lauda which is a

place in Sylhet.* His descendants are now
living near Goalaudo, Faridpur district as

Rsdhi Brahmans.s

There is a tradition among the Nagara
Brahmanas that their ancestors came to

Gujarat from the Himalayan region. Accor-

ding to the Sahyadrikhanda, Dravida Brah-

manas are said to have migrated to the south

at the invitation of Parasurgma from Ahich-

chhatra in the Himalayan region and settled in

the Deccan, The Nagara Brahmanas also

belong to this Dravida stock. The Prasnora group

of the Nagara Brahmanas still points to Ahichch-

hatra as their primitive home. According to the

Vastrapatha Mahatmya of the Prabhasa-khanda of

Skandapurana, the original home of the Brahma-

nas of this country existed somewhere near the

foot of the Himalayan mountains. ^ As already

shown, Dr, D. R. Bhandarkar points the place

Nagarkot which is situated in the proximity to

Ahichchhatra and Sapadalaksha as the ancestral

home of the Nagara Brahmanas.

In the Karatoya Mahatmja of the Skanda

Purana occurs the following passage I
—

'After taking a bath in the sacred waters of

the Karatoya, Jamadagnya Parasurama in the

Treta Yuga made gifts in Kotisiladvipa in

Paundradesato the Sapadalaksha Brahmanas for

obtaining the fruits of Bhakti and Mukti. In the

North west corner of the Skanda-mandapa Rama
held his magnificent court. Here stayed Sapada-

laksha Brahmanas. I bow down to the original

(4) Vide Visvakosha (Encyclopedia) Vol XVIII. p-125.

(5) One Nagai Purushottama of Vraja merged into Maschatak

Pani of Radhi Sreni, vide Banger Jatiya Itihasa,

Vol. 1. pr. 1 p, 299

(6) Indian Antiquary, Vol. IV. p. 289.
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home Sri-Paundravardhana full of temples of

the gods Skanda, Yishim, Valabhadra, Siva and

others, and the sanctity of the place takes away
sins of every one as it is washed away
by the waters of Karataya/'^

I have stated before that from a copper-

plate inscription of Gayadatuiiga wherein it is

related that he made grants in Kalinga

to Brahmanas coming from Patindravardhana,

In another inscription of the king also, we find

a reference to similar grants being madetoBrah-

mans from Ahichchhatra. It is, therefore, evi-

dent that the Brahmanas mentioned in the

Nidhanpur and Neulpur copper-plate grants

shared the same home with the ancestors of the

Nagara Brahmanas of Gujarat whose original

home were the foot of the Himalayas, The local

inscriptions do not bear any such sur-

names of the Brahmanas who live in the

Himalayan region at Nagarkota or Sapadalak-

sha or on the Sivalik mountains. This makes

it doubtful whether these surnames were evol-

ved when the Nagara Brahmanas lived there. But

there is no lack of evidence to show that from

very early times there existed a close connection

between Anandapura in Gujarat with Eastern
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Kokatnukha

a place of

pilgrimage.

India. In Chap. 122 of the Varahapurana,
it is related that a Saka king of Anaodapura
travelled a long distance to see Kokamukha
with bis wife who was a daughter of

the king of Chandrapura. There is reference

to Kokamukha which was a place of

pilgrimage in the Mahabharata (Vanaparva,

Canto 84, Annsasanaparva, Canto 25) the

Brahmapurana (Cantos 219 and 229),the Varaha-

purana ( Cantos 113, 122, 140 ) and other old

texts. In the Brahmapurana it is stated, that

the Varaha Avatara after having freed Devas

and Pitris from the fear of the demons, per-

formed the ^radh ceremony at Kokamukha. It is

also stated that the Earth by her contact with

Varahadeva gave birth to Narakasura. He

also gave Pragjyotisha or Kamarupa to Naraka

who was brought up by Rajarshi Janaka, the

king of Mithila. This story had been told in detail

in the first volume of this work. The evidence

of the Puranas referred to above points to the

conclusion that the holy land Kokamukha

was situated between Mithila and Kamarupa.

In the Brahmapurana, Varahadeva says—*The

famous river Kokg sheltered by the prince of

mountains is as sacred as one crore of

tirthas taken together. I will reside here for

the purging of sins. The very sight of Varaha

will free one from all sins, its worship will lead

to both happiness and salvation'.*

(8) '*c^t^t5l?!f^ f^^Ji^l f^ffl^t^^itffiJ'^l I
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The copper-plate inscription ol the 5th cen-

tury A.D. belonging to the period of.the Emperor
Budha Gupta which has been discovered at

Damodarpur, makes mention of a linga called

Sveta Varaha Svami and of Kokamukha Svami.

There i^ therefore no doubt that Kokamukha
tirtha and the Sveta-Varaha linga are of even

more ancient origin. During the first century

A, D. the Sakas were still supreme in Gujarat.

I have said elsewhere that the influence of the

S?ka Kshatrapas extended up to Eastern India.*

It is not unlikely that there should have taken

place a marriage between the daughter of the king

of Chandrapura and the Saka prince of Ananda-

pura when Eastern India was under the subjec-

tion of the Sakas. The testimony of the Varaha-

pursua cannot, therefore, be dismissed as fanci-

ful. It is a matter of surprise that the site

and the titles of the Brahmanas mentioned in

Bhaskara Varma's Nidhanpur charter also belong

totheChandrapuri Visaya.*

(9) Vide Bauger Jatiya ItihaSa, Rajanyakanda, p. 55

=1: In the 6th ceatury A. D. Vara'iantiihira. in his

Vrihatsanhita mentions Chandrapura among the eastern

provinces. The Uttara-tantra describes Chandrapura in the

following terms :

—

(Vide H,F, Shastri's Nepal Catalogue No.299)

Pandit PadmarathVidyaVinoda is of the opinion that Chandra-

pura vifaya was situated in Northern Bengal somewhere u»ar

Rangpur ( vide his Presidential address at the annual meeting

of the Bangpur Sahitya Parisad in 1333 B.S, ) . But according to

Uttarataut>a, tlic city of Chandiapu»a was close to the sea.

It seems therefore that the districts of Sylhet, Mymensingh and

Rangpur situated as they are to the north of the sea were at one

time known as the Chandrapuri-ziaaja,
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Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar writes :—"The

attention of scholars maj be drawn to

a passage which occurs in the Paradarika

section of the Kamasutra of Vatsyayana.

The section is concerned with zenana women
and their protection, * * * It informs us that

in Vanga, Anga and Kahnga the Nagara Brahma-

nas ( V, 6, 41 ) enter the zenana with the object

of offering flowers and with the knowledge of

the king." "As a matter of fact.the Brahmanas of

Gauda also were notorious for their carnal

practices, and are mentioned in conection with

the palace ladies of Gauda. But they are there

called simply Brahmana and not Nagara Brah-

manas, though they surely belonged to the

capital town of Gauda. If we thus impartiallj

consider the expression Nagara-Brahmansih. it

seems that here Nagar Erahmans are intended.

And if this interpretations of ours is entitled to

any weight, we have further to infer that they

were in the time of Vatsyayana settled in

Anga, Vanga and Kalinga."*

From above we ascertain that the Nagara

Brahmans lived in Bengal, Beharand Orissa long

before 2nd centurj- A. D.

The Nagarakhanda ( Chap, 199 ) says,—

•*In Bhojaka^a of Madhupura in the

Gaudadeia a Brahmana of the Vasistha

gotra lived. His son who was on a visit to

Prabhasa-tirtha married the daughter of a

Nagara Brahmana at Chamatkarapura,' This

Madhupura is the same as the modern Madhu-
pur jungle which is in Dacca District and is

in the neighbourhooJ of Sylhet district.

In the Nagarakhanda (Chap, 199) the above

inhabitant of Madhupura is mentioned as a

Mlechchha, I have shown in the first volume

* ladian Antiquary, 1932. p. 46.
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of this work that the descendants of

Naraka or Bhauma kings of Assam were

commonly known as Mlechchha or Mlecha

Brahmanas. The Vaidika Brahmanas of course re^

garded them with contempt. The Mechas are still

ruling in Kuch Bihar and their priests also

belong to the Vagistha gotra. We have already

gathered from an old rock-inscriptiou that a
Saka chief had a minister of the Va^istha

gotra* It is no wonder that a Brahmana
of Pragjyotishapura was offered the post of the

prime-minister by the Saka king of Anandapur.

There is nothing improbable in the story that

in some remote period when the Mlechchha

royal dynasty of Pragjyotishapura was regar-

ded as Brahmana, a certain Mlechchha

Brahmana visited Gujarat with the object of

making pilgrimage to Prabhasa,^^,. / xitiqr.T.mr.nJ

We have seen that the Mlechchha or Bhauma
kings of Kamarupa were devoted to the

god Hatakesvara of Srihatta. We also find from a
book called "Brahmanotpatti-raartanda" by

Harikrishna Sarma-Sastri published in Bombay
that Srihatta v/as the original home of the

Sri-Gauda Brahmanas of Gujarat. The author's

textual quotations that Srihatta was the

ancestral home of these Gauda Brahmanas
who came to be known as Sri-Gaudas,
It was from Srihatta that they moved in

different directions. Some went to Mala\'a,

others to Gurjara via Marudhenva with
the same appellation as SriGauda.t It is not
improbable that like the Sri-Gaudas, the Nagara

'T- HV*-

K .
tt, G, Bhandaikar'a Early History of Dekkan, P* 2^^

Brahmayotpattimartaiida, p. 130

B'tssiV"

U SDasdvr

Sri Ga'ida

Erahttiaria^

and their

original

home.
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Chandrapur

"Visaya

whence the

Nagara Brah

mauas pro-

bably migra

ted to

Gujarat,

Brahmanas came over to Gujarat also. It may be

remembered that the Nagarakhanda bears a

testimony to the connection between the Brah-

mans of Madhupura (Bhojakata) in Gauda and

the Nagara Brahmanas of Gujarat. Varahapurana

further gives us a story of the marriage between

the princess of Chandrapura and the Saka king

of Anandapura. The copper-plate inscription of

Nidhanpur indicates the existence of Chandra-

puri \ishaya in the 5th century A.D and

Brahmanas bearing surnames such as Ghosha.

Vasu, Mitra etc., 13 of which are mentioned in

Nagarapushpaiijali and Nagarotpatti as being

used by the Nagara Brahmanas. There should,

I believe, be no objection to the view that like

the Sri-Gauda Brahmanas, the ancestors of the

Nagara Brahmanas of Gujarat hailed from
Chandrapuri Vishaya which was a part of the

ancient kingdom of Kamarupa, The request of

a queen to invite Brahmanas from her paterna?

kingdom on the occasion of a religious sacrific

is not an uncommon feature in the genealo-

gical records of Gauda.* We are, therefore,

fully JQStified in accepting the testimony of

the Varahapuraua that at the request of the

princess of Chandrapura, the Saka King invited

Brahmanas to Anandapura. Up to the 3rd

century A. D., the Saka dynasty was in power

in Gujarat ; it may, therefore, be concluded that

Brahmanas from Chandrapuri Vishaya arrived

there during that time.

The surnames of Brahmanas mentioned in the

Nidhanpur Charter and the Tipperah Copperplate

inscription of Lokanatha are peculiar to Eastern

India. They are now in vogue only among the

community of Brahmanas and Kayasthas or

* Vide Gaude Brahmaua, by Mahima Chandra Mazumder

2nd Ed. p. 37.
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Kshatriyas whose ancestors migrated to the

Western provinces or the Deccan. The i4

principal surnames of the Nagara Brahmanas

prove that their ancestors came from Gatida.

At one time large numbers of Brahmanas who

had similar surnames lived in Cauda and Kama-

rupa. Like the five Sagnika Brahmanas who

came to Gauda and laid the foandation of the

two great Brahmana communities viz, Radhiyas

and Varendras in Bengal, so the seven Brah-

manas and the Kayasthas from Gauda formed

the vast social framework of Kamrupa.*

In the like manner a number of Brahmanas

from Srihatta or Chandrapura within the

territorial limits of Kamarupa founded the

Nagara Brahmana community in Gujarat.

Now, the question is that if the ancestors

of the Nagara Brahmans belonged to Eastern

India, why should their descendants deny this

and point to the Himalayas or the northern

regions as their primitive home ? I bave shown

from the Karatoya-mahatmya that in very

remote times there was in Eastern India

a coloti of Sapadalaksha Brahmans. In tne

opinion ot Prof, "^^andarkar Nagarkot near

Sapadalaksha was the original home of the

Nagara Brahmanas, and from the Nagara-pus-

panjali we learn that the Prasnoras, also a branch

of the Nagara Brahmana community, regarded

themselves as being descended from a group of

Brahmans of Ahichchhatra. On the otherhand, in

the c pper-plate inscriptions of Gayadatunga,

the three sons of Vedaghosha, Sri Ghosha and his

brothers have been mentioned as Brahmanas

hailing from Ahichchhatra. Ahichchhatra

is identified as a place in Sapadalaksha

* Vide Vol. 11. p. 12. 34.
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near Nagarkot which was the cradle of a
section oi the Na^ara Brahmanas before

their advent in Eastern India.

'In a book entitled the Rgjavansavali by Raja

Upendrasinha who is said to be a descendant of

Bhagadatta,it is written that the king Bhagadatta
at the suggestion of his son-in-law Duryyo-
dliana brought in Brahmanas belonging to the

five gotras—Kasyapa, Saydilya, Bharadvaja,

Upamanyu and Parasara at a cost of Pancha-
laksha. In the first volume, a clear indication

is given that the Himalayan region was under
the sway of Bhagadatta. It is not unlikely that
on account of the want of local knowledge the

author of Raj avail s'avali stated "Panchalaksha*

( five laks ) instead of Sapadalaksha or one and
a quarter laks. The statements made in the

book may not all be accepted as history,

but their importance lies in the large number of

very old traditions—which they embody.*

,,-, It seems that with the spread of the Aryan civilisation

in Kamarupa under Bhagadatta, Brahmanas came and settled

in this part of the country. In the Raj xvansavali kings of the

dynasty of Bhagadatta have been described as Mlech
Brahmanas In the 7th century A. D. Yuan Chuang who
met Bh.iSkaravarma in Kamarupa has spoken of him as a

Brahmana. The fact that not only Bhaskarayarma but

even his remote ancestors bore the title "Varma" led many
to suppose that this dynasty belonged to the Kshatriya

caste. But as "Varma" is recognised as one of the 14 Amu-
shyayaanas or Sarmans of the Nagar Brahmanas of Gujarat,

the presumption that Brahmanas holding this title also

existed in Kamarupa cannot be easily set aside. The
matrimonial connections which the Mlech Brahmanas
bearing the title "Varma" had with the pure Nagara
Brahmanas after their settlement in Gujrat surely came to

be regarded as disgraceful by the latter and this is probably

the reason why the surname Varman, although I3 of the

Amushyayanas still remained in existence, among; the Nagara
Brahmanas, has been expunged. '*

^
'^^ '^- '^^ '-^^'^ "^^

'
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Though Nsgarkot, Ahichchhatra orSapadala-

laksha was the original home of the Nagara

Brahmanas we do not find any evidence as

to the existence of their having the afore-

said surnames ot Ghosha, Vasu, Mitra etc. The Nagara

This would point to the conclusion that the »cquired their

ancestors of such Brahmanas acquired their
Surnames

distinguishing surnames after they had
Easter^ndia

migrated to Eastern India. When, in the

distant past, they came here they were known
by the names of Sapadalaksha, Ahichchhatra

or Nagara as has already been pointed out.

There is still some obscure tradition to that

effect. :-r:or;"'--P

The principal object ';of worship of the

Nagara Brahmanas is the Ha^akesvara linga.

The Bhauma kings of Kamarupa were mostly

Saivas or worshippers of the linga. The linga

called Svetavaraha-svami, previously mentioned,

was their popular deity. In the Nidhanpur

charter the words •'^f^5?,^CJ^t'^c<t^t^ si^tt^tts*'

'seven shares are alloted for defraying the cost

of Vali, Charu and Satra for the worship of the

deity' are found. This deed of gift was made by

MaharajaBhutivarma in the 5th century in favour

Brahmanas numbering upwards of 200 who
held such surnames as Vasu, Ghosha etc. That

the name of their favourite deity was Hatakes-

vara is borne out by the copperplate inscription

of a later Bhauma king Vanamala in which

mention is made of the rebuilding of the temple

of Ha^akesvara.

In the Ekalinga Mahatmya of Padmapurana
Patalakhanda, the reason why the Brahmanas

of this place came to be known as Nagaras

is given as they were said to be guarded or

founded by the Nagas.* In the Nagarakhanda

Vide Brahmaaotpatti-martandla, p. 497.
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also there is an account of the marriage of a

Nagara Brahmana with a Naga girl. Even the

copperplate inscriptions of Bhauma kings

mention the names of a large number of Brah-

manas with the title of Naga and among the

names of the Nagara Brahmanas of Gujarat, we
come across such title as Nagadatta. These

surnames bear testimony to the connection

with the Nagas, Antiquarian scholars agree

that the name Nagarkhanda by which Gujarat

was known at one time is also derived from the

word Naga.t

*'The author of the Dabistan calls Gujarat

Brahmanas as Naga Brahmanas and seems to

incline to trace tJie special class of Nagaras to a

foreign origin''^

A word of caution is necessary here. The

words "foreign origin" should not make one

think that the ancestors of Nagara Brah-

manas were aliens in India, It is only implied

that they were not natives of Gujarat or

Western India. I have already shown that

the Nagara Brahmanas were not the local

Brahmanas of Gujarat, but were different from

the class of Brahmaiias whose origin is traced

in the Smritis and Puranas to Brahma. Rightly

speaking the origin of the N-igara Brahmanas has

not yet been properly explained by any one.

One of thc-important points to be noted here

is that like the Brahmanas of Kamarupa, the

Nagara Brahmanas of Gujarat arrange the

marriage of their daughters after they attain

puberty. *'Except among Nagars whose girls

are seldom married before they are thirteen,

t Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. i. pt. HI. p. 28.

X Do Do Vol IX. pt. I. p. 43g.
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Gujarati Brahmans generally marry their girls

between seven and eleven irrespective of the

bridegroom's age,:}:" Some may argue that

though there may be some resemblance between

the customs and usages of the Nagara Brah-

mayas of Gujarat and those found among
the modern Brahmanas of Kamarupa, there is no
agreement in respect of surnames and names of

gotras. The reason is that the early Brah-

manas were forced to leave their original

homes as a result of foreign attacks and politi-

cal revolutions and were scattered in different

directions in quest of honour and abode.

I have already spoken of those among them
who settled in Gauda and Utkala at the

invitation of the Bhauma kings, some of those

who remained within the territorial jurisdiction

of Kamarupa intermingled with the Maithils and

Gauda Brahmanas who had come there subse-

quently being attracted by their position and

influence, and became all but completely absor-

bed into their society.

There is, however, no doubt that the condi-

tion of these Brahmins underwent profound

changes as a result of political, social and

religious upheavals. The history of the Nagar

Brahmins of Gujarat shows how their caste

was affected by political revolutions.. Pandit

Gangasankar writes, "When Gujrat was being

attacked by foreigners, the king who was reign-

ing at the time was powerless to protect the

wealth, honour and lives of his subjects from

their onslaughts. Consequently the Nagar

Brahmins became very anxious as to the means
by which their community could be defended.

They reflected that if they in a body were to

take to the sword their religion would sufifer

X Bombay Gaaaeetr, Vol, IX. p. ^7.
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and that the daily practices obligatory on them

would have to be given up. They, therefore,

did not get ready for the battle one and all,

but, instead, chose 5000 only among themselves

for the Kshatriya profession. These were the

first to be known by the name Sepahi Nagar.

According to Pandit Lokanath in his 'Nagarot-

patti' that this event took place in 424 samvat.

If we take the Valabhi Samvat

then we get the date at 743 A. D. The Sephai

Nagars succeeded in defending Badnagar. After-

words they served as Subedars in Gujarat and

as sepoys in Delhi, The Sepahi Nagars became

isolated from the community of the Nagar

Brahmins as a result of their profession which

made them abandon the proper duties of

Brahmins and which involved the sin of man-

slaughter.* Dr, D. R, Bhandarakar has shown
that the Guhilot dynasty to which the Ranas

of Mewar belong was actually founded by Nagar

Brahmins although it is now regarded as

Kshatriya, being designated as the solar dynasty.

Pandit Gangas'ankar is of opinion that the

Sepahi Nagars first established the kingdom of

Valabhipura and that the Guhilot dynasty was
descended from the Valabhi royal dynasty, ->!

From various extant eulogistic passages

we learn that many Brahmins pursued the

avocation of the Kayastha. The poet Soddhala

who lived in the 11th century and who was
the author of the ''Udayasundari-KathS"

proudly spoke of himself as the descendant of

Kaladitja, the brother of the Valabhi king

Siladitya and as belonging to the Valabha

Kayastha dynasty and as a Kshatriya, In the

7th century A. D. the Chinese pilgrim Yuan

Vide Nftgaropatti by Pandit GangasaukAr.
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Chuang called tbe Valabhi royal line a

Kshatriya dynasty. According to the poet

Soddhala, Valabha was derived from Valabhipura,
The poet's ancestors served as Dhruvaprabhus The ancestor

in the estates of Sikkarhariya, Yahirihar, of the poet

Annapalliya and others in the Lata country. Soddhala.

The Dhruvas had been the hereditary revenue-

collectors since the time of the Valabbi kings.

Vishaya or estate was composed of many villages

and for each village there was a Dhruva, The
officer who was placed at the head of a large num-
ber of Dhruvas was called a Dhruva-prabhu and
such officers were called *Vishayapati' in Eastern

India, These posts were the monopoly of the

Kayasthas in Western India almost in the same -j^g ^ostg of

way as in Eastern India. The Kshatriya ances- Dhruvas—

a

tors of the poet Soddhala beingengaged for monopoly of

generations in the work of revenue collection Kayasthas.

which was the occupation of a Dhruva after-

wards came to be regarded as Kayasthas. Even
to-day the title Dhruva may be noticed among
the Nagar Brahmins of Gujarat, Cutch and

Kathiawar and amonsf the Modas and other

Banias. From the Nagara-Puspanjali and

Nagarotpatti we learn that those among the

Nagar Brahmins who were engaged in commer-
cial pursuits came to be designated 'Nagar

Banias.* Pandit Harikrishna Sastri, in his Brah-

manotpatti-martanda writes that 7450 Nagar

Brahmins who lived in Gartatirtha having ren-

ounced the sacred thread adopted the trading

profession and came to be known as Nagar

Banias. Out of them, 2000 went to Pattana,

1400 to Saurastra, 2000 to Gujarat and the

rest to Chitradurga or Chitore, The practice of

putting the mark "74V2" on the back of

letter-cover as warning that none but

the addressee should open it originated after

The Nagar

Banias.

18
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The Nagaras

are subsequ-
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in the various
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Bons accor-

ding to

occupation.

Nagars who

Trere conver-

ted to Islaoa,

7450 Nagar Brahmins had renounced their

sacred thread and with it their caste.

The above will show how in Western India

the vast community of Sapadalaksha, Ahichchh-

atra or Nagar Brahmans underwent a process ol

disintegration and were in course of time

merged in the caste of Brahmins, Kshatriyas,

Kayasthas or Banias according to the nature of

the occupation pursued by its members, I have
shown in the next chapter by a comparison of the

respective gotras and surnames of the Kayasthas

and Vaidyas of Bengal how some of the Nagar
Brahmins entered the fold of the Kayastha or

Vaidya community. Again the surnames Datta,

De (Deva), Dasa, Kar, Nag, Bhiiti, Dam (D^ma),

Chandra, Adhya, Sil, Pal, ATath, Nandi, Vardhan,

Sen, Kunda etc. and the gotras Alamyana,
Bharadvaja, KSsyapa, Krishnatreya, Maudgalya,

Savarnya, Sandilya etc. obtaining among the

Gandhavaniks, Suvarnavaniks, Sankhavaniks

and Kans'avaniks lead one to think that the

blood of the Nagar Brahmins flows in the

veins of some of the families belonging to those

castes just as the Nagar Banias in Gujarat

can claim kinship with Nagar Brahmins. We
even find that the Nagar Brahmins of Siddha-

pur who were connected with the principal

branch of the Nagar Brahmins in Gujarat were

converted to Islam for fear of the persecution

of the Muhammadans. Their descendants are

now known as Boras. Similar conversion of

the Nagar Brahmins in Eastern India took place

in the Districts of Sylhet and Bankura. Those

who tried to preserve their customs and usages

and keep their position in tact, being persecuted

by the Radhiya and Varendra Brahmana

community, and afterwards by the Muham-

madan rulers, adopted Muhammadanism which
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The Nagari

alphabet.

The

was the state-religion of the neighbouring

territories. But though converted to Muham-
madan religion those who resided in vSylhet

and its neighbourhood, and near Bishnupur

(Bankura) retained to a certain extent the distinc-

tive features of their community. It is remark-

able that the alpabhet which thejr adopt when
writingtheir books on subjects connected with

the Muhammadan religion is Nagari though the

language used is Bengali. This alphabhet is

known as Sylhet Nagari and Musalman-Nggari.

The following is an extract from my presi-

dential speech read in the Bengali section of

The All India Oriental Conference (held at

Patna, 1930), which contains my views on the Musalman

subject of Musalman Nagari :— Nagari."

"The Bengali Mss, to which we have referred

are all written in Bengali characters. The

Bengali script is not of recent growth. It is

even mentioned in the Lalita Vistara. It is,

therefore, curious that in the districts of Sylhet

and Bankura situated at the eastern and wes-

tern extremities of Bengal a form of Nagari script

is used by members of the orthodox Muhammadan
community. This is known as Sylhet Nagari

in eastern Bengal and Musalman Nagari

in western Bengal, Musalmani Kechchhas

are printed at Calcutta from types adapted from

the characters of the Sylhet Nagari. We have

long known of the existence of books written

in Sylhet Nagari, Recently I have collected

near Bishnupur in the district of Bankura seven

MsK all written by Muhammadans which are

from 90 to 200 years old. Though the charac-

ters used are Nagari their language is Bengali

and the metrical form used is 'pajdr.*

Hundreds of Mss written in Bengali and

Persian characters have come down to us. The
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question, therefore, arises why in Sylhet and in

certain district in Western Bengal, the charac-

ters used in writing books in the Bengali langu-

age should be Nagari instead of the popular

Bengali or Persian ?

In an article on the origin of Nggari script

written about 36 years ago, I have shown that

there are Nagara Brahmins in many provinces

in India. Though they adopt the language of

the place in which they happen to reside, they

invariably use Nagari characters when writing

books. Even in the distant Deccan and the

Karnatic they have got this characteristic also.

What marks them out is their script. The

Nggari is named after them. From the above it

may be concluded that the religious books

written in Nagari characters by the Mahome-

dans were the contributions of the Nagara

Brahmins who had now been converted to

Islam. Among those Nagara Brahmanas who
accepting the Buddhist creed still retained their

identity and their family surnames of Ghosha,

Mitra etc, there were many who in their role of

Buddhist masters wrote authoritative Tantrik

works and the evidence of this is still to be

lound m the Tibetan Btsangur. On the

other hand those Nagara Brahmins who had

remained within the fold of Hinduism were

compelled to renounce their religion in favour

of Islam, through threat of persecution either

at the hands of the regenerated Brahmin society

or from the Muhammadans. Though they had to

give up their old religion they could not break

away from their time-honoured customs and

habits. Hence we still find them retaining the

old Nagari characters in writing out books.

Formerly, the Sylhet Nagari was confined to

the district of Sylhet only and its immediate
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neighbourhood. Fifty years ago Munshi Abdul

Karim, an inhabitant of Sylhet returning from

Europe constructed the Nagari types after

having revised the alphabet on the European

model by rejecting many of its letters. These are

the types from which the Musalmani books are

now printed, I have not yet come across any Ms
written in the old Sylhet Nagari. I have how-

ever, got information as to the existence of Naga-

ri Mss in the houses of wealthy Muhamedans of

Bishnupur subdivision, Western Bengal. Though

they use the Bengali alphfibet for all other

purposes, the scriptures which they privately

study are all written in Nggari characters. I

have been told that Mss written in Nagari charac-

ters can be collected in large numbers from Bish-

nupur subdivision if a thorough search is made

for them in right earnest. Some time ago, I secu-

red seven such Mss only. Though the writing of

these bears a strong resemblance to the Sylhet

Nagari, the letters used in them are larger in

number and have a close affinity to Devanagari.

The characters which accompainied the

Buddhist masters when they travelled to Tibbet

from this country and in which the scriptures

were written are still in existence being known

as the Bhota or Tibbetan Alphabet. In our opi-

nion the alphabet which once distinguished the

Nagara Brahmanas is being still used hy their

Muhamemmdan descendants, when writing on

religious subjects. Hence it differ in many

points from the modern Nagari. Under the

patronage of the Government organised efforts

are now being made to collect Bengali Mss, but

scarcely any endeavour has been made to reco-

ver the Bengali Nagari Mss. from the districts of

Sylhet and Baukura. It is essential that there

should have a proper history of those Muhamma-
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Remnants of

the great

Nagar

community,

among the

Vaidikrts of

Bengal.

dans, who use the Nagari characters in writing

their scriptures in Bengali and every effort

should be made to collect the Nagari Mss for

the purpose. This would no doubt illuminate

many an obscure chapter in the social, religious

and ethnic history of Bengal."*

Just as with the growth of the influence

of the Radhiya and Varendra Brghmanas who
enjoyed the patronage of the Sena kings, the

Satsati Brahmanas of Rsdha had gradually

been merged in the community of the Radhiya

Brahmins hailing from Kanauja,alarge number of

the Na^ar Brahmins in Eastern India likewise

freely mixed with the members of the

Vaidika or the Radhiya and the Yarendra

communities until their identity was all but

completely forgotten. For the remnant of this

great Brahmin community we should now look

to sections of Brahmins among the Vaidikas of

Kamarupa and Sylhet, among Paschatya Vaidikas

of East Bengal, the Dakshinat3^a Vaidikas of

South Bengal and the Vaidikas of Orissa.

Though most of the surnames which were

among the Nagar Brahmins havem vogue

disappeared or are no longer in use,the following

surnames and gotras are still found among the

classes of Brahmins specified above :

—

Among the Dakshinatya Vaidikas of Bengal

the surnames are Kara, Kade, Deva, Dbara, Nandi,

Pati. Pathaka, Pande, Posa, Poda, Bhadra,

Misra, Vedi, Vaidya, Upadhyaya, and Udgata
;

the gotras are—Agastya.Upamanyu,Kaiivayana,

Kasyapa, Kusika, Kausika, Krishnatreya, Ghrita-

kausika, Gargja, Gautama, Jatukarna, Bhara-

dvaja, Bhrigu, Maitrayana, Vatsya, andSandilya,

Among the Vaidikas of Midnapore—the

H: Vide Amntx Bazar Patrika, I930, 24th December, p. I4.
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surnames are Acharya, Chakravarti. Kara. Dhara,

Nanda, Nandi, Dasa, Tripathi, Pati. Pahadi and
Ratha and the gotras are Bharadvaja, Gautama,
Atreya and Kas'yapa.

Among the Vaidikas of Orissa the gotras are

Bharadvaja, Gautama, Atreya, Kasyapa, Kansika,

and Mudgala and the surnames are Kara, Dhara,

Ratha, Nandi, Dasa, Pati, Dhara, Pani and
Pathaka.

It is said that among the Paschatya Vaidikas

in Sylhet and Eastern Bengal also, such sur-

names existed at one time. A few families use

them privately, but most of them have dis-

continued mentioning them in public or even

among themselves.

At prssent among the Vaidikas or the

Sampradsyika Brahmins of Sylhet the gotras

used are Vatsa, Vatsya, Bharadvaja, Krishiia-

treya, Parssara, Katyayana, Kasyapa, Maud-
galya,Svarnakausika and Gautama ; and among
the Paschatya Vaidikas of Eastetn Bengal the

following 32 gotras—Agnivesya, Atathya,

Atreya, 5.1amyana, Utathya, Upamanyu,
CJttamasya, Kasyapa, Kugika. Kausika. Krishna-

treya, Kaundinya, Garga, Gautama, Ghrita-

kausika, Jatukartia, Parasara, Panini, Pauti-

masya. Bharadvaja, Bhargava, Bhrigu, Maitra-

yana, xMaunjarishi, Mandavya, llathitara,

Vasistha: Vatsya, Visvamitra, Vaisampayana
Sandilya, and Sankarshana are in use.

The above mentioned Vaidika Brahmins lived

at one time in large numbers throughout
Eastern India. It is stated in the geneological

records of the Brahmins that before the arrival

of the five famous ancestors of the Radhiya and

Varendra Brahmins there flourished at the court

of Sdisura, Brahmins belonging to the five

gotras of Svariiakausika, Rajatakausika, Kauu-
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diuyakausika, Ghritakausika and Kausika,

There is no doubt that they were the descend-

ants of the Nagar Brahmins. It may be asked

why Adisura was so anxious to bring Brahmins

from Kanauj when there were Vaidika Brahmins

in his Kingdom ? The reference to a large

section of such Brahmins who were versed

in the Vedas and whose function was the perfor-

mance of sacrificial rites mentioned in old copper-

plate inscriptions has led many scholars to think

that the story related in geneologies that

Adisura inyited five Brahmins from Kanauj,

learned in the Vedas, is a pure myth. I do not

subscribe to this view. The land of Cauda, had

from very early times.been inhabited by Vaidika

Brahmins versed in the Vedic Sastras and were

often invited on various occasions by Kings

from distant places either as a mark of royal

patronage or at the request of their relations

and kinsmen. Elsewhere, I have shown
that the Saka King of Anarta, when on a

pilgrimage to this country took with him at

the request of his wife who was a daughter of

the King of Chandrapura a number of Brahmins
and made them settle in his own territory in

Gujarat. From Kulapanji of the Varendra

Brabmans we learn, that it was at the request of

his beloved wife who was u daughter of the

prince of Kanauj that Adisura brought five

Sagnika Brahmins from that place. Further a
study of copper-plate inscriptions and also of the
genealogical records of the Paschatya Vaidika
I have arrived at the conclusion that in a
similar wsy Samalavarma, the grandson of the

Chedi Emperor Karnadeva brought some Vaidika

Brahmins from Kuntala or Karnavati who were
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dependents of his grandfather and settled

in Eastern Bengal. It is their descendants

who are now known as Panchagotra and are

the most honoured of the Paiichatya Vaidikas.

Although the descendants of the earlier Vaidika

inhabitants of this country are separately

designated as Shashtha-gotra, the Shashtha-

gotra and the Pancha gotra have been

connected by matrimonial ties. Needless to say

that the best blood of the Dakshinatya

Vaidikas of Kuntala (Deccan) has freely mingled

with tne blood of the Paschatya Vaidika of

Karnavati. The Dakshinatya or the Paschatya

Vaidikas have been employed in the past in

the performance of Vedic rituals such as

the Vrishotsarga Sraddha. This is the case

even at the present day and such Brahmins
exist all over Bengal, though at the time

of Maharaja Pratapaditya, a number of

Vaidika families came from Orissa and being

admitted in to the community of the Dakshi-

natya Vaidikas was regarded as Kulinas, The
Dakshinatya Vaidikas in Bengal are, as I have

stated before, a very ancient community. In the

*Vallala-Charita' we find that Vallala Sena

granted the village of Kas'ara to the Dakshi-

natya Vaidikas. There is a tradition among the

Dakshinatya Vaidikas of Rajpur (South Bengal)that

Anantarama Kanthabharana left Gauda fearing ^ , ,

.

^ Dakshinatya
persecution at the hands of Bakhtyar Khilji. ^^j
His descendants who are the respected Dharas pfcchatya

of Rajpur belong to the Ghritakaudka Vaidika

gotra. The Radhiya and Varendra Brahmins ^^

who came from Kanauj soon gave up the Vedic Rat^^iya &

practices in favour of Tantrikism. The leading

Tantrikas amongst them were admitted to

Kulinism by the king Vallala Sena. But as th6

Dakshinatya and Paschatya Vaidika Brahmins

had not as yet accepted the tantrik culture

19

Brahmana.
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they were denied access to the new rank of

Vallala. That they up till then strictly adhered

to the vedic rituals is indicated by Hakyudha

who was a Justice of the Peace under king

Lakshmaiia Sena in his book Brahma^ia-

sarvasva.*

( Brahmana-sarvasva ).



Chapter III

THE GAUDIYA AND KIMARUPI KAYASTHAS

AND THEIR ORIGIN

At an early stage of social organisation in

India different castes were formed according to

the qualifications and occupations of the indivi-

duals. Within the fold of each of them various

distinct communities sprang up. Thus originat-

ed the castes such as the Brahmans, the Ksha-

triyas and others out of which arose in course

of time various other communities or subcastes.

Those who for generations served under the

government being entrusted with the collec-

tion and administration of revenue which is

the most important function of government,

and were employed in keeping court-records

and accounts of all kinds, crystallised in

course of time into an independent Kayastha
caste like the Brahmanas and the Kshatriyas.

Just as the Brahma^a and Kshatriya castes were

not formed in a day, but were the outcome

of ages so the Kayasthas as a caste have had a

long period of evolution. The Vedas and the

Puranas are replete with instances of high caste

persons being degraded to lower caste by

reason of Guna and Karma and vice versa

The same principle which was universally

observed in ancient India was at work in the

evolution of the Kayastha community. It is

very difficult to say when this community came
into being. In Yajiiavalkya, VishuU and Vrihat-

ParasEra Smritis we come across the word
'Kayastha.' Some antiquarians are of opi-

Kayastha—

a

Castername

and not

merely aa

occupational

name.
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nion that this word is to be interpreted as

designating occupation rather than a caste*.

But if we study carefully the various commen-

taries, it would appear that the word was
really used as a caste-name. Everywhere in

India, hereditary occupations have led to the

growth of separate castes. Whenever, therefore,

the word Kayastha is used without a separate

caste being mentioned we should be justified

in holding it as a distinctive caste-name.

The Smritis which have been mentioned above,

though looked upon by orthodox Brahman
scholars as of a very remote origin are not so

regarded by antiquarians. In the drama
'Mrichchhakatika' (the date of which should be

according to modern scholars in the 1st century

A. D.) the word 'Kayastha' has been used on
three occasions, ( the entrance of the Kay-
astha* with the Judge and Sresthi in the court

of law and the mention of 'Kayastha' in the

speech of Vidushaka in the 5th scene and of

Charudatta in the 9th scene). The speech of

Vidusaka in the 5th scene would make one think

of Yajnavalkya. We may, therefore, draw the

inference that the author of Mrichchhaka-

tika has put Yajaavalkya's dictions in the mouth

of Vidushaka in a Prakrita form. Students of

the Smriti Literature are aware of the fact that

though the Manusanhita, now extant, has no

agreement with the texts of Manava Grihya

Sutra, there is a good deal of semblance

between Manava Grihya Sutra and the

Yajfiavalka Smriti. From this we may conclude

that Yajnavalkya Smriti in its main outline is

at least 2,000 years old, Consequently, the

origin of the Kayastha caste goes back to some

date earlier than 2,000 years hence*

* In the drama Mrichchhakatika there occur the

following words In the 9th scene—"^8^: 'Sff^ll^ Off^^tiTtrf
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Cauda and Vanga was a very ancient stronghold

of the Kayasthas. About 350 years ago, Abul

Fazl wrote in his famous Ain-i~Akbari that

previous to the Muhammadan conquest,

Bengal had been under the Kayastha rule for

2038 years. Taking the date of the Muhammadan
conquest as 1199 A. D. when Muhammad-i-

Bakhtjar occupied the province we may say

that according to Abul Fazl Bengal was ruled

by Kayasthas between 889 B.C. and 1199 A.D.
^i^j^jf^^j.g

Abul Fazl, therefore, includes the iSura, Pala and refereace to

Sena dynasties among Kayasthas. This famous Kayastha of

historian has left brief accounts of the various ascendancy

provinces of contemporary India which were m Bengal,

based on materials that he collected

while he was at the Delhi Durbar. But he has

not spoken of the ascendancy of the Kayas-

thas in any other place except Bengal. There

is no doubt that the list of the rulers of

Bengal which he has given was based on

the information which the Rajput chief Raja

Mansing or Raja Todarmal had collected when
in Bengal. Antiquarians attach very little im-

portance to Abul Fazl's statement, but

there is no doubt that it was based on some

very old traditions.

*fft^Cv5t^fn^1«|5s" Enters the Judge surrouiided by Sresthis,

Kayasthas and others. Immediately follow the greetings

of Charudatta "rsl ^f*(fC\5^T: "^f^ ^U^1 ffl^^tS ^f»f f*!?!'

Tg^^t? I" Some are inclined to hold on the strength of the

sastric saying "^HT\ f*'5T* '^JM'i, ^iH^^s^t^i^fs" that the

word '^*'^' in Charudatfa's speech suggests that not only

the Judge but also the Sresthis. Kayasthas and others were

addressed as Brahmans. But if we study the contempo-

i»ry social practice and procedure of the law courts, no

such significance can be attached to the expression "fief"

Besides, on this occasion, it is apparent that the Brahmin

Judge being the most important personage to be addressed

the word 'iJisT" was used and it applied to him only,
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A very characteristic feature of Bengal is her

genealogical records- Although hundreds of

those records have been eaten up by w^orms or

lost through neglect we can still claim to have

in our hands three to lour hundred Mss. that

enable us to conceive what an enormous bulk

of genealogical literature there was in exis-

tence 350 years ago, when nobility was adored

and family-records handed down as a legacy.

The absence of the Mss. that were lost

through natural causes or neglect has

no doubt constituted a stumbling block to the

study of the progressive life of our society,

there fortunately remain ancient stone and

copperplate inscriptions filling up the gap.

Study of these inscriptions will show that

the descendants of the royal dynasties

who once ruled Bengal, were subsequently

merged in the Kayastha community-
evidence to this effect is furnished by the

Karikas of the important Kayastha families.

Under these circumstances we cannot regard

Abul Fazl's statement as being without

anj element of truth. Even if we ignore Abul

Fazl's testimony, we find the evidence of the

ascendancy of the Kayastha in Gauda and Vanga

in the five copperplate inscriptions discovered

from Damodarpur in North Bengal and the

four copperplate inscriptions found at Gha-

ghrahatim the district of Faridpur which belong

to the 5th and 6th centuries A. D. respectively.

Mahamahopadhaya Haraprasad Sastri in his

address at an annual meeting of the Bangiya

predominance Sahitya Parishad observed, 'Between 500 A.D.

of the and 600 A.D, none could obtain even a very
Kayasthas small piece of land in a village without the

assent of the Kayastha elders and the Kayastha

communitv.'*

M. M. Hara

pra^ad Sastri

on the

in JBengal.

* Sahit^M Parishad Patiika,1337 B.S. p. 31.
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In the Edict of the Emperor A^oka the word
"Lajuka"(Sk. Rajuka) sometimes occurs. Discuss-

ing these inscriptions Dr. Btihler says—*'Lajuka

i. e. Lajjuka, was an old name of the writer-caste

which is later called Divira (Dabir) or Kayasthas

and that Asoka calls his great administrative

oflBicials simply the 'writers' because, they were
chiefly taken from that caste. "t Elsewhere the

same distinguished scholar writes—''Asokas

Rajukas were better scholars than the Karkuns
of the British Government offices before the

introduction of the European system of

education/'l

On the authority quoted above we
may say that there was a caste known as

*'Rgjvika" or the writer-caste or the Kayastha

before the time of Asoka. The high position

and the great influence of these Rajukas or

Kayasthas were not confined to a particular

locality, as can be gathered from Asoka's

inscriptions found at various places—Delhi-

Sivalik, Delhi-Meerat, Allahabad, Radhiya,

Mathia, Rampurwa etc. Here we quote the

translation of the Asoka's edict by Dr. Buhler :

—

*King Piyadasi, the beloved of the gods, speaks

thus .-—After I had been anointed twenty six

years, I ordered this religious edict to be

written. My Lajakas are established (as rulers)

among the people, among many hundred thou-

sand souls. I have made them independent in

(awarding) both honours and punishments-
Why ? In order that the LaJQkas may do their

work tranquilly and fearlessly, that they may
give welfare and happiness to the people

of the provinces and may confer benefits

(on them). They will know what gives

The Rajuka

or the

Kayasthas

iu the age

of the

Mouryas.

t Epigraphia Indica, Vol. II. p. 254.

I Epigraphia ludica, Vol. 1. p. 17.
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happiness and what inflects pain, and they

will exhort the provincials in accordance with

the principles of the sacred law,—how ? That

they may gain for themselves happiness in this

w^orld and in the next. But the Lajakas are

eager to serve me. My (other) servants also,

who know my will serve (me) and they too

will exhort some (men), in order that the

Lajakas may strive to gain my favour. For as

(a man) feels tranquil after making over his

child to a clever nurse,—saying unto himself,

'The clever nurse strives to bring up my child

well,—even so I have acted with my Lajtikas

for the welfare and happiness of the provin-

cials, intending that, being fearless and feeling

tranquil, they may do their work without

perplexity. For this reason I have made the

Lajukas independent, in (awarding) both hon-

ours and punishments. For the following is

desirable :—What ? That there may be equity

in official business and equity in the award

of punishments."§

The above edict clearly shows the great

position and influence which the Rajukas or

Kayasthas enjoyed during the reign of Asoka.

Just as under Asoka's rule the Rajukas held

posts of provincial governors and exercised

supreme power both in civil (Vyavahara) and

criminal (Da^lda) courts so did the Uparikas

occupy a predominant position in adminstra-

tiveafiairs at the time of the Guptas. In all the six

charters from Damodarpur and four charters

of Ghagrahati, Uparikas with the title

Datta have been described as representing the

aristocratic class of the Rsjukas. When the

Uparikas were conducting the administration

including management of revenue their relations

§ Epigraphia Indica, Vol. II. p. 252-253.
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were appointed to the subordinate positions

in various departments of the government and

without their permission Brahmins and per-

sons belonging to other castes could not secure

even a chhatak of land as has been pointed out

by M. M. Haraprasad Sastri. Just as under

the Hindu rule it was necessary to report to an

Akshapatalika or Kayastha record-keeper for

any settlement of land, so was it essential under

the Muhammadan regime to secure the services of

the Kanungos for such purposes. It is an

indisputable fact that this department had

been for many ages the monopoly of the

KSyasthas. It is because of the absolute autho

rity which the Kayasthas exercised from the

time of Asoka up to the end of the Muhammadan
rule in all matters connected with the question

of land making them the right-hand men of kings

and landlords that the Smritis from a very early

time contained rules which were designed for

the protection of society against their undue

influence and unjust persecutions. The w^ords

"^t^t^fC^^I'^^ t «1^?f^ li55f«l^t^* 'the Rajukas

are eager to serve me* in Asoka's edict

are echoed in the words of the Saurapurana's

"^t^^! ^^^<t*5 m]K ^tC^t^C^^^f." The fact that

Vijfianesvara in his famous commentary on

Yajiiavalkya-Smriti calls the Kayastha Raja-

vallabha (dear to the king), Mayavi (affectionate)

Karadhikrita "the controller of revenue" and

"^t^PfWf^N^S^ef^f^:" "influential on account of

royal patronage" shows that the Rajukas

or Kayasthas were trusted friends and agent

of the king. It is on accounts of the contact

with the Rajas or reigning kings that they

were known as ''Rajuka" '•Rajasthaniya'

"Rajadhana" or "Raje."

The edict in which the Rajukas are mentioned

was promulgated in the 26th year of Asoka's

20
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Kayastha

ftppoiat*d ai

Dbama.

m»ham»tra.

reign before he bad been converted to Buddhism.
Dr. Biihler says, "I believe it to be certain
that Piyadasi Asoka had not yet joined the

Buddhists when the Pillar edicts were composed.
This conversion to Buddhism fdl, as I show in a
new discussion of the Sahasram and Rupnath
edicts, in the twenty-ninth year of his reign.

Up to the end of the twenty-seventh year he
continued to preach and otherwise to work
for the spread of that general morality which
all Indian religions, based on the Jnanamarga
or the path of knowledge prescribes for the

people in general and which is common to the

Brahman, Jainas and Buddhists."*

It maybe supposed that when Asoka entrusted

the Rajtikas with the duty of protecting and
governing his subjects before he was converted

to Buddhism he was onlv observing the usual

practice of the Mauryan rulers. If this view is

correct, the Rajukas must have been appointed

to the posts of provincial governors long before

Asoka's reign. Asoka's conversion to Buddhism

had brought in a new class of officials called

'*Dharmamahamatras" who were recruited

from among these Rajukas. t The word,

'Mahamatra' means the chief-minister. But

'Dharmamahamatra' was a very exalted office

in the department having been constituted for

the propagation of religion. The Dharmamaha-

matras were often sent to far off countries to

carry the message of Buddha. In ancient

India only a Brahmin could be appointed

to such high positions in religious affairs.

According to the Hindu Dharmas'astras,

the king had no right to employ any

person other than a Brahmin in any religious

functions. When defying this time-honoured

EpigTftphia Indica, Vol. II, p. 246.

Vfncent A Smith's A'oka ( 2nd ed. ) 1907.
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practice, Asoka appointed the Rajukas or Kayas-

thas as "Dharmamahamatras", the Brahmins
became highly offended. Formerly it was a

custom that none but a Brahman could try a

Brahman and he was not authorised even to

pass severe sentences on a Brahman. But
Asoka laid down that every one would be dealt

with equally without any consideration being

shown for one caste. Asoka's appointment of

Rajukas to the posts of Dharmamahamatra
raising them from the status of revenue- Th« enmity

officers to that of spiritual guides, otthv

naturally perturbed the Brahmans and the
Brahmim..

bitterest enmity of the Brahman Sastra-writers

provoked. As long as Buddhism was state-

religion, the Rajukas did not lose the privilege

but continued to be appointed as Dharma-

dhyakshas. As a result of their hereditary

association in an official capacity with the

religious affairs of the country which reacted

on their mode of life, their habits and conduct

naturally became more refined and akin to

those of the Brahmans. The descendants of the

Buddhist Dharmamahamatras or chief ministers

of public morals, who were actuall3' Kayasthas

by caste, came to regard themselves as a

superior class. There cannot be any doubt

that where Buddhism began to decline and Brah-

minism reasserted its supremacy the descendants

of Dharma mahamatras gradually identified

themselves with the Brahmins and came to be

recognised as such either in their own country or

in the places to which they subsequently remo-

ved. It is these Kayasthas, who have been des-

cribed in the Saurapurana as «T^^«f having long

ears, j^^J? "^tc^t^li;^^^ always waiting upon the

king, v^^5f«r<!f^^1 reader of stars, f^^^«1tC3t*f#if<5l^

earning their living as medical practioners.

The fact that Buddha and the Bnddhist
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teachers are represented in old images which

have been discovered from various places of

India as having long ears proves that the

Kayasthas had been the constant attendants

of the Budhist kings even after Asoka's time.

Vijnanesvara speaks of Kayasthas as counters or

astrologers and v^rriters. To describe the effects

of stars is the professional duty of an astro-

loger and this has been the occupation of the

Sflryadhvaja Kayasthas from very early times.

Aitbr.stha The Ambashtha Kayastha in Behar and the
^

Vaidj'as in Bengal who are of the same origin

„ * ,^* as the Kayasthas, pursue the medical profession.

It is a known fact that at one time Buddhist

Acharyyas took a great interest in astronomy

and medicine. In the Tibetan work 'Btsangur'

we find the names of many such Kayastha

5char3'^yas. Even now in the North Western

Provinces and Behar the customs and usages

of some Ambashtha Kayasthas and of

Sflryadhvaja Kayasthas are very much like

those of Brahmins. Some of them even regard

themselves as Brahmins. There is still a tradi-

tion that the ancestors of the Gauda Bhatnft-

gars who as a community are the outcome of

the union of Gauda and Bhatnagara Srenis dined

from the same plate with the Brahmins. Up to

thisdaj^at Kumbhakonam and other places in

the Deccan and in various parts of Assam
the religious heads of Satras or monasteries are

Kayasthas. It is remarkable that some Kayastha

families at a place called Igatpuri in the district

of Nasik still claim that they belong to the

Brahmin caste. Such claim may also lend

support to the theory that Nagara Brahmays

and Kayasthas are identical.

I have previously said that among the six

principal sections of the Nagara Brahmins,

Chitragupta is one. There is no doubt, that
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the descendants of Chitragupta were originally

Kayasthas, but owing to their association with Chitiagoptt

the Nagara Brahmin they came to be classed •'''cth n of

among them. About this section of the Nagara Rhmin
Brahmins Mr. J. C, Ghosh writes :—'*In the , „ „, ^,'

J. C. Qho«h'i
Skandapurana Nagara'- handa mention is made conclu«i»u

of one Chitras'arma belonging to the Vatsa-

gotra. It was this Chitra^arma who installed

the Hatakesvara linga at Chamatkarapura, the

modern Badanagara on the model of the Hata-

kesvara of Patgla Mahadeva w^as highly

pleased and he granted him a boon that

as long as the moon and the stars would
remain his sons, grandsons and other descen-

dants would utter his name as the first Vatsa

on all occasions of Sraddha and Tarpana. This

made the other Nagara Brahmans envious and

each installed a linga on his account, Chitra-

iarma is probably the same as Chitragupta

and the Chitragupta section of the Nagara

Brahmanas may have been descended from this

Chitra^arma. His name was formerly men-

tioned at tarpanas, just as Chitragupta's name
is now mentioned or those among the Nagara

Brahmans who were Kayasthas might have been

known as the Chitraguptas." * But as else-

where in the Nagarakhanda a seperate mention is

made of Yama's younger brothers Chitragupta

and Vichitra, Chitragupta and Chitrasarma

appear to be different individuals. In the

Nagarakhanda Chitrasarma is mentioned as

belonging to the Vatsa gotra. I have said

before that members of the Vatsagotra served

as ministers of the rulers of Gujarat when it

was occupied by the Sakas, After the fall of

the Mauryas and with the rise of the Sungas

and Kauvas, the suprema- y of the Brahmins

was firmly estciblished. During this period the

* Panchapushpa ( Bengali Monthly ) Vol. IV, p. 622.
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descandants of the Dharmainahamatras of the

Asoka period whose duties coincided with those

of the Brahmins tried by slow means to get

them.selves recognised as Brahmans. It is unlikely

that the Sakas who were foreigners should be

recognised by the Brahmin society as Kshatriyas

of the highest order at a time when they were

trying to extend their power throughout India

and were frequent!}- coming into confHct with

the Sunga, Mitra and Kanva Emperors. It is more
Brahmins probable that the new Brahmins admitted the

Saka Kshatrapas to the status of the Kshatriyas

and with their help succeeded in securing

general recognition as genuine Brahmins.

Through the efforts of these Brahmins of the

Vatsa gotras and the Saka Kshatrapas a large

number of Brahmins were settled in Gujarat

as is revealed by the contemporary records of

the Saka Kshatrapas. The Brahmins of the

Vatsa gotra might have at a later period been

included in the 'Chitragupta section.

Some are inclined to think that the impor-

tance attached to the name of Ohitragnptain rela-

tion to the Kayasthas is a comparatively recent

thing. But in fact it is not the case. There is a

good deal of materials for the Chitragupta theory

in the Anusasana parva of the Mahabharata

( ch. 130 ), in Garuda-pursna ( p. 476 ), Skanda

purauaPrabhasakhanda(ch, 123),Sah3^adrikhanda

Renuka-mahatmya ( ch, 47 ), Nagarakhanda

[ ch. 162 ), Padma-purana Uttarakhanda,Bhavi-

shyottara puraua Yamad vitiya Vratakatha and

in the Devi-puraua (ch, S9). In the Garudapursna

and Nagarakhanda mention is made of Chitra

and Vichitra, the younger brothers of Yama.

On the other hand, in the oldest genealogical

records of the Radhiya and Vangaja Kayastha

Chitra and Vichitra have been treated as their

original ancestors, The inscription of Ananda
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Chandra of Chandra dynasty discovered from

Arakan by Pandit Hirananda Sastri the date of

which is supposed to be the first quarter of the

12th century A. D, contains the names of 19

generations from Bala Chandra I. This dynasty

is known as the ''Dharmarajanuja-vafisa" i.e., the

dynasty of the younger brother of Dharmaraja,

As already stated Chitragupta and his younger

brother Vichitra were reputed to be the brothers

of Dharmaraja Yama. In view of this fact it

may be presumed that members of the Chandra

dynasty of Mauranga were Kayaschas who
claim descent from the younger brother of

Dharmaraja.

Side by side with these powerful Kayasthas

there lived, as I have shown before, hundreds of

Brahtnins having various surnames and denomi-
nations derived from the particul<^r branch or

section of the four Vedas to which they were
specially devoted. Even these Brahmins had to

seek the help of Kayasthas when they were desi-

rous of acquiring any lands. The great Brahmin
and Kayastha communities had not yet acquired

such distinctive name as Cauda or Nagara, but
were simply known as Brahmins or Kayasthas.

I have already given a list of surnames that
were current among the early Brahmins. Below

is given a similar list in alphabetical order of

surnam^^s numbering 99 which are mentioned

in the genealogical records of the Bengal
Kayasthas :—

1 Ankura, 2 Apa, 8 Arnava, 4 licha, 5

Idhya, 6 Aditya, 7 Asa, 8 ludu, 9 Indra, 10

Kara, 11 Kirti, 12 Kunda, 13 Kshama, 14 Khasa,

15 Khila, 16 Gana, 17 Ganda, 18 Gui, 19 Guna.

20 Gupta, 21 Guhn, 22 Golaka, 23 Graha, 24
Ghara, 25 Ghosha, 20 Chanda, 27 Chski, 28
Chain, 29 Dhola. 30 Teja, 31 Tosha, 32 Datta,

33 Diidi, 34 Dana, 35 Dama, 36 Dasa 37
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Dahaka, 89 Dfltaka, 89 Deva, 40 Drona, 41

Dhanu, 42 Dhara. 43 Dharani, 44 Nandana, 45

Nandi, 46 Nai. 47 Naga, 48 Natha, 49 Nada, 5o
Pala, 5 1 Palita, 52 Pila. 53 Puin, 54 Pai, 55

Brahma, 56 Bhaiija, 57 Bhatta, 58 Bhatti, 66

Bhadra, 60 Bhujanga, 61 Bhnta, 62 Bhati 63

BhQtnika 64 Mana, 65 Mana, 66 Mitra, 67 Yasa,

68 Rakshita, 6>^ Rafiga, 7o Raja, 71 Rana, 72

Raha, 73 Rahuta, 74 Rudra, 75 Lodha, 76

Vandhu, 77 Vardhana, 78 Varma, 79 Vala, SO

Vdna, Si Vindu, 82 Vishnu, 83 Vedaka, 84

Sakti, 85 Sarma, 86 Sain, 87 SAnak ( Sana ) 88

Sila, 89 Sura, 9O Syama, 91 Sinha, 92 Sumana,

93 Sena, 94 Soma, 95 Smara ( Svara ), 96 Hati,

97 Hui, 98 Hema, ( Homa or ora), 99 Hesa. ) t

Of the 99 surnames we find Gotras of only

36 surnames :

—

Surnames Gotraa

1 Ankura Bharadvaja, Gautama

2 Aicha Sandilya

3 Adhya Sandilya

4 Kara Alarayana, Gautama, Kasyapa

5 Kuiida Gautama, Sandilya, Kasjapa,

Maudgalya, Bharadvaja

6 Ketu Sandilya, Gautama

7 Guha Kasyapa, Kalkisha

8 Ghosha Saukalina, Sandilya, Vatsya,

Gautama*

9 Chanda Kasyapa, Bharadvaja, Krishnatreya,

10 Chandra Rohita, Bharadvaja, Kasyapa,

Maudgalya*

11 Datta Maudgalya, Sandilyaj, Bharadvaja,

Kasyapa, Vasistha, Agnivesya,

VaiySghrapadya, Alarayana,

Gautama,* Karan orKarnya Kausika,*

Krishnatreya*

t Vatiger Jatij-a Itiha^ia, Dakshina-R idhiya, Kaynethakanda,

p. 28.
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Surnames Gotra

12 Dama Maudgalya, S-5ndilya,

13 Dc^sa Kasyapa. Maudgalya, Gautama,

Atri- Krislmatreya, Bharadvaja,*

Alamb^yana,* Sandilya*

14 Deva Alamyana,Gautama,Ghritakausika,

Parasar^?, Bharadvaja, Vasistha,

Krishnatreya*

15 Dhara Jamadagnya, Gautama, Vamt-

ghrapadya, Gandilya, Bharadvaja

16 Nandana Kasyapa
17 Nandi Alarayana, Kasyapa, Sandilya

18 Nai Sandilya, Bharadvaja

19 Naga Saupayana

20 Natha Parasara

21 Pala Bharadvaja, Sandilya, Alam^-^ana

Kasyapa,Ghritakausika,Maudgalya*

22 Palita Bharadvaja

23 Bhanja Jamadagnya
24 Bhadra Vatsya

25 Mitra Visvaraitra

26 Rakshita Maudgalya

27 Raha Kasyapa, Sandilya, Bharadvaja,
Maudgalya

28 Laha Maudgalya, Bharadvaja

29 Varma-Dasa Kasyapa*

30 Vasu Gautama

31 Vishnu Bharadvaja, Vaiyaghrapadya,
Gautama

32 Sinha Sandilya, Vatsya, Ghritakausika,

Bharadvaja, Alamyana, Kasyapa

33 Sila Sandilya, Agnivesya, Bharadvaja

34 Sara Sandilya, Maudgalya, Gautama,
Vatsya

35 Sena Alamyana, Vasuki, Sandilya,

Dhanvatari

36 Soma Sandilya, Rohita, Maudgalya.

Svarnakausika. Rudra Rishi*

* They ?ire found in Sylhet.

21
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Out of the 99 suranames already mentioned in

the Kayastha genealogies of Bengal, gotras in

respect of only 36 surnames as shown above are

available. Gotras in respect of the remaining 63

surnames are not mentioned. Some of the

Gotras of the Gaudiya Kayasthas that are not

mentioned in their genealogies are in vogue

among the Arabastha Kayasthas of Behar and

some others among the Vaidya community of

Bengal. In the genealogical records of the

Vaidyas there is ample evidence of matri-

monial alliances between the Kayasthas and

the Vaidyas. I therefore give below a list of

surnames and the respective gotras current

among the Vaidyas and the Ambashtha

Kayasthas—

Surnames and Gotras of the Vaidyas

Of Bengal.

Surnames Gotras

Sena—Dhanvantari, Saktri, Vaisvanara, 5^dya

or Adyarshi, Ingirasa, Krishnatreya,

Maudgalya, Kausika.

Dasa—Maudgalya, Bharadvaja, Salankayana,

Sandilya, Vasishtha, Vatsya.

Gupta—Kasyapa, Gautama, Savarni.

Datta—KauiJika, Kasyapa,SaucJilya, Maudgalya,

Adya, 5.treya, Krishnatreya.

Deva—Atreya^ Krishnatreya, Sandilya, Alamygna.
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Surnames and Gotras of the Vaidyas (Coniimied)

gara—Bharadvsja. Parasara, Vasishtha, Saktri,

Kasyapa, Vatsya, Mauclgalya,

Raha—Vatsya, Markandeya, Kasyapa,

Soma—Kausika, Kasyapa

Nandi—Maudgalya

Chandra—Vasistha

Dhara—Kasyapa, Jamadagnya

Kuuda—Bharadvaja

Rakshita—Kasyapa, Bharadvaja

Indra—Kasyapa

5ditva—Iditya, Kausika

Surnames And Gotras of Ambastha

Kayasthas of Behar.

Surnames Gotras

Dhara—^Jamadagnya, Kasyapa

Kara—Bharadvaja, Parasara

Nandi—Gautama, Bharadvaja

Datta—Sandilya, Kasyapa, Bharadvaja

Sena—Kausika, Maudgalya

Naga—Savarni

Sinha—Bharadvaja

Dasa— Kasyapa,

Let us now see if there is any agreement

between the gotras of the Brahmans in respeet
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of a particular surname with the gotras rela-

ting to the corresponding Kayastha surname.

In regard to the above mentioned 99 surnames

both the Dakshiiia Radhiya and Vangaja genea-

logical records make the following statement :
—

C^t!5"2t^^to C^ft^^^^^t I" The gotras and pravaras

of each of the aforesaid 99 Padavis have been

derived from those of the priests.

Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar remarks— ''It is true

that the Nidhanpur plates which contain the

above names were found in the Sylhet district,

which falls under Assam. But linguistically

and culturally Sylhet forms an integral part of

Bengal, so the Brahman donees who bear Kayas-

tha surnames must be taken as settled in

Bengal." (1) "It thus seems natural to hold that

the Bengal Kayasthas were originally none but

these Nagar Brahraans"(2),

Now if it were true that the Nagar Brahmanas

were the ancestors of the Kayasthas or if

they were the hereditarv priests, how are we
Dr.Bhandar-

,
' , • .

,

,
'

,

, , , to explain the absence of anv agreement
kjit i; theory ^

.

.. r-

untenable between their respective surnames and gotras.

The few surnames and gotras which are in

common between the Kayasthas and the Eastern

Nagars are given below :

—

Datta—(Among Eastern Nagars)—Bharad-

vaja, Parasara, Kasyapa and Vasistha,

( Among the Gurjara Nagars )

—

Parasara, Kasyapa, Agnivesya.

Deva— (Eastern Nagars)—Gautama, Bharadvaja

Dhara— " Kasyapa

Naga— " Savarni

Soma— " Maudgalya

In addition to the above, the surname *Ivara'

and its gotra Bharadvaja, held b}'- the Vaidikas

in Orissa are also in vogue among the Ambastha

(1) Indian Antiquary, I932 (March) p. 45.

(2) Indian Antiquary, I932 (M:\rch) p. 52.
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Kayasthas and the Vaidjas. We, thereiore, get

oul}^ 6 surnames in common out of a total ol

99 surnames which are current among the

Kayasthas. Such agreement seems insufficient

to justiij the view that the vast community of

the Kayasthas and the eastern Nagars were

not difierent ; and from historical standpoint

they were not one and the same. Dr D. R.

Bhandarkar's theory that Nagar Brahmans were

the ancestors of the modern Kayasthas can

apply, if at all, only in the case of those who
hold to the gotras that are peculiar to the

surnames of Datta, Deva, Dhara, Naga and

Soma. The surnames borne by the eastern

Nagars who have been mentioned in the Kara-

toya-mahatmya as Sapadalaksha and in the

copper-plate inscriptions of Orissaas Ahichchha-

tra testify to their importance. The 99 sur-

names and the various gotras under each of

them which the Kayasthas of Eastern India

point to the conclusion that their society

was even more numerous than that of the

Nagars.

When for 35 out of the 99 surnames we
have more than 100 gotras, and since a gotra

denotes a separate home or family, it is not

unreasonable to infer that if the gotras for

the remaining 64 surnames be taken into

account, there must have been upwards of 200
separate groups of Kayastha in Gauda. Some
may think that as according to the genealogical

records of the Kayasthas, their surnames and

gotra-pravaras were derived from those oftheir

hereditary priests, it might have happened that

with the change of the priest, the gotra of the

particular family under his charge had also

changed to that of his successor and in this

way one family might have acquired more than

one gotra. But it is remembered that the Bhauma
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The Kayas-

thas existed

&s a caste

long before

the gth

eentury

dynasty of Kamarupa alone had held the sur-

names of Datta, Varma, Stambha, Pala, Deva,

Kara, Tunga, Gupta e.t.c. It may not seem un-

likely that such change of jsurnames occurred in

respect of the Kayastha community. But as a

matter of fact there is no evidence as to changes

in Amusyayana or the distinctive family titles

of the Kayastlas such as Vasu, Ghosha, Mitra

etc. or in the in respective gotras. There is.there-

fore, no ground for the view that the majority

of the Sapadalaksha or the eastern Nagar

Brahmins became Kayasthas.

Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar has concluded that the

Kayasthas were not formed into a caste before

the 9th century A. D., and that the term
Kayasthas only meant Government-officials

who were generally recruited from the

Brahmanas. He has in this connexion

instanced the case of Kashmir. While apprecia

ting the learned investigation of Dr. Bhandarkar,

I cannot help differing from him on certain

points. That there existed a separate Kayastha

community long before the 9th century is

amply evident from Vainya Gupta's Gunaighar
(Tipperah) copper-plate (3), also from the

account of Udayasundari Katha by Soddhala,

the Ghaghrahati plates, and the Arakan inscrip-

tions. Maharaja Vainya Gupta's charter was
issued in the year 188 of the Gupta era (SOS-

SOT A.D.). In this charter we find the names of

his vassals, Maharaja Rudra Datta, Maha-
samanta VijayaSena and the Karana Kayastha
Nara Datta who was his minister for peace

and war The distinctive denomination

''Karana Kayastha" occurring in the charter

leaves no room for doubt that the Kayasthas
existed as separate community at the time

(5) Indian Historicti Quarterly, Vol. VI, p. 45lf.
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it was issued. The distinguished scholar

Justice Pargiter makes the following comments
on the word 'Karanikas' with reference to its

use in the 3 copper-plate grants of Ghaghra-

hati :—

"A caste-name 'Karanika' is not classical

Sanskrit, but evidently a word formed from

'Karana' ; it was the name of a caste that

had the occupation of writing accounts, e.t.c.
;

hence Karanika apparently meant a member
of this caste. This caste was presumably ^ _. . ,

t -^ Dr Pargiter s

either the same as, or closely akin to, the commtnt on
Kayastha caste. The position of senior member the word

of the Board was in grants B and C, held by "karanika"

the then oldest Kayastha named Nayasena.

As the grant is later than those, it is worthy of

note that whereas the modern name Kayastha

is mentioned in B and C, the name used in this

later grant is Karanika, a title which is not

used now ; hence when a person's caste is

mentioned the surname is sometimes omitted,

as in the case of the Karanika, for, while one is

named Naya Naga ( Nag is another modern

surname), the other is called simply Kesava

(1.15). It seems a fair inference that the second

parts of these names were established caste-

surnames at the time of this inscription," (4)

We find mention of such Kayastha surnames

as Datta Mitra, Pala, Dasa, Nandi, Bhadra.

Varma, Mitra, Ghosha, Sena, Kunda, Naga,

Palita, Chandra, Bhoga, Bhati, e.t.c, in the 5

copper-plates of Damodarpur inscribed in

the 5th centurj and the 4 copper-plates of

Ghaghrahati inscribed in the 6th ceatury

A, D. In the charters of the Bhauma
Kings, the name of the *gotra' or 'veda* or the

word 'Svami' or 'Bhatta' is affixed to such

(4) Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. 1911, p, 50I
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The argu-

ment of

pandit

Raghubar

Mithull.

surnames to distinguish the donees Irom non-

Brahrains. But where such indications are

wanting the surnames—Ghosha, Mitra, etc.,

refer in most cases to Kajastha, Such phrases

as "Prathama Kajastha'Swhich also occur, leave

no room for doubt that the surnames were
held by Kayasthas. Now can it be possible to

maintain that the Brahmans having the surna-

mes mentioned in the Nidhanpur charter after-

wards became Kayasthas at an earlier date ?

Like Dr. Bhandarkar, Pandit Raghubar Mitthulal

Sastri, the editor of "Kayastha Samachar"
has attempted to prove by drawing attention

to Kayastha royal officers in the works of the

poets and historians of Kashmir, viz., Kalhana,

Kshemendra, Somadeva, and Prajyabhatta

that these Kayasthas whose number was quite

considerable were in fact Brahmans.

The following couplet in Rajatarangini has

been cited by both the scholars avS the principal

authoritr in support of this view :
—

Dr. Bhandarkar has rendered the above in

English as follows :—

*'ln the meanwhile there died by strangula-

tion that rogue (
pasa ) of a Kayastha, the

Brahman Sivaratha, who had been a mighty

intriguer." (5)

On the strength of this, he remarks, "This

passage unmistakably shows that some of the

Kayasthas of the Rajatarangini were Brahmans/'

Referring to a passage in Kshemendra's

"Narmamala" (1. 108-113) as his second authority

Pandit Raghuvar vSastri says, "The following

things in the camp luggage of a Kayastha

(5) Indian Antiquary, 193a, p, 50.
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show that he used to be a Brahmana by caste,

as they are needed in the daily Agnihotra and

worship oi a Saiva Brahman :—Tamraknnda,

Sruk and Sruva, Afesasfitra, Snanasatika,

Padukas, Mantrapustika and Strotra-mantra,

Nakshatra-patrika ( Almanac ), Gangamrid,

Bilva leaves, and Pavitra Sutraka ( the sacred-

thread )," (6)

In the first and second volumes of this book

I have shown in length how the ancestors of

the Kayastha aristocracy of Kamarupa origi-

nally belonging to Cauda or Vanga, became a

power then and how their descendants,

although losing to a great extent their politi-

cal powe^- have to this 6ay retained a position

of honour in the sphere of religion similar to

that enjoyed b}' the Brahman. In the previous

chapter (7) a large )nass of materials on the

subject of the establishment of the Nagar Brah-

mins in Kamarup under the patronage of the

Kings has been set forth, but excepting some

agreement in respect of surnames, we have got

nothing to prove any connexion between

these Nagar Brahmans and Kayasthas.

There is no tradition even among the

Kayastha aristocracj of Cauda or their

kinsmen the Kayasthas of Kamarupa, nor is

there any testimony in the genealogies to the

effect that there ever existed between them and

the Nagar Brahmans or the Brahmans in general

any caste link. Rather, the traditions current

among them for generations and their

genealogical records testify to their affiliation

with the Kshatriyas and support the Chitra-

gupta theory as to their origin. In no ancient

record have Kayasthas, as such, been definitely Brahn:in

referred to as Brahmans. Dr Bhandarkar and antencenu

The word

Dvija does

not prove

(6) Man in India, Vol. XI., No 2, p. 146.

(7/ \idep. f:6ff.
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Sastri have both taken the term—^"Dyija" used

in Rajatarangini in reference to Sivaratha as

synonymous with 'Brahman', but the word
*'Dvija" alone does not prove Brahminic antece-

dents. In the Nagarakhanda of Skandapurana

which gives an account of the Nagara Brah-

mans, Brahmans, Kshatriyas and Vaisyas who
strictly perform the rites enjoined by their reli-

gion, have been described irrespective of their

caste as the *best of Dvijas', (8) The articles

which are mentioned in the *'Narmamala" as

accompanying a Kayastha and which according

to Professor Sastri prove his identity with the

Brahman are, undoubtedly also, essential to an

orthodox Kshatriya, as it can be gathered by

one who has studied the customs and habits of

the Paudavas in the Mahabharata. These articles

are even now found in Bengal and Midnapore

among the orthodox Rajput families. In these

circumstances, the theory that the Kayasthas

mentioned by Kalhana and Kshemendra were

Brahmins falls to the ground. Pandit Sankar

Pariduranga in his '*Introduition to the

Gaudavaho" has spoken of the Kashmir

Kayasthas of the Rajatarngini as 'Vaisya',

but this view also does not appear to be

correct. Dr. Bhandarkar writes, "Nor does

there seem to be any force in the argument

of the Bengj.1 Kayastha that they are

Kshatriyas. Their argument like that of the

Bombay Kayasthas is based upon a mere

legend about Chitragupta or Chandrasena

and not upon any epigraphic or ethnological

evidence."(9) But Soddhala, a Valabha Kayastha

Nagara-Khandft, ^hap, I62,

(9) Indian Antiquaiy, 1932. p, 5:.
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from whose "Udayasundari-Katha" he has

drawn his material about the Valabha

Kayasthas, prides himself on being a descendant

of Kaladitja, brother of the Valabhi King The

Siladitya, a Kshatriya. If the testimony of evidence a»

Soddhala is accepted, it would appear that a t° ^^® *^'

separate branch of the Kayasthas called the l»atlon of

Valabhas came into existence at least as early *^*f

as the 7th or 8th century when Siladitya ^ , . • ^

flourished. The name Valabha was probably

adopted to distinguish them from the other

branches of the Kayastha community so that

their integrity might be preserved. The

Valabha group of Kayasthas has been variously

designated as "Valam", '*Valamya"or "Valmika

Kayasthas". From the stock of these

Valabha Kayasthas originated the class called

the Dhruvaprabhus. The Valmika Kayasthas

also claim descent from Chitragupta. As in

Western India, from the 7th or Sth century,

the Valabha Kayasthas regarded themselves

as an offshoot of the Kshatriya community,

so did the high-class Kayasthas in Eastern

India even before the 11th century. As I have

shown in the second volume, Thakur Sridhara

Dasa, a great Kayastha, who was the minister

of Nanyadeva, the King of Mithila styled

himself "Kshatravatisabjabhanu" or *'the

efifulgent sun among the lotus-like Kshatriya

Community", in the inscription engraved at the

foot of the image of Vishnu installed by him

in the village of Andhrathari in Mithila. ( 10 )

The descendants of this Kshatriya Kayastha

Sridhara Dasa are still respected as Kulinas

in the Kayastha communty of Mithila ; in

Gau4a and Kamarupa too his descendants

and kinsmen held a place of honour in society.

Nanyadeva, the king of Mithila, lived in the

(lo) Vide Vol. II. p. 161.

22
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eleventh century A. D. It may be presumed
therefore that even before this time the

high class Kayasthas of Eastern India

regarded themselves as a branch of the Ksha-

triyas, otherwise Sridhara Dasa could not

have ventured to style himself a Kshatriya.

The Palas and Senas are treated as Kayasthas

in the Ain-i-Akbari of Abul Fazl, these,

however style themselves Kshatriyas or Brahma

Kshatriyas in their copper-plate inscriptions.

We even find specific instances of matrimonial

relationship between the Sena king oi

Gauda and Kayastha famlies, ( n ) In the

above circumstances, Dr. Bhandarkar's ricw

seems to be untenable. What is actually found

is that in Western India between the 7th and

nth centuries and in Eastern India from

the eleventh century the Kayasthas were known
to be a section of the Kshatriya community.

The descendants of Sridhara Dasa and those

of his kinsmen in Mithila, Kamarupa and

Gauda as well as the Valmika Kayasthas io

Western India are up to this day known as

the descendants of Chitra-gupta. Now the

question "arises whether there is any such

contemporary historical evidence in support

The date of ^^ ^he Chitragupta theory as has been found

the proving the connexion of the Kayasthas
Chitragupta with the Kshatriyas. I have to refer here to
theorty ^j^g Chandra dynasty of Arakan. The last

king of this dynasty was Ananda Chandra

who lived about 1100 A. D. The names of his

19 ancestors are available. If three generations

are taken as covering a century, the date

of Bala Chandra, the first king of this

dynasty is to be placed in the 7th century

A. D. In the inscription of the said Ananda

Chandra who was a descendant of Bala Chandra

(11) Banger Jatiya Itihai, Rajanyak anda, p. 33^.
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there occurs the following—"Ananda Chandra

was as generous as Kama, as truthful as

Yudhisthira. as beautiful as Cupid and as bright Chandra

as the sun. As by founding many Buddhist dynasty of

monastaries he demonstrated his attachment Arakan

to the Buddhist religion, so he acquired fame by

settling 50 Brahmans in his realm." He was

named the Lord of Tamrapattana. One of his

feudatory chiefs gave his daughter to the king

Inanda Chandra and with her the town "Sri-

pattana." (12) In my opinion Sripattana is the

same as Srihattapattana. The Tibetan historian

of Buddhism Taranath has mentioned one Bala

Chandra among the 19 kings of the Chandra

dynastj. This Bala Chandra quitted his king-

dom of Bengal and fled to Tirhut. His son

recovered the lost kingdom of his father and ex-

tended his conquests up to Kamarupa. The rule

of the dynasty came to an end with his grand-

son Lalita Chandra and the occupation of the

throne by Gopala with the help of the populace.

It seems to me that this Chandra dynasty after

having lost the Kingdom of Bengal ruled in

Arakan which was the Eastern out-post of their

territoriei. In the inscription of Ananda

Chandra, this Buddhist royal dynasty who
were devoted to Brahminism have been called

the •Dharmarajanuja-vansa' or dynasty of the

younger brother of Dharmaraja. Needless to

»ay, in the old Smritis and Puranas, Dharmaraja

is only another name of Yama. Now who is

the younger brother of Yama ? In the Garuda

Purana, it is said that out of the sun came

forth Yama with Chitragupta, ( i3 ) Elsewhere

in this Purana we come across the following

—

(11) Annual Report of the Archaeological Swrvsy of

India f©r 1925-36, p, 146-I49.

(ij) Garuda-Purana, (Bangabasi Ed, p. 476.)
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"In the region of Yama, there is Chitranagara

where there is the King Vichitra, He is the

ofispring of the sun and the younger brother

of Yama." (i4) In the Nagarakhanda ol the

Skandapurana, Chap. 162, it is stated that

Kayastha is the ofispring of Yama. In Chap

226,we hear of Chitra and Vichitra being known

in the region of Yama as Kayastha, and there

is a reference to the 8 messengers of Yama who
were his offspring There is also mention of

Chitra and Vichitra in the Padmapurana. In

the tarpana-mantra or the hymn for the sal-

vation of the dead, Chitragupta is counted as

one among the fourteen Yamas, In the state-

ment in the Nagarakhanda—**Kayasthas is the

offspring of Yama" should in the circumstance

be understood to refer to Chitragupta.

Garudapurana lends support to the view.

In the genealogical records of the Dakshina

Radhiya Kayasthastoo the names of Chitra and

Vichitra are mentioned as contributing to the

growth of the Kayastha community. (15) The

origin of the Chandra dynasty have been

attributed to Vichitra the younger brother of

Dharmaraja. The home of the original Chandra

dynasty has been assined to the village Pani-

hati in Radha. From this Panihati the

Chandras went to Chandradvipa and establish-

ed their rule there. (15) A branch of this

Chandra dynasty must have gone to Arakan

where they were known as the dynasty of the

younger brother of Dharmaraja, When all the

above evidence is taken into account **Chitra-

gupta theory" cannot be dismissed as > mere

legend.

(J4) Garud* Purana, (Bangavasi Ed.) p. 422.

(15) Kayastha Kaada Part VI (Dakshlnaridhiya Kiyattha

Vivaraua) P. 27.
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In the Vrihadaranyaka Upanishad, Yama
is described as a Deva Kshatriya. In

the Devipuraua (16) and the '"Naisadha

Charita" of Sriharsha, Chitragupta has been

represented as a Deva Kshatrija. In the

Kathasaritsagara of Somedeva (17) who lived

before Kalhana Chitragupta appears as a

Kajastha, In view of all this old evidence, we

cannot lightly set aside the belief that Chitra-

gupta was a Kshatriya. There is a detailed

account in the Garudapurana regarding Chitra

and Vichitra,the younger brother ofDharraaraja

and their Kayastha descendants. On a discus-

sion of the genealogical portion of the Garuda-

purana, the date of this Purana has been fixed

as the ist or the 2nd century A. D. (18) The

allusion to the dynasty of the younger brother

of Dharmaraja in the inscription of the Chandra

dynasty of Arakan also points to the histori-

cal basis of the Garudapurana,

The reading of the text of the copper-plate

inscription of Vainya Gupta as 'Sandhivigra-

hari Karana Kayastha* makes Dr. Bhandarkar

suppose that the proper reading should be

'Sandhivigrahadhikaraua,' But when we re-

member the word *San(lhivigrah?idUhari lekhaka*

from the quotation of Vijnanesvarat and there

was no such department as SandAivigra-

hPidhikarana in ancient India, the reading

*Sandhivigrabadhikari Karana Kayastha,'accepted

by the scholar who first deciphered

the inscription seems to me to be the correct

one. It is not at all improbable that two let-

ters were dropped by the engraver, The fact

is that the reading 'SandhiNrigrahadhikarana

(i6) Devipuran», Chap, 39.

(I7) Kathaiaritsagara, Chapter 73, Sloka 323.

(18/ Visvakosha, Vol. XI, p, 690.
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Kayastha' does not occur anywhere. Rather
in the Kathasaritsagara of Somadeva, the
designation *Sandhivigraha- Kayastha" has been
used in place of 'Sandhivigrahadhikari Lekhaka,'

Dr. D, R. Bhandarkar writes : **The various

surnames of the grantees we have culled from
the various inscriptions as follows : —

I Bhflti, 2 Chandra, 3 Dama, 4 Dasa, 5

Datta, 6 Deva. 7 Dhara, 8 Ghosha, 9

Gupta, lo Kara, ii Kirti. 12 Kunda, i3

Mitra, 14 Naga, 15 Nandi, i6 Pala,

i7 Palita, i8 Rakshita, 19 Sarman, 20
Sena, 2i Soma, 22 Vardhana, 23 Varman,
24 Vasu. These are found as 'padavis' among
the Bengal Kayasthas to the present day. But
what is strange is that they were found as

surnames of the Brahmans of Bengal from the

sixth to the twelfth century A, D. Another

noteworthy fact is that most of them are found

as the names of the reigning Kshatriya families

of Northern India in the pre-Mahomedan
period. That the Palas and Senas were

Kshatriya families ruling over Behar and

Bengal is well-known. That the Chandras,

Ghoshas and Varmans also held parts of Bengal

is not unkown. Proceeding backwards to an

earlier period, we light upon the Gupta and

Nagas who held sway in Northern India in

the fourth and fifth centuries A. D. They are

too well known fo require any elucidation.

But w^e have to note about them here that

Gupta and Naga also are to be found among
these surnames. Two more of these surnames

are traceable, not however in inscriptions, but

Mitakshara, Chap. I. Verse 8x9
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on coins. They are Mitra and Datta. Thus

coins have been found in Panchala and Kosala

ranging in age from 100 B, C. to 200 A. D, and

issued by no less than sevau kings, whose
names end in Mitra,such as Bhanu Mitra, Bhumi
Mitra and so on. Similarly, coins of practically

the same period have been picked up from

Ayodhya of at least four princes whose names
also end in Mitra. Again there were four kings

of ancient Mathura of about the second century.

B. C, known to us from their coins only. They

are Purushadatta, Bhavadatta, Uttamadatta

and Ramadatta. As their names termiaate

in 'datta' the inference is permissible that

they pertained to the Datta family. It will

be seen that no less than twenty-four of the

present Bengal Kayastha surnames were preva-

lent among the Brahmans of Bengal in the

seventh and eighth centuries A. D. Of these at

least ten surnames are traceable as the names

of the ruling Kshatriya families going back

to the second century B. C. When such sur-

names are shared both by Brahmans and

Kshatriyas, the presumption arises that they

belonged to one race."* (19) "We may draw
attention to Mahabharata, Sabhaparvan, Chap.

30, V. 13 and Santiparvan, Chap- 49, V. 83,

where Sarmakas, Varmakas and Rakshitas are

mentioned as different Kshatriya tribes or

clans-" (20)

The above shows that the surnames which

are now found among the Kayasthas originally

belonged to the earliest Kshatriya community.
When it is observed that in the Puranas, histo-

rical poems and in the inscriptions Kayasthas

are represented as Kshatriyas, that Kayasthas

(I9) Indian Antiquary, 1932, (March), p. 63-64.

(ao) Indian Antiquary, 1932, (March), p. 65.
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holding the above surnames are mentioned in

the copper-plate inscriptions of Damodarpur

and Ghaghrahati, and that, what is very

important, there is evidence to show that the

Kshatriya royal families who had come to

Bengal freely mixed their blood with the Ka-

yastha community and no evidence proving

similar contact with the Brahmans, it may be

concluded that the surnames of the Kshatriyas

were first accepted by the ancient Kayastha

community of Bengal. Elsewhere, I have shown
that from very early times, almost the whole

of Cauda was under the rule of the Kayasthas.

The surnames were afterwards borrowed

from the ruling Kayastha families not only by

the Nagara Brahmans, but also by Brahmans of

other fdenominations and the Raiput families.

The surnames of the Kayasthas of Bengal are

also to be found among those Brahmans whose

ancestors at the time lived in Gauda. For

example among the Cauda Brahmans and

Cauda Rajputs in the North-West the following

surnames are still current :—Chanda, Chitra,

Chitrasena, Datta, Nidhi, Pala, Pala-sinha,

Pancholi, Pradhana, Lala, and Sinha. Also

among the Udichj^a Brahmanas in the North-

West who came to Siddhapura from Sinhapur,

the following surnames are found in use :

—

Agni, Indra, Ganga, Datta. Bhava, Mitra, Bana,

Vishnu and Soma.

Thus, we find that the surnames which are

now current among the Kayasthas of Bengal

originally belonged to the Kshatriya commu-
nity. In Eastern as well as Western India

the Kayastha community was known to be

belonging to the Kshatriya and not to Brah-

man varna. To seek the origin of the Kayasthas,

therefore, we must go to the Kshatriyas.

Abul Fazl says in the Ain i Akbarithat prior

to Muslim occuptation, the province of Gau(ja
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ruled by the Kgyasthas for over two thou-

fiand years. According to him, therefore, the

Kshatriya royal dynasties of Sara, Pala, Sena

and Varma on the other hand were also Kaya-

tha9. From a study of local history we learn

that the city of Sankasya was at one time the

centre of the Sakasena Kayasthas. The Saka-

fena Kayasthas made over this city to Brah-

mans after having rid the place of Buddhist

influence, From that time no Sakasena Kayas-

thas lived in thisplace.(21) Inthehistory of Oudh,

also it is found that long before the ascendancy

of the Gahadwar dynasty, the Srivastava

Kgyasthas ruled over this land. On account

of the treachery of the Brahmans, the Gauda

Kayasthas had migrated to the place at the

time of the invasion of Muhammad-i-Bakhtiar.

Narapati Das king of this dynasty, was

captured by the Delhi Sultan. (22) All this proves

that from very early times the Kayasthas had

been engaged in the work of administration

and government which was the profession of

the Kshatrfyas, Those who held the kingly

oflSce or were engaged in military duties were

known as Kshatriyas and those who for

generations filled administrative posts from

the petty tax-collector of the village to the

officer in charge of revenues, and the minister

for war and peace were called Kayasthas,

According to the Sukraniti, 2. 420 :

—

*5tt^^»rt s[t^«ti (Trt^js ^ncTl ci^^^^ I

(ii) Oudh Gazetteer. Vol. I. P. 3.

(23) Oudh Gazetteer, Vol. I. P. 67-77,

23
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*The Brahman should be the headman ol the

village, the Kajastha, the writer, the Vaisya,

the tax-collector and the Sudra, the servant.'

Here the Kayastha has been treated as a sepa-

rate varna like the Brahman, but has been dis-

tinguished from the Vaisya and the Sudra, and ac-

^cording to Manu and other writers of the Smriti

there is no other varna except the four varnas

e.g.. Brahman, Kshatriya, Vaisya and Sfldra,

the Kayastha must have taken the place of

Kshatriya in the ancient Hindu societj and

included in that varna.

There is a clear indication in the copper-plate

inscription of Raja Lokanath that intercaste

marriage was common in Bengal up the 7th

century A. D. It is not improbable, when this

practice was in vogue,that matrimonial connec-

tions between the Brahmans and the Kayasthas

took place. Some oftheNagar Brahmans who
adopted the profession of the Kayasthas might

have merged themselves in the Kayastha

community. In the same way the Nagar

Brahmans of Gujarat of the Ohitragupta-sreni,

though originially a Kayastha, became

Brahmans subsequently.

As I have said before, the origin of the Nagar
Brahmans is veiled in deep darkness. It is

difficult to indicate precisely the genesis of this

particular community. A comparative study ol

the history of the Nagar Brahmans and the

ancient Kayastha community shows that from

very early times there had been intermixture

between the two communities, A number of

these Brahmins came into the Kayastha

society and on the other hand numerous
Kayasthas entered into the fold of the Nagar

Brahman community. Antiquarian like

Dr. Bhandarkar and others have expressed the

opinion that the two communities have a
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common origin and this opinion is based not

only on the agreement in regard to surnames

but also on the resemblance between |the

customs and usages of the one community
with those of the other. The "nSgari.* character

has also been named after the Nagar Brah-

mans and the use of 1 which is a distinguishing

feature of their community, so the name of the

alphabet called the Kayathi has derived from

the Kayastha.

Writing about the Nagari and Kayathi

characters, Sir George Grierson says—

"The Nagari character itself is seldom

employed except in MSS. of books and in

printing, and then only in Marathi, Bihari,

Hindi. Rajasthani and Pahari. For writing

ordinary documents, these languages and also

Gujarati use what is most generally called the

*Kaithi' alphabet or alphabet of Kayasthas,

i, e. of men of the writer-caste. In Gujarati

and sometimes in Bihari, this is also used for

printing* * Being used over a very large area,

Kaithi varies slightly according to locality."

Regarding the special features of the two, he

sa^s, "Kaithi differs fro a the Nagari mainly

in writing the top line familiar to readers of the

latter character—in writing the character, a line

of ink is generally drawn across the page near

the top, and the letters h«ang from it, so that

the resemblance to Nig in is more completed,

but in the second and subsequent lines of the

writing this is omitted*. (23)

Needless to say that the *Kayathi' alphabet

is the distinctive alphabet of the Kayasthas.

As is the case vrith the Nigari characters, slight

variations are found according to the place in

wht:h they are used. In fact, if the 'Nagari

(23) Indi»n Antiquary, Vol. LXl. (1933) P, 65.
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and *Kayathi* characters are studied in their

main outline the two alphabets will appear

to be fundamentally one and the same with

hardly any difference. If the top line is omit-

ted the Nagari characters will be recognised

as Kayathi. The alphabet being common, the

two communities would apparently have a

common origin.

I have already stated about the 99 surnamas

of the Kayasthas of Cauda. There is no doubt

that during the reign of Bhauraa Kings in Kama-
rupa and Gauda, there were Kayasthas in

Kamarup with various surnames like that of the

Brahmins. In the first part of this book I

have shown that in the 4th century A. D.

in various places of Kamarupa Kayasthas of

Naga family were ruling. Possibly they were

ruling as feudatory chiefs under the superior

ruler of the Bhauma family. We learn

from the Ramganj copper-plate of Isvara

Ghosha that he called himself a "NagSuvaya"
or scion of the Naga dynasty and a^Mahamanda-

lika." (24) Formerly I took this dynasty to

be identical with the Ghosha dynasty of

Ra(Jha, but now after inspecting the original

facsimile of the copper-plate, I came to be of

opinion that it would be hazardous to establish

a relation between this dynasty and the Ghosha

dynasty of Radha. During the Mughal rule, the

province of Kamarup within the Mughal domi-

nions was divided into four Sarkars,e.g.,Sarkar

(24) LateiAkshay Kumar Maltreya was the first man to

publish the reading of this copper-plate. It is his reading

which has been published in the first volume of this w»rk

(vide Vol. I p 200). In the first line ^^1 "i^tflf^nn^a?**

has been printed. But from the photograph of the orifi«aI

copper-plate (vide Inscriptions of Bengal, Vol. HI. p. I5«

back) It clearly appears tkat th« first line reads *'^^
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Kamrup, Sarkar Dakshin-kal, Sarkar Dhekri

and Sarkar Bangalbhum. (25) The wide range

of land from modern Rangpur to Gauhati was

included within these four Sarkars, and of this

Isvara Ghosha was known as Mahamaudalika

of Dhekkariya or Sarkar Dhekri only. The

Dhekkariya Vishaya or Sarkar Dhekri comprised

of a portion of present Kuch Bihar and the

district of Goalpara. It is needless to add

that in this part of Kamrup from a long time

past and up till now numerous Kayastha

families have been residing.

They are still recognised as being of the same

family and kinsman of the aristocratic Kayas-

thas of Gauda and Vanga, During the reign of

the Bhauma Kings they scattered all over Kam-

rup or Assam holding offices under them. I have

given a brief account of them in the 1st and

2nd volumes of this work in the Chapters

dealing with the Rise of the Kayasthas and the

Rule of the Kayasthas.

Even in Sylhet, which was once within the

province of Kamarupa and was a centre of

Brahminic influence, we find traces of several

gotras of Kayasthas amongst the said 99

surnames of the Kayasthas, which are rarely,

if at all, found in Gauda Vanga.

When we study the history and ancient

customs and usages of the Nagar Brahmins and

Kayasthas, we at once come to the conclusion

that the usages of the Brahmins became intro-

duced into the Kayastha community and some
of the Nagar Brahmins were blended into the

Kayastha societies under certain circumstances.

Even to-day the usages ot those Brahmins have

not disappeared from certain section of Kayas-

tha society. The Bhat Nagar Kayasthas
of Gujarat still put on the sacred thread

(25) Tide Vol. il, p. I?*.

"
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lii?e the Brahmins, The Gauda Brahmins are

their family priests. They are said to hare

migrated there from Northern India The

custom of worshipping the portrait of Chitra-

gupta with a sword beside it is a common
custom among them. The Maithila Kama
K'iyasthas have given up their sacred thread

through the Brahminic influence, but some of

them observe mourning for ten days and many
perform the Sradh intended for the deceased

on the thirteenth day after the death. I have

already mentioned in this book that though

the Maithila Kama Kay.^ sthas declare them-

selves to have come from the Karnata, in

reality their ancestors immigrated from the

Radha country in Gauda. The Uttara Radhiya
Kayasthas are described in their Kula-granthas

as Kama Kayasthas. If we study the Kula

Granthas (family registers) we can understand

that they are the near kinsmen of the Maithila

Kayasthas. I have mentioned in the pedegree

of the Gauripur-Raj in the second volume of

this work that a branch of the Maithil Kama
Kayasthas are now living in Assam. There is a

settlement; of the Kama Kayasthas in Orissa.

They are known as Karaus or Karna-Kay-

asthas. They believe that the three families of

Nag» Nath and Oas amontr the Kayasthas of

Bengal.are the descendants of the original Kama
Kayasthas. The custom of the purification

on the tenth day and the performance of the

Sradh on the eleventh day is prevalent among
the Karana Kayasthas of Orissa. In Madras the

following classification is found among the

Kama Kayasthas, e.g.,Mudeliyar,Pillai,Kanakkan

and Karnam. They consider themselves to be

equal to the Ksbatriyas. It is said that they

have also the following three classes among

them, e.g., Srishti or Sreshthi Karnam, Kikati
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or Kaikati Karnam and Maithili Karnam. (26)

The Kama Kavasthas of Madras observed the

mourning for twelve days. On the other hand

the Srivastava of Malwa and the Ambashtha

and Nigama Kayasthas of Behar observe the

mourning for ten days and perlorm the Sradh

on the eleventh. This verily proves to be a faint

remnant of the Brahmanic usages of the

past.

^+*+

Chapter IV.

A short sketch of Aniruddha Deva and

his followers,

Aniruddha Deva was the son of Adi BhaiyS

Gonda Deka Giri by Ajoli Devi, a cousin of

Mahapurusha Sankara Deva. lie was born in

the village Bishnu Balikuchi of Narayanpur of

North JUakhimpur in the year 1475 Saka, 15th

day oi Vaisatth, 16 years betore the ascension of

iiri Sankardeva in Koch Behar in baka 1491. He
was well educated at home and when he was

about 45 years oi age, he went to Kaljhar in

Bnavanipur Mauza ot jBarpeta sub-division of

Kamrup where Gopaldeva the successor ot

Mahapurusha Madhava lived, Gopaldeva hearing

ot his coming by boat caused a new road to be

made from the Jb'oria river to his house tor the

journey oi Aniruddha who was held in high

esteem on account ol his being a descendant of

an Adi-bhuiya and nephew of the Great banisara

4eva. Aniruddha deva whose name was till then

Harakantha acicnowledged the mark of respect,

saluted the new road, but preferred to go to

Gopaldeva by the old road.This fact gave rise to

his followers being called Purani Bhakats,i,e, the

U6) Vide Usha (a Kayastha organ)5th year,pp.438, 461-474,
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followers of the old path.He learnt the tenets of

Vaisnavism so thoroughly from Gopaldeva that

his maya i. e., his love for worldly goods were

killed and so his followers are known as Mayd-

morias and not as killers of Mowa fish. Subse-

quently the Ahom king Sukampha or Khora

Raja hearing about the miraculous powers of

Aniruddhadeva tested his powers and confirmed

the name of Mayaraara. The name Aniruddha

was given to him by Gopaldeva after he took

his sarana. As his followers were staunch in

their religious belief not bowing to any other

person then to their Guru and to any other idol

except before the image of Krishna, they were

called Matekas, i.e., of one faith. King Buddhi

Svarga Narayana gave this name after trying 2

of his disciples who did not lower their head seven

below the 2 swords which were kept horizon-

tally and got their heads severed while ordered

to ride.against them on 2 ponies. This incident

is related in the Mayamaria history.

After his learning the religion from Gopaldeva

for 3 years he came home with the permission

of his Guru and with order to preach the reli-

gion in Assam. Arriving at home he established

his satra first at Balikuchi and then on account

of Dafla raids he removed to a place which he

called Nahorati after surrounding the satra by

planting Nahor trees. To this place people of all

castes flocked and finding His Holiness Anirud-

dhadeva of a saintly character became his

disciples. Many are of opinion that Aniruddha

Deva while preaching this religion, also wrote

the 4th and 5th Skandha of Bhagavata in Assa-

mese language. In this book,we find,that he has

called himself as *Kayastha kulapati' or head of

the 'Kayastha Samaj' and has also identified

himself as a disciple of Gopaldeva, Due to the

permission of his preceptor he was able to write

the 5th Skandha, From his own writings, we
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find sufficient proof which bears testimony to

the above fact. It is written that Aniruddha

Deva, son of Adi Bhuiya Goa4a Giri was
an ardent scholar. He became a great admirer
of Gopala, to whom he showed great mark
of respect. But, in another place of his book,

he has identified himself as a disciple of

Madhava Das, who was his uncle in relation.

MadhavaDas kept himself aloof from the wordly
flairs and thus may be called as a true

Brahmachari.

The 5th Skandha Bhagavata by Aniruddha
was written in 1524 Saka, i.e. 1.604A.D.*

His Yoga powers and possession of a holy script

which his Guru Gopaladeva had given.rousedjthe

envy of other Gosains and so from the time of

4th Adhikara Nityanandadeva, the Ahom
kings began to persecute the Gosains. Nitya-

nandadeva was killed by the order of king

Surampha or the Bhanga Raja. Baikunthanath

Devathe 7th Adhikar was killed by the order of

king Gadadhar who collected all the Gosains at

Kamrup and got 2 Gosains of each satra who
were followers of Gopaladeva killed. Knowing
and remembering that revenge was not a

quality of Vaishnava people, sadhus and Maha-

ntas bore all these atrocities silently. But when
Chaturbhuj Gosain was ordered to be killed

by Raja Siva Sinha at the instigation of

Fulesvari Rani, but he was then saved by
Parvatia Gosain. Next Naharkhora Maran and
Ragha Moran were punished by Kirti Chandra
Bada Barua on account of their not paying

the king homage in way of supply elephants
;

the 2 Morans were greatly perturbed and taking

186

CCAif *t^^ti »t»tt^ ^^^ "^f^ f^^rWB

^Panchama Skandha by Aniruddha)

O/L
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the help of Barjana Gohaideva, the prince by
Siva Sinha's 3rd Rani and Gaginee Bacjadeka

alias Saptabhuj Gosain rose in rebellion in spite

of Astabhuj Gosain, the then Adhikara, persis-

tently dissuaded them. A reference to Honoura-
ble Gait's history of Assani from page 182 down
to the chapter on the decay of the Ahom rule

in Assam will show the causes and details of

Lhe fighting though there are lots of discrepan-

cies as compared with the history (of this sect)

given in SacM-pat,

The royalist party was worsted,

Ragha the Maran chief committed acts of

oppressions on the royalist party in revenge

and forced the Gosains and Mahantas of other

satras to pay homage to Astabhuj Gosain who
was never a party to the rebellion nor to the

atrocities committed by Ragha. As a Vaisnava

sadhu he always suffered in silence and asked

both his son Gaginee Badadeka and Ragha
Maran to desist from the rebellion and atroci-

ties consequent on it. They heeded not. The

Gosain gave shelter to the BadaBarua and king

Lakshmi-Sinha, Ragha forcibly dragged them
away using bad language to the Gosain and

he in return cursed Ragha saying that he would

reap the results of his actions on the night be-

fore the Bihu and he also told his son Gaging

Badadeka that he and his kinsmen would perish

like the Yaduvansis. WhenRagha was killed and
LakshmiSinha re-ascended the throne, he.instead

of bei' g grateful, ordered a general massacre of

Mayamara Gosains amounting to a massacre

of lakh followers of this sect. When Gaurinath

ascended the throne after the death ol

Lakshmi Sinha he also ordered another

massacre instead of pacifying the rowdy

people. Goaded to desperation the Mayamarias

again rebelled and defeated the royalists. Raja
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Gatirinath fled to Gaubati. It was Captain

Welsh coming at the invitation of Gaurinath

who defeated the Mayamarias killing king

Bharat Sitiha a deka Gosain who was forcibly

made a king by the victorious 3rd Mayamaria

General Harihar Tanti,an Ahom by caste and a

disciple of Mayamara satra. After this, when peace

was restored, the Mahantas of other satras laid

before Purnananda Bada Gohain that those

people should commit prayascUttas for rising in

rebellion against the Ahom kings and for

killing people. Patit Bsrua did not agree to

this. He said that if the Mayamarias were to

commit prayascUttas they also should do the

same as they massacred poor and even inno-

cent women, children and 120 families of

Brahmins of Mayamaria satra. This argument

of Patit Barua was accepted by king Chandra-

kanta Sinha. Thus a breach remainec

between the people of this sect and the disci-

ples of other satras who had practically claimed

to call themselves royalists. These facts led

some 4th class poetaster to write the wretched

puthi—the Adicharitra, which has caused many
hearsays and writings to come out of even

such authors as the Hon'ble Mr Gait and others.

The incidents related about Aniruddha's quar-

relling with Sankaradeva after stealing the

Kalpataru Sastra are merely fictions. If Sankara-

deva came to Upper Assam by boat when he

was at Bardua such statement of this wretched

book was not worth reconciling; he then surely

had done so some years before his ascension

in 1491 saka in Kuch Behar when Aniruddha

deva was not born or if born at all he

was a minor to adopt the religion from Sankar

deva and to have quarrelled with him. The

puthi bears no date of the incidents alleged.

Every one knows that Dakshinpat satra was
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founded by Banamalidera at a much later time

Banamali deva was Balaramdera's disciple and
Balaramdeva was a disciple of Damodaradeva,
Dihing satra was established by Jadumanideva
who was a disciple of Gopaladeva,and co-diseiple

and bosom friend of Aniruddhadeva. But the

author without any responsibility has interpre-

ted in his book that Sankardeva came with
Damodardeva to Dakshinpat and here establi-

shed Damodardera and also Jadumani to

Dihing Satra. These are all fictions and out-

comes of a mad brain : There is not a piece of

solid history in it. None of the 4 biographies

of Sankardeva and the 2 biographies of Damodara-
deva relate any such incidents. The full geneo-

logy of Srimat Aniruddhadeva is given in the

Appendex. III. p. 1-2.

The above account have been kindly lent

by Sj. Hridayananda Chandra Goswami
Adhikar of Dinjoy Mayamara' Satra. But':it

does not corroborate with the account publi-

shed in "^^ ifrf^^" and Tt^*f^ ^^ written

by Sj Utsavananda Goswami, Adikar of

Puranmati Mayamara Satra. In vol. II. it has

then been written "His (Aniruddha's) descen-

dants separated from the Samaja of their ances-

tors and came to be called as Kalitas. They
are still known by that name and have nuptial

relationship with the Kalita families"*

Perhaps, the above lines had erroneously

been adopted mainly basing upon Hon'ble Gait's

argument. The Adhikar of Dinjoy Mayamara
Satra have made himself clear by saying that

they are from time long past, known to be

Kayasthas and not Kalitas. Even they to this

day deny sort of inter-connection with them and

vice versa. We have also the version of Utsava-

nanda, Adhikar of Puranimati Satra, who in his

* Vide Social History of Kamarupa, Vol II, p. 15a,
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**Durghord Prntibad*^ hare clearly stated that

they were never known as Kolita but always a

Kayastha, and as such, hare alwajs married

Kayastha girls. But it has also happened ihat

whenever suitable Kayastha girls were not

arailable'they were forced to marry girls belong-

ing to Kalita families. But in this loim of mar-
riage a Homa is performed just after the usual

marriage ceremony is over, and the bridegroom
party does neither pertake food, nor water with
the bride's party. We have find a similar connec-

tion of the Puranimati Satra with the Baratari

Satra of Khandira mouza near Jorhat, Gagala
Satra in the district of Sibsagar, and with the

Adhikar family of Batpar Satra. But Puranmati

family has no connection with the Kayasthas of

Kamrupa. The Adhikar familj of Dinjoy Satra

on the other hand has no connection with that

of Puranimati, The Adhikars who belong to the

family of Aniruddha Deva are even now known
as Kayasthas or the desendants of early

Bhuiyas.

Due to the non-prevalence of proper or

genuine Kayastha girls, in the province, some

Kayastha of this place before marrying any

girl, are bound to go through some sacred

religious rites strictly enjoined bj the shastras.

The more aged, who comes with the bride

gives the hand of the girl to the bridegroom,

who in turn pays all the expenses of the

marriage. In this form of marriage, Srotriya

Brahmans attend as priest of the ceremony, but

they cannot perforn Shradha rites and others,

which are done by the Brahmins of Kamrup.

These girls after their marriages, cannot take

food nor drink any more in their paternal homes,

they are not even allowed to go frequently

to their fathers' houses. But there is no such

custom among the Mayamara family of Dinjoy
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Garpara and Madarkhat. For all thCvSe reasons,

the Kamrupa Kayasthas declare the Adhikara

family of the last three Satras as belonging

to the pure Suryyavansi Kayastha.

Chapter V.

Manohar Deva.

Haladhvaja was a descendant of the Maud-

galya gotra. His son was Tamradhvaja. He was

praised by every body for his intelligence, learn-

ing and good administration. During the reign

of Maharaja Naranarayana,Tamradhvaja became

his minister. The king and the queen was very

much pleased with his counsels. Bhagavan

Deva a disciple of Deva Damodara came from

Patbausi and established a Satra at Gobindapur

in order to preach his doctrine in the northern

quarters. He had many disciples there.Tamra-

dhvaja forcibly took them away and made them

work as day-laboures. Bhagavan Deva became

very sorry and informed Damodar Deva about

the acts of oppression. Hearing from Bhagavan

the accounts of the miserable plight of his

disciples and devotees, Deva Damodar sent for

Tamradhvaja, vho came to visit him shortly.

Damodar, seeing the beautiful feature of

Tamradhvaja, pleasingly said to him **Well

minister, I am much pleased by your appear-

ance, you should give up oppressing my disciples

and devotees. You should become their guru,

and it befits you," It is needless to add that

the minister too was much more moved by the

appearance of Deva Damodar and by his solemn
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Speech. He took shelter unto him. Damodar
Deva from his imposed look renamed him Deva

Manohar after having consecrated him as his

disciple. Since then Tamradhvaja was known

as Deva Manohar and Deva Damodar appointed

him as Adhikari and directed him to establish

Satra and preach the doctrine. Manohar gave

up the post of ministership and established

Singua Satra in the present mauza of Sarukshetri

in Kamrup. By his preachings, many people be-

came his disciples. Being charmed by his eloqu-

ence and excellence, the king of Assam granted

him free of rent 90 bigha of land as Dbarmottara

in villages Yasoda and Bagchara within mauja
Sarukshetri. Besides Singua Satra, Manohar
Deva established two more Satras named
Kapala and Na satra. All these three Satras are

situated within mauza Sarukshetri.

Jayahari and Chakrapani, two brothers of

Kayastha family of village Chenga having lost

their parents at a very early age, took shelter

unto Manohar Deva in Singra Satra. Helpless as

they were, Deva Manohar took them and was
impressed by the character of both of them.

When they came of age, he appointed Jayahari

as Adhikari of Kapala satra and Chakrapani
as that of Nasatra. Hundreds of people be-

came their disciples by their devotion. And the

descendants of both of them are maintaining in

geneological succession the dignity of the post

of Adhikaris of the two Satras respectively.

Manohar Deva was a famous man. We hear

many anecdotes about his wonderful deeds. In

one time, Manohar Deva had an occassion to go
to the house of a disciple. His disciples pressed

him not to go by a path which passed

through the neighbouring jungle. As

in that jungle-tract people are heard to be

attacked and gone to death by a wild bufialoe,

Idl
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Monohar Deya was prepared to pass by that

way through the jungle and would not pay
any head to it. His disciples followed him with
kbols and Kartals (drums and cymbals). As
soon as his palanquin entered the jungle, wild

buffaloe rushed at the party on hearing the

sound of the unmelodions music. But the won-
ders is that on coming near the palanquin the

bufialoe stopped before Manohar Deva bow-
ing heads. Manohardeva said "Stay

where you are and keep quiet." On hearing

Manohar's words the bufialo knelt down. And
Manohar placed a garland on his head

and whispered a few words of advice into his

ears. On that very day the bufialo left that

jungle and came to a place near Singra Satra.

During the day time the bufialo used to stray

in the jungle and at night he remained

on its knees in front of the room of the Satra

where religious songs are sung. Many
people noticed it and remarked that the

wild bufialo who used to kill men, became a
devotee of Manohar.

In Mauza Sarukshetri there are two rivers

named the Kapala and the Dihinga. In one time

the strong current of these two rivers used to

cause irreperable loss to numerous villagers.

One night Manohar Deva saw in a dream

that the people living on either sides of

these rivers fell on bis feet and were imploring

him for help saying *'Who will save us if you

do not ?'* At dawn, Manohar boarded a boat

with flowers and garlands, rowed right through

the waves and came to the confluence of both

the streams. There, taking the name of God

he threw the flowers into the water. It is

wonder of wonders from that date, the

current of these two streams became weaker

and weaker. And since then the people living
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on both the banks ol those two streams passed

their days peacefully and happily.

People were used to suffer much lor want of

water in the months of Phalgun andChaitra on

their way to Nasatra. The disciples came and

informed him that they were about to die of

thirst. At this time Manohar Deva found no

other means to make arrangement for water.

He threw his gold ring on the ground and

said *'Let ^'^ater come up, let my devotees be

saved from death." As a matter of fact, there

appeared immediately a well full of drinking

water. The disciples drank water from that

well and were relieved. Even now that w^ell

exists near Nasatra and is known as Suvarna-

kunda (Golden well). We hear about many other

miracles attributed to Manohar Deva. There

are extensive descriptions of these matters in a

book named Manohar Deva Charitra written by

Ramanath Deva, the grandson of Manohar Deva.

193

Chapter VI.

Sripati Bhuiya and the Chaudhuri family of Chenga in Khetribhag.

Sripati Datta (Bhuiya) of Maudgalya Gotra

was one of the Bara-Bhuiyas or 12 nobles who
came to the court of Raja Durlabhanarayan

and settled in Kanaujpur near the capital of

the kingdom of Kamata. He was appointed

Governor of the western part of the modern
western Duars then included in the kingdom of

Kamata. His son Chidananda, grandson
Jagadanauda, and great-grandson Krishna-

25
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nanda occupied the same position as Governors
of the westernmost DuSrs. Niranjan, son of

Krishnananda succeeded his father in the

Governorship. During his Governorship Hussain
Shah, King ofGauda invaded Kamata. Niranjan

fought hard against his Mussalman enemies.

The Kamata army was treacherously routed

and Niranjan was captured and taken prisoner to

Gauda, His brother Narahari fled to Kamarupa
with other Bhuiyas who fought on the side of

Kamata. Afterwards Niranjan was pardoned,

set at liberty, employed in the military

service of the Bengal king and granted a Jaigir.

His son Visvapati was also in the military

service and Visvapati's son Dhanapati alias

Dhanusinha was appointed commander
of hundred archers by Daud Khan, indepen-

dent ruler of Bengal. Dhanusinha was a

skilful archer and rose in the considerations of

Daud Khan for killing an ominous bird at

night by aiming at the sound. The nobles grew
jealous of him and poisoned the king's ears,

hinting that the Bhuiya (Dhanusinha) was
in secret negotiation with Raja Todarmal

who was then leading a Mughal army from

Bihar against the Pathan king of Bengal. On
suspicion Dhanusinha was exiled from Gauda,

and wandering westward, he met Chila Raya

on the way who was coming to invade Gauda

for the Mughal Emperor. Chila Raya appointed

Dhanusinha, on his supplication, as commander

of 200 archers. After the defeat of Daud Khan,

Chila Raya's army returned to Koch Bihar

and Dhanusinha settled in his ancestral place of

Kanaujpur which was then included in the

Koch kingdom. Dhanusinha married in one of

the Kayastha families settled in Koch-Bihar and

remained in Kanaujpur for some years. When

the Koch kingdom was divided between king
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NaranarSyan and his nephew Raghudeva, son

of Chila Raya, Dhanusinha removed, with his

family and Kayastha kinsmen, to Ramdia in

Kamarupa which was then a part of Koch Hajo

kingdom allotted to king Raghudeva. King

Raghudeva gave Dhanusinha some Koch domes-

tics whose descendants are still living at

Cheuga.

When Koch Hajo was annexed to the

Mughal Empire in the civil war between

Parikshit, son of Raghudeva and Lakshminara-

yan, son of king Naranarayan, Daityaria. son of

Dhanusinha became an officer of the Mughal

Emperor with the command of a military force.

He was appointed an Wazir or councillor of the

Mughal Faujdar of Hajo and was given

grants of lands and some Muhammedan atten-

dants, whose descendants still reside at

Chenga His son Sundara Raya succeeded him

and when the Mughals were defeated by the

Ahom king, Sundara Raya's properties were

seized and confiscated and he fled to Badanagar,

where be joined Uttamanarayan, the zemindar

of Ba4anagar and fought against the Ahoms at

Srighat. He was afterwards restored to his

possessions at Ramdia. The river Barnadi was
fixed as a boundary between the Mughal and

the Ahom Kingdoms.

Sundara Raya was thereafter created Chau-

dhuri of Hajo Pargana and when he became old,

his son Durlabhanarayan became Chaudhuri of

Hajo. In the meantime the A.homs again became

ascendant. The fatricidal wars among the sons

of the Emperor Shah Jahan made Mughals of

Bengal unmindful of the defence of its frontier

provinces. The family of Sundara kayawas per-

secuted by the Ahom Bar-Phukan, the Viceroy

at Gauhati. The family then removed to Chenga

with their Eayastha kinsmen, Mussalmaa atten-

dants and Koch domestics.

195
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After a year or two, Durlabhanarayan was
secretly killed by Bar-Phukan at Tapa on his

way to Ramdia where he bad local interest till

then.

The sons of Durlabhanarayan and his brother

Kamal-narayan relinquished the Sakta faith and
became initiated into Vaishnavism under the

influence of Revatipriya Devi, wife of Sri

Chaturbhujadeva (grandson of Sri Sankaradeva)

and sister-in-law of Sundara Raya. Revatipriya

Devi and Sunitipriya Devi wife of Sundara Rgya

were daughters of Sarabari Satradhikari.

After Durlabha's death, his brother Kamal-
narayan became the Chaudhuri of Khetribhag
and when Harinarayan, son of Durlabhanarayan

became major, he was appointed Chaudhuri in

place of his uncle Kamal-narayan.

When Gadadhar Sinha ascended the Ahom
throne, the Mahapurushiyas were persecuted and

the Chaudhuri family of Chenga was forced

to forfeit all their properties, and the Chenga
Pargana itself.

Madhuram, son of Harinarayan and
Prannath, son of Kamalanarayan established a

Satsangi Satra at Chenga and a Dharmottara

grant was awarded to Madhuram by Raja Siva-

Sinha,the Ahom king. A further grant of'nankar"

or rent-free lands made over to him was in the

records and these are still extant. Raja Siva

Sinha surveyed Kamrup, and Madhuram was
appointed a Patwari or Surveyor.

Madhuram's son Parvananda also became a

Patwari in the reign of Pramatta Sinha.

Parvananda further got fresh grants of lands

from the State. His son Purnananda suffered

much from the Mayamaria rebellion and the

anarchical state of affairs in the country.

Purnananda's son -was Upananda. He was

very strong and hardy. In a dual, he discom-

fited Haradatta and Viradatta leaders of the
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Dumdumiyas who rebelled against the Ahom

king.

For the fealty and allegiance of the fore-

fathers of the Chaudhuris of Chenga, the

Ahom. king rewarded Khetribhag to the family,

dividing it into 3 Parganas of Chenga. Saru-

khetri and Khetri. He appointed Upananda,

Prithvinarayan and Syamnath as Chaudhuris

of those places respectively. Upananda died early

and could not enjoy the fruits of his allegiance

for a long time. He was succeeded in the

Pargsna by his cousin Gajanath, as his sons

Jayananda and Somanarayan were then minors.

When the Burmese attacked the village of

Chenga, Jayananda, Srinarayan and Naranath

fought against them hard, but were finalh-

defeated at Katharkur. They, with Gajanath

Chaudhuri retreated to Bajali, the place of

Jayananda's maternal uncle. But afterwards

when peace was restored by the British and

the territory ceded, Gajanath, Prithvinarayan

and Syamnath were replaced to their former

Parganas. Gajanath was succeeded in his

Pargana by Jayananda, who next became the

Chaudhuri and subsequently Mauzadar of

Chenga Mauza, which was originally designated

as a Pargana before.

Jayananda had herculean strength. Single

handed and quite unarmed, he once encoun-

tered and killed a tiger. He died at the age of

66. In 1836/37, he recovered his Dharmottara

and Nankar lands by giving evidence of his title

before the Revenue Commissioner, General

Jenkins and his Assistant, Mr. Bogle, During

his time in IS44, the Koch domestics of the

family were emancipated from their bondage
by Mr. Campbell,

Jayananda was succeeded by his son,

Bhavananda, When in bis advanced years he

was asked to pass Survey Examination, which
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by the law of the land was required for all

Mauzadars to know as they were the Survey
and Settlement officers of the place, he retired in

favour of his son inandaram who passed in the

Survey holding first class certificate.

In 1894 decennial settlement of revenue and
cadastral survey of Kamrup was made. The

enhancement of revenue resulting from it led

the people of Sarukhetri and Dakshin Bar-khetri

to riot. Anandaram and his father Bhabananda
were specially deputed from Chenga to Saru-

khetri for collection of revenue. Both the father

and son went to Sarukhetri with an armed force,

captured the ringleaders, quailed the riot and
realised the revenue to the full extent the

Government demanded under the new
assessment. In recognition of the service, a

certificate was given by order of the then

Viceroy and Governor-general, dated 22nd June,

1897.

Bhavananda died in 1906, at the age of 77.

Anandaram became Mauzadar of Chenga on

the death of his father.

In January 1917 Anandaram expired at the

age of 63 and he was succeeded in his Mauza by

his second son Hridayananda. His elder brother

Ramananda had been appointed a Sub-deputy

Collector previously in January 2, 1915.

The family having been sub-divided, Srinarayan

removed to Dekarbari in the same village. He

was appointed Chaudhuri of Sarukhetri Par-

gana alter Prithvinarayan. Rai Protap Chandi'a

Barua Bahadur, samindar of Rangamati

married Srimati Kanchanapriya, daughter of

Jaynarayan and grand-daughter of Prithvi-

narayan Chaudhuri of Sarukhetri Pargana.

Her brother Rabichandra and cousin Syam-

narayan removed to Gaiaripur where their

descendants are still living* Other branches
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shiited into distant lands. The descendants of

RambalUbh, grandson ot Raranarayan removed

to Kurua in the Mangaldai Sub-division of

Darraag District. Gaurimal last descendant of

Bandhuram, grandson- of Raraanarayan removed

to Dalgcma. Chandrakanta Chaudhuri the

only surviving descendant of Srinarayan is

living in his ancestral home at Chenga.

The descendants of Kamal-Narayan, the

younger line of the family of Sundar Raya

continued to live at Chenga. After Syaranath,

his cousin Krishnaram became Chaudhuri of

Khetri Pargana and Mauzadar of Saru-chenga.

Lakshinath Chaudhuri, younger son of Syam-

nath became pleader at Gauhati and acqui-

red a considerable fortune,

Rajanikanta Datta Chaudhuri, son of Raghu-

nath and a nephew of Lakmshinath, became

Mauzadar of Damka Chakabaosi in 1903. It

was a family Mauza being held once by
Bhabananda Chaudhuri. The Government

have conferred on Rajanikanta, title of Rai

Bahadur in December 1927 in recognition of his

distinguished services. The family has been

residing at Sorbhog since the acquisition of the

Damka Mauza.

* For the geoeology of this family vide appendix m.p. 3.

-[»]-
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Basu Baraa Family of Gauripur, (Goalpara)

Prabhakara Basu, fourth in descent from

Sukti Basu of Baganda was a Dakshina Radhiya

Kayastha. He went to Panasiehala ( Hughli.)

and settled down there. Jogi Basu, seventh in

descent went to live in the village Jangalbadhal

in the District of Jessore. His third son Maniram

come to Rangpur to do business. At that

time there was a good deal of trade relation

between Koch Bihar and Rangpur, His son

Sudam became acquainted with the officials

of the Koch Bihar State in his trade relations.

He settled down in Koch Bihar after sustai-

ning a loss in trade. His son Jagatpati accepted

service in the Records office of H. H. Raja Rup-

narain of Koch Bihar. On account of his high

abiity and efficiency he soon became the

chief-record-keeper of the State and the title of

"Majumdar" was conferred on him. His sons

Gauripati and Lakshmipati and the next three

generations enjoyed the title of Majumdar.

Ramjiban great-great-grandson of Lakshmipati

and son of Bishnujiban lost his property for

nonpayment of revenue. Mukundanarayan, son

of Chandranath and great-great-grandson of

Gauripati gave his daughter in marrageto Bhai-

rab Chandra Barua of Gauripur, and had thus

become associated with the Gauripur family.

Raja Bulchandra Barua married the sister of

Rajanikanta Ghosh of the village Changra in

Koch Bihar. Ramjiban afterwards married

to the daughter of Rajanikanta Ghosh. Ramjiban
in his adverse circumstances came to live with
Kumar Dhirchandra Barua, son of Raja Bul-

chandra Barua. He settled down in the village

of Simli Kamli alias Sona-Ghuli in the Ghulla

Pargana, which was the property of Dhirchan-

dra Barua. He obtained lands from the Zamin-

dar of Rangamati to build his dwelling house
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and sufficient plots to maintain his family. His

sapiii4a agnates too came to live in Sonaghuli

and Gharial(^atiga. Those oi his relatives who

served the Baruas ot Rangamati or Gauripur

adopted their master's honorific title of Barua.

Sons ol Ramjiban also obtained properties under

Gauripur Raj. Pratap chandra Barua, Raja of

Gauripur, married Anandamayi, the daughter of

late Kalikanta Basu in the year 1258

B. S. and he gave as a gifFt to his father-in-law's

familj a big property in Mauja Kaldoba for

their maintenance. Kalikanta's descendants are

still holding the property in their heritage.

A few years after Ramjiban's settling at Simli

Kamli, Kunjakisor, a sapiuda agnate of the

said Ramjiban, left Koch-Bihar for Gharialdanga

with his family and settled down there. His

Gharialdanga dwelling-house still exists.

Rai Pratapchandra Bahadur gave some lands to

Kunjakisor for a dwelling house as well, where

a new structure was ereected to suit his family.

Kunjakisor had two wives. Bhavani

Prasad was his son by his first wife and

Rajkisor by the second. Rajkishore married

the daughter of Jagesvar Barua of Katyayana

Gotra. He had six sons and a daughter.

Girischandra, Harischandra, Jogeschandra,

Buddhikantn, Baladeva and Ramkisor were

his sons. Rani Tarinipriya, widows of Rai

Pratapchandra Barua Bahadur, adopted Buddhi-

kanta. Buddhi^anta was renamed after the
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fashion and came to be known as Raja

Prabhatchandra Barug, Bahadur.*

Ramkigore, the youngest son of Rgjkisor,

married the daughter of Bhagabaticharan

Datta Chaudhuri vjf village Andul in the

District of Howrah (Bengal), who belonged to the

Dakshina-radhiya section of the Kayasthas and

was of Bharadvaja Gotra. Six sons and three

daughter were born of this marriage. (Vide Vol

III. Appendix III. Pedigree of Basu Barua Family

of Gauripur, Goalpara.)

* Vide Vol II. Pedigree of the Gauripur Raj, Appendix

l.p. 77.

End of the Volume III.
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Pedigree ofAniruddha Deva, founder ofMayamara Sect

1 Jaduvansi Sasavinda ( Parasara gotra
)

2 Bhagadatta

I

r

—

1
3 Rgmavara Hanvara

! .

4 Mahipala

I

5 Brihad-dalapati Nadi dalai Gangsnawa Giri

I

8 Gonda Deka Giri

7 Aniruddha deva ( founder of tlie sect
)

I

. . r I I J 1
8 Krishnadeva Jagadananda Bhava Hridaya Sarvananda
(2nd Adhikar) nanda nanda

1

r \ \ i \ 1
9 Hariramadeva Nityananda Jayaram Madhura Sada Sanatan
(3rd Adhikar) (

4th
) ( 5th ) murti nanda

(( founder of Puranipam
Satra

)

r 1
10 Jadunandana Raghunandana

( 6th
)

r-^ ^ ^ .

11 Vaikuntha deva Chaturbhuj deva Dhyanapati

(7th) (8th)

\

r n i

'\

1
12 Ashtabhuj Vishnubhuj Malbhog Rathangapani Bethai Ata

(9th)

r \ r \ 1
13 Saptabhuj or Merna Ata Gunai Ata Tuai Ata Chandi"B Ata
Gagini Bar Deka
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8 Sarvananda Deva ( Youngest son of Aniruddha Deva )

r T ^
9 Parasu Bhuvana Mohan Bala Ananta Anadi Jat Sri Trahi

ram ram ram ram ram ram ram ram ram

r
10 Sridhar

"T1.
Srihari

r 1
11 Bapuai Pitambar ( 10th Adhikar

)

r
'1

12 Bhajanananda Bhaktananda Bhavananda Jayananda
(11th) (12th) (11th) (15th)

J Ti
'-^1

18 Svarupananda Chidananda Chandrakanta Deva
( 13th

) ( 16th ) (1st Adhikar Madarkhata

j

Mayamara Satra )

14 Nijananda Ramananda Krishnananda
(2nd Adhikar-Madarakhat)

|

. f

Somaehandra Jadab Trailokya

Jitendrananda Maitrendrananda Jogendrananda

I I

15 Chandra Indra

Datta Datta

12 Jayanandadeva, 4th son of Pitambardera & 15th Adhikara

Brahma Datta Jaychandra Kirti

chandra

I ..I .1 I

13 Jagadananda Ajitananda Hridayananda Devananda
( 17 A of Dinajay

Satra
)

(Present 18th Adhikar Deka
of Dinajay Satra) Adhikar

14 Abjananda

15 Kamalachandra
Sarada
nanda

Sarbada
nanda

Vaisnava-
nanda

Mahada-
nanda

Abyakta-
nanda

Jibakanta Hirakanta

* -'Thii genealogical tree is orrect one, another table giveu by
Utsa ananda Goswarui of Purani-Mati Satra in 'Durgkora Pratibad' is

incorrect"

—

Sd. Hridaymanda Chandra Goswami (of M yamara Dinajoy Satra).
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The Chaudhurl family of Chenga in Khetribhag District

Kamrup, (Gotra Maudgalya).

1 Sripati Datta Bhuiya ( 1st Gauda, then KanaHJpnr )

3 Chidananda

1

3 Jagadananda

4 Krishnananda

5 Niranjan/ 1st Kanaujpur \ Narahari

I

^ then Gauda ^

6 Visvapati

I

7 Dhanapati alias Dhanusinha ( 1st Gauda, then Kanaujpur,

I

last Ramdia in Kamrup ).

8 Daityari Uzir of the Faujdar of Hajo (Ramdia)

9 Sundara Raya Chaudhuri / I st Ramdia \

I

V then Chenga /

i I

10 Durlabhanarayan 10 Kamalanarayan

11 Harinarayana (Chaudhuri 11 Riraanargyan
of Khetribhag Pargana)

L_

12 Madhurama Rama Raya Krishna Raya Jadu Rsiya

(Patwari of Kamrup Survey

in the reign of Sivasinha)

13 Parbananda ( Patwari of Kamrup Survey

in the reign of Pramattasinha

14 Purnanand 14 Sadananda

I I

I _ I I _ I I

15 Upananda 15 Bogo 15 Mayarama Gajanath Nara
(Chaudhuri of

|

(Chaudhuri of nath
Chenga Pargana) 16 Raghumal Chenga

)

I I

I ^ I I "1
I

10 Jaya- Somanara- 16 Bapuram Padmanath Jajfiaram
nanda yan
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Chaudhuri family of Chenga

14 Parn.inanda ( Patwari )

15 Upiinanda 15 Bago

I ( Chhatrapati)

16 Jayananda 16 Somanarayan 16 Raghumal
Chaudhuri
and Mauzadar
of Chenga

17 Bhavananda Chaudhuri Sadhirara Pharinga Chandrakanta
(Mauzadar of Chenga,

J |

Hastinapur and Damka Kasinaih 18 Dharanidhar
in Kamrup District

)

I, I I .1 I

Ananda Balaram T)hanir§,m Maniram G-unabhiram

I

19 Shyamacharan

I I .1

19 Anantakumar Sarbananda Harischandra

10 Kamalnarayan Chaudhuri

I

11 Prananath

!

12 Bholanath Jagannath

I I I I

13 Rupnath Jayanath 13 Satya Soma

J I

I I I

24 Narayan Syamnath 14 Madhu
I

I I.

15 Raghunath Lakshminath

\

I J I I

16 Bhuvan Ram Mahe^a Rajanikanta

17 Abhay Nabin Nagendra Prabhat

18 Dargacharan
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Chaudhuri family of Chenga

13 Jayanath

I • I I.

14 Krishna Duti Lambodar Sadhiram

I

15 Harakanta

I J I I

16 Ratikanta Vijay Mohan Upendra
!

17 Siva Sinha

16 Somanarayan
!

J n i
.

\ r

17 Anadar Lal^shmikant Dandiram Bhadra Lohita

Gajendra Surendia

I I I I I

18 Panehanand Jnan Pavitra Saratkamar Atul

17 Bhavananda Chaudhuri

i

18 Anandarfim

_ I
!

I i
I

19 Ramananda Hriday Garga Jogendra Devendra

20 Radhikanand Viraal Viraja Kamal
11 Ramanarayan Chaudhuri

12 Aditya narayan Jagat-narayan

13 Ramballabh Bandhuram Kripanath

I I

14 Muktaram Manohar
I _ L

15 Jaydas |

]

I

Jaymal Syammal

16 Jagat Nandi Deka Gaurimal (rhana^jam

17 Lakshmi Ram Gangadhar
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Chaudhuri family of Chenga

13 Kripanatli

I

14 Dayaram

I

15 Srinarayan Deka

I

16 Sukmal Premmal Rammal

17 Gopal Chandrakanta E/ajata

I !

18 Pramod Nagendra

12 Jagatnarayan

13 Raghunarayan

I

14 Prithvinarayan ( Chaudhuri of Sarukhetri
)

__ .

^ ^ P
15 Jaynarayan Uday Prannarayan Ghanasyam Nara

I
( Sannyasi )

narayan-

1
I

16 'lavichandra 16 Syamnarayan

I
I

17 Saratchandra .17 Ramanimohan

I
I

18 Prafulla 18 Revatimohan

I

19 Haridas ( Gauripur )
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Adhikari family of Nasatra, District Kamrup.

1. Mukunda ( Maadgalya Gotra )

2. Lakshmisinha

I

3. Balaram

I

4. Abhaya

5. Manohar Deva Bhuiya
t

6. Gopaldeva ( adopted son ).

7. Jayahari Madhava

I

8. Sundar

I

9. Jayahari

I

10. Meghnarayan

11. Balaran/

IJ. Fuloram

13. Betharam Titaram

\ I

14. Kamdatta Ananta

Ananda

Chandrakanta

I

Ramakanta
! I T .

Harakant 15. Dushtaram Sadhiram

~\

\ j
16- Jagatnarayan

Gaurikant Haliram Durga-
ram

|

"
j

16. Harinath Arabinda

16. Devakanta Chandradhar Kalikanta Krisliakanta
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Adhikari family of Nasatra, District Kamrup.

1 3. Titaram

I

14. Jaynarayan

15. Bandhunarayan

16. Kanaknarayan Rabiram

13. Ananda Adhikary

I

14. Thuleswar

I

15. Jaloram

16. Lakshmikanta

17. Gopinath Dharmakanta

Family of Madhava Datta, (Mahanta of Nasatra)

Mabanta 1. Madhava Datta* (Maudgalya Gotra)

;, 2. Sundara Datta.

» 3. Mukunda

4. Balarama

Mahanta Titanarayan Anazidinarayan Fulanaravan Meghanarayan

I . I r 1

„ 6. Ramahari Thalanarayan Byatharama Uttamnarayan

, I I I
I

„ 7, Jayanarayan Jalauarayan Ananta Hemanarayan

I I I.I
„ 8. Bandhunarayan 8. Lakshmi „ Ramakanta Sivenarayan

9. Gopikanta 9. Pushpaehandra

y. Devakanta Chandranarayan

Manohar Deva brou,'ht Ma'lhava and Jay.ihari Datta fro.-n Chengi

in Bausi Parga.ia in .S ka 1")90 and first established them at Kapala satra-

Madhava Datta was made Mahnnta of Nasa'.ra.
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Adhikari and Mauzadar family of Khatara-satra, Darrang
1. Govinda Ata Thakur* (Maudgalya gotra) (foundar of Khatara).

2. Padmapani, his son 3. Sarangapani, his son 4. Ramgovinda

1

5. Gayapani

L
1

'

\ r .

6. Vasudev Thakur 6. Ramdev Thakur 6. Vanamali
(Khatara satra) (Majbat satra) (Chapatal satra)

I I I I I I

7. Bhogadhar Jaydev Gopal Gathia Manpur Chhaya Thakur
(Senna satra)

|

Devananda

I

Bapurgm

I I I I I

8. Manpur (adopted) Purandar Ghanakanta Kavi Madhav Kanak

1

9. Haridhan Mahanta

10. Svargapani Ramesvar Umakanta Ramkanta Kamdeb

i I

Dharmakanta Sandhiram

I
.

' I.I
11. Krishna Ghanakanta Nriti Ananda

I.

12. Gopikanta.

6. Ramdev Thakur

I

Lakshmi Golok

7. Parasuraui

(Majbat satra)

Kala Bhasati
I

Bapurara

Haliram

I . I

I I

Jatiram (adopted)

9. Dayaram Betharam (Solla satra)

(Korchapara satra) (Andari satra)

j

Kaliram Gopaldev (adopted)

Premkanta

J
10. Svaigpani (adopted) Gaurikanta Chandrakanta

11. Krishnakanta his son 12. Gopikanta

* Govinda Ata was a disciple of Sri Madhvadeva. He estaMished
Khatara satra encouraged by the Darrang Fajai.
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Adhikari family of Kshudra Makhibaha (Kamrup)

1. Haladhvaja (Mauclgalya gotra)

2. Tamradhvaja alias Manohar Deva

3. Jagannath

I

4. Ramanath

I

5. Gopal

I

6. Arjun

7. Krishnadatta 7. Dharmadatta 7. Madhavadatta

I

oJ, , .1 I
'

I

8 -Buakatgosain Pengta Srikanta Chakra Sama

.! « '
II

9. Bakat Gaun Manhati Hara Nila

__! I I I

j
I

Purnamal Kesava Ram
10 Sukhua Jadab

| |

!
Kanteswar Basudeva

I I

11. Madhu Kesava l

'

8. Geradatta Jaladatta

L__ I

) I I
Gobinda

9. Dhanadatta Jivadatta Purnadatta
|

j j

Prabhadatta

1 f Rudra
10 Dliarmeswar Ratneswar 8. Manadatta

I I I
Nagendra

j

Mahendra Bhavendra Gajendra
|

~"~
j (

1
9. Satananda Kamdatta Halidatta

Harendranath
J

Karnesvar

I

I

"

I „ I

II. Mahesvar Banesvar Bhagavan

10. Suriakanta Joo-esehandra Chandrakanta Golak Bharat

.1
11. Divakar
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Pedigree of Govinda Giri Bhuiya^

1. Krishnaksnta Bhuiya ( Kasyapa gotra
)

S. Vishnakanta alias Hari Pal Bhuiya or Dharmagiri

3. Anantagiri alias Gayapal

4. Bhavagiri alias Rampal

5. Bahugiri alias Janardan Sarasvati

[.

6. Ramkanai alias Govinda Giri ( Dighalpur )

I

1st wife Ind wife

I

7. Balai Kanai Damodar 7. Sri Sri Madhavadeva

!

8. Rauirudra Deva

. I

0. Aniruddha

I.

10. Varasindhu

I

11. Sivasindhu

I '

12. Jagavandhn

J
13. Patitpavan

(

14. Banamali

I

15. Achyutananda alias Rama Patwari

* Vide Vol. II. Appendix, I. p. l7«



( 12 )

Rama Patwari family of Pakoa ( Kasyapa Gotra )

I5 Rama Patwari

\

1 r . I J I

16. Kamdeva Ghanasyam Jagajivana Mohan Raya Deva Raya

I

17. Uttama

I

18. Harinath Virasena Srisen

I I

19. Jaysen 19. Hansen

_ 1 I .

j

"

I

20. Japra alias Jagatsen

20.Chandra Jagat

21. Bhakat 21. Krishna

19. Kahapani Ruparam

I . 1

20 Ramapani 20 Dhirnarayan

I I I
21. Srinarayan

21. Satram Haripani Kuhirara
J

^ I "I I r
22. Jayaram 22, Jagat Arabinda Ramendra

16. Ghanashyam

I

I . I.

17. Lakshmiuath Ambikanath

I

18. Bijay Baliya Sambhunath Prithuram

^1
I

19. Raghunath
19. Kirtiram Jitram

|

I I
20. Ilaliram

20. Matiram 20. Gangaram
^, |

21. Kohara Chandicharan 21. Garga Sanchi Bandhu Sachi

I J
22. Kanak 22. ^] j"

Golok Bapu

22. Ghana Dasarath Taran Debendra Haramohan



( 13 )

Patwari family of Pakoa.

ID. Hajendra

I

20. Pranesvara

I

21. Haresvar Datta

I

Nanda Danda Uday Maliendra

17. Ambikanath

I

18 Dayaram

19 Madhuram

I

20. Parasuram

21. Janati Bihnram

i

22. Pano

22. Lakshmirara Kesav

19. Ananta

Kevaliya

I

Rajendra

1 1

20. Dhaniram Sanatan

1 I

21. Banchhit 21. Kamal=
ram narayan

I

22. Harendra

Bhuvan

I
28. Bhairab

( |

'

22. Clianirani Mukunda Gajendra Rajendra



( 14 )

Chaudhuri family of Pakoa, branch of Patwari family.

16. Jagajiban

I

17. Kasi Ray alias Dhanpati

18. Danpati alias Harihar Gromastha.

I II III
19. Hari- Som- Bhogdatta Gopal Anadi Sabharam

ehandra narayan

J I.I I

20. Haripada Haranath Bishnunarayan Narayanpada

I

I .1 I
.

21. Rudrapada Krishnapada Lakshmipada

J ^_
I I .1

22 Sanibhupada Umapada Gajendra

f IIII I

23. Hem Deben Mahendra Nagendra Khagendra

I 1 J,. J. I

23 Hansa Ananta Sachi Arabinda Araulya

20. Haranath Chauduri 20. Narayanpada

21
I I

21
I I 1

Cfaurinarayan Chanaram Katnapada Santapada Balipada

I I
I

22 Rajnath 22 Chakrapada 23 Bhavan

I

23 Dvijendra

19 Bhogdatta Chaudhuri

I

I I

20 Dharmadatta Biradatta

i

I

21 Jajnadatta

I
Gurudatta Banshi Kandarpa

22 Khagendra
} I

.r ;^ r . I r
22 Q-iri Jitendra Qolok Bapuram



( 15 )

Chaudhuri family of Pakoa,

19 Gopal Narayan Chaudhuri

20 Angad Sivacharan

I

21 Kalicharan Chaudhuri

I.I I I I

22 Ambika Uttam Prabodha Kanak Rama

19. Sabhjiram Chaudhuri

\

I .1 .1 .1
20 Pusparam Jajnaram Manikram Mahiram

I .1

21 Mukunda Gobindaram
I

Bali

I

22 Dandi

. I

Haliiam

(Udas)

I. i . _ I I

21 Krishnarjim Deviram Durgar-im ^.Tadhav

I

2 2 Rajata Tarun

22
I

~

Bandhu

Lakhi

Balak

Dharani

I

PrafuUa

Lalit

I

Bhi'igu

16 Mohana Raya
I

17 Padma Raya Sanjaya Satrughna

18 Sisu Raya ]

I

Jayaballavh

19 Kanta Raya
j

I

Santamani Bhupati

20 KarVat Raya Rainballabh Chittaballabh Gajendra Sonaram

20 Kalaram Hahiram

I

. ^1
20 Manirain Kaiuiram

)

x

Kanak

I. .1
Amrita JaltirSni
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17 Satruo-hna

18 Ramakanta

I

19 Ratikanta Chhaysram

I

Fatan

I I I. I I

20Bhavakanta Umakanta Gauri Mahesvar Ramdatta Sarbesvar

I ., I I

I I
Kalikanta Ganesvar

21 Harakanta Srikanta

Chandrakanta Pramod

Brajakanta Ghana

16. Devaraja

17 Banapati Prahlad Bholanath Dinamani

. I 1

18 Biradatta Bisvanath

18 Jadupati

I
.

I. J .

19 Dehiram Sadhiram Kuhi

1 I

20 Purna Bhabita

i

Sindhupati

I

19 Radhapati

1

Bidyanath

.1

21 Dhirendra

18 Pranpati Kamalaloelian Santamani Shyamnarayan Maliinaryan

19 Chandraloehan
|

I
Dharmadatta Samdatta

I I

20 Aditya Bahulocliau ]
1 \

j J
Haradatta Jajnadatta Ramdatta

21 Chaniram j

22 Nani
I

1
III

Bhrigu Mahi Nabin Deben

I I I I I.I II
2lDigambar Kavi Madhu Snrendra Laklii Prithu Vishvu Jogendra



( 17 )

Q-auripur family of supposed Govindagiri Bhuiya

7. Kanai * (Kasyapa afterwards 5.1ainyan gotra)

The pedigree of five generation

13. Ramkanu his son Syamakanu have been lost.

! I

15. (Name unkown) Sambhuchandra

I I

16. Sikhar
|

I
1(5. Vaishnava chandra

17. Umananda
|

. I

Harichandra,

18. Bhuvan Datta
17. Araritanath Barua

I

18. Mukundanarayan Baraa b.a.

I I

19. Manindra Mrinal Manoj Mihir

RSma Patwari family of Saktipara or Khetripara^ Kamrup
Ramachandra Dasa t ( Kasyapa Gotra

)

Ratikanta, his son Umapati

Bhanpati

Pranapati, his son Gobinda

I

Prithuram

SantirSm Nandiram Gajendra

1
.

Matiram Banchharam

i

I
Sabharam

_ I

Bandhuram

Tannram Lakshmiram
| _ (

~p

I
II Dasrfim Dhaniram

Gangaram Tuaram Amritaram

I

Galtiram Kasinanth Mahash Upendra Nabinchandra

I

Dasturam Gunaram Tithiram

and f se^ next page.
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Second Branch,

Sivananda Ram

Kamananda

Prithu Ram

Ambarish

Dhirnath

I

1 ~ ^1
Mahinafch Lalit Chandra

* Vide Vol III, appendix p, H.

T He was a nephew of Agastirama Dasa, State-physician of Ahom
King Rajesvara Slnha, who granted land to Agastiram in recognition of

his service. The transcript of the above is given below : Ramachandra
and his descendants werj hereditory Patwari of Khetripara or Baktipara.

Copper plate grant of Rajesvara Sinha, Saka I677,

^tfs^^t 'It^l 'R^^l^ •••ttf^^'W 4151 ^ *tc^ cw^ ^^tfsi ff^c*! ^(^

*rt^ ^T'^m ^^H Jftsil ^'St^ 5i^tts{ iijt e^^fr ^!(l« «fitf« 5it|g J» *t5l

^t«^tN^ ^351? ^M i 151 «if^ ^?it^t{^ W W'f ^3vs 51ltg

^•Wo 9f^ ^tf® ^ «t^ '^M'^ 5i*t i ^^1 ^f^ C^^ ^C^^tt «r^5!|^

vilt 5t^ ff^ I ^'^1^ ^^ ^i§sj f^1** c^j c^^lt^ ^n^^ ^'H'?f^

CB^KfRt^fl 't^!^5 HtlvB^I tf^^^ fffsi^^ 71^^^ ^tff^Jh" 5^ I >ilt



( 1» )

Mazumdar family of Parakuchi, Mauza Sarukhetri,

District Kamrup.

Aditya-njrayan Bhuiya ( Kasyapa gotra )

i i

Bholanath Uditnarayan

Jitaram Chakrapati Chaudhuri

I ^.i
,.

! I Danapati

Jayram Sundarram Mitharam
\

Datta Mazumdar
| | 1

j
Tanuram Raghunath Mahiram

Matiram
J

I

I
j r Sitaram Datta

Khudaram Narapati Bandhuram Sripati

I I

Bhakatram Dlianiram | |

I I

Senapati Haliram
Madhub

|

Pavan Lohit Pitambar Jivesvar

Bhagirath Sablianath Pratap

Mitharam Mazumdar

Banamali

I

Betharam Bhewalram Khanpati

Kaiaram Brahmaram

I

Naranath

* Raja Siva Sinha granted 20 pura of rent-free Iiind and slaves. The

land is still enjoyed by the family.



( 20 )

Ctiaudiburi fanily of Na!nabarabhag (Makhibaha)

Chandivara Siromani Bhuiya

Gadadhar Ba4a Bhuiya ( Kasyapa gotra )

Brihat Bhadra alias Mata mohan *

I ^
Jayadeva (2nd son)

Mahinarayan

Jitaiam

I

Sarangapani

Manunarayan

I I

SyamaRaya 3rd son

Bhagyataram

Bhogadatta

I

Hamadatta Krishna Baliram

L_ I

I Betharam
Ramacharan Mayaram Bhebaram

I _L _!_
Vishnuram I

Balaram Chayaram Sara Mahesvar

I I
najh

Beniram
| |

Upendra Baaamali

I I i I

Pavitra Lohita Nandan Dharmesvar ]

T
Anandiram aliasLalitram Bhadaram (

I . I

Haliram Durga Saha Matiram

T
Ananta Lohifca Son

^ I I

Jagatram Kanuaram Baruna

* Vide Vol. II, appendix I. p, 6 for his other branch.



21 )

Family of RSma Raya of Pakoa

1 Ram Ray # ( Kasyapa gotra )

.1
2 Krishna Ray

8 Kesav Ray

! i r
4 Kansa Ray Talakdar Dhantray 4 Kamala

5 Narottama 5 Vidyapati

I I .

6 Janardan 6 Ganapati

I J
I II. I

7 Ramadatfca Utfcama Narayan Baila Bhakta 8 Umgpati

I I I I

Ratan |
| |

Sripati 9 Bbupati Talukdar

I
8 Chandra Lakshmi Syam

|

Ramesvar j
|

10 Lakshmipati
Bhoga

I

Hadiram Ram Pran

I I I I \
11 Chandra Ratna

10 Jitanarayan Anadar Gauri Jaya Mahi
|

. I

Jaltiram Pashu
12 Sakra-

Suknaram pati

11 Dharma Khaga
| \

Rajata Bhriga

I I

11 Dehinarayan Lakshminarayan pati

12 Prasanna Kuna

8 Lakshmi narayana

_: __j
1 I

] r

9 Naranarayan Samanarayan 9 Sivanarayana

I ! I

10 Khaga narayana Bhaba
| |

I
I

10 Dhiranarayana Hari
11 Trailakya narayana Raghu

( (

11 Gapal Govindanarayan

12 Surjanarayana

First settled at the village of Kholiha in Naiibarab'^iai mauza

having grants of land from th^ king of Assitn ani aftaryarl seuU

t the village Sakra.
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Ram Ray's family of Pakoa

4 Kamala Ray

I

5 Ramder

I

6 Ratnakar

7 Jansrdan

I

8 Sanatan

9 Jayakrishna 9 Anath 9 Bamadev

10 Jayarara

I
10 Dhanapati Sarvananda

I

\ f 11 Chakrapani Snandaram
11 Bhaktadas Ramdas alias

I I
Khargapani

12 Banchhitram Krishnadas

13 Sanchitram
I. I

. .

12 Dhaniram Sabharam Rampani Padmapani

9 Bamadev

Megh Dharmapati Dharma Kenaram
narayan

[

narayan

I

Ramapati

10 Shanti

narayan

11 Jaya J , ,

I
Kirti Hemnarayan Jivapati

12Kirti
I I I

( 12 Jita Viranarayan Jaijapati

13 Sivaram

Vankargm Krishna Mukunda

I

Mayapati

11 Haricharan

12 Jaya Ram Siva

I I.
Bhakta Amnta

I
narayan narayan

14 Dandi I !
]

|

Sambhu Golak 11 Binanda Shambhu
narayan narayan

| |

12 Madharam Gangaram

I 1

13 Kanu Sonaram Dehiram Govinda



( 23 )

Descendants of Narayana Gamtha ( Kasyapa gotra )

1 Narayan, his son 2 Bhagiratha, his son 3 Daityari, his son

4 Umananda, his son 5 Kamapal, his son 6 Sricharan and

fiatikanfca.

9 Sricharan Deka ( 6th from Narayana )

10 Sriman

11 Padmapani

12 Ramakanta Chakrapani

13 Madhu

i

14 Paramananda

.1 I ,

Kinaram Parnananda

Jina

I

i III
. .

15 Ratan Jay Hari 15 Buhi 15 Hahi 15 Jati

L I.

llajatachandra
I . I . ,

16 Jaltirarn Baiisiram
j
16Arghya Janik

I .

17 Jadava Surendra
|

Jagat
I

Ramesvar

I

Kesava Debendra Prasanna

I

16 Gunesvara Samlahu Sasidhar Radhanath

1 .. J_
17 Mahesvar

| |

Ramesh Pabindra

I I I I

16 Daibya Surjya Narendra Rajendra



( 24 )

Pedigree of Mohana Raya ( Kasyapa Gotta )

( 6th from Narayan gamtha
)

10 Mohana Raya *

11 Ramadatta Uttamanarayan Bidyapati Janardan

I I I

12 Chandranarayan Syamnarayan Lakshminarayan

1 r~ I

13 Sibnarayan Somanarayan Naranarayan

14 Bhavanarayan Garganarayan

15 Raghunarayan Kamanarayan Trailakyanarayan

16 Rajendranarayan

* Mohan Raya got nankar or rent-free land from Ahom King Siva

Sinhi by Copperplate ^rant dated Saka I664, Jyestha 4th, as following.

^il^?«ltf^Wt^5C^ ^tf?Jr«^ ^tW^^Wl II

^^rl^ 'JU^ ^^ Sf^^rf^ >i^^ 'ttwjt^^ I



( 25 )

Family of Mohana RSya
13 Sibnarayan

I

I . I

14 Dhiranarayan Harinarayan

i
^

I

15 Gopalnarayan Gobindanarayan

I

16 Jsgatnarayan

I I I I

16 Debendra Bhagaban Narayan Suryanarayan

12 Syamnarayan, son of Uttamnarayan

i

13 Bhoganarayan

i

I .1 .1
14 Jayanarayan Mahinarayan Gaurinarayan

I I

f 1
——~J~ I

I
I5 Parasunarayan Puspanarayan Pratapnarayan

I .
I

I I

16 Bichitranarayan

15 Dehinarayan Lakshminarayan

16 Surendranarayan

14 Mahinarayan, 2nd son of Bhognarayan

I

15 Sukanarayan

12 Chandranarayan, 1st son of Uttamnarayan

I r
13 Prannarayan Ramnarayan

14 Anadar Jitanarayan

15 Dayaram Jaltiram

I I

15 Dharmanarayan Kharganarayan

16 Prasannanarayan

1 ^ I

Priyanarayan Dattanarayan



( 26 )

Family of Mohana RSya
11 Vidyapati, 3rd son of Mohan Raya

(alias Baila Mohanta founder of Satsangi Satra)

12 (ianapati Raya

1 [ n r

.

13 Harapati Sripati 13 Umapati

14 Bhupati

15 Lakshmipati

I

16 Ratnapati Chandrapati

17 Rajatapati Bhrigupati Mahipati Pasupati

Chakrapati

11 Janfirdan Rftya, 4tli son of Mohana Raya

I

"1 I I I
. i I I

12 Rampati Betharam Megh Jaykrishna Anath Sanatan Dharma

13 Binanda Sambhunarayan

14 Gadadhar

15 Dehinarayan 15 Gobindanarayan

16 Puspanarayan "] f
16 Gajendra Harendra

13 Binanda Raya, ( eldest son of Dharmanarayan
)

14 Madhavaram Raya

I

I I

15 Sonaram Thanuram
I

I

16 Jogendra Akan Nagendra Surendra Debendra



( 27 )

Family of Mohana Raya

12 Rampati ( eldest son of Janardan )

13 Jibapati

I

14 Mayapati

15 Arunefaandra

12 Betharam ( 2nd son of Janardan )

13 Haricharan

I

14 Bamcharan Sibeharan Jayacharan

14 Gauricharan Amritanarayan Lalitcharan

12 Meghnarayan, ( 3rd son of Janardan

13 Hemnarayan Kirtmarayan

14 Virnarayan 14 Jitanarayan

I

14 Krishnanarayan Bishnu Mukunda Golok 15 Bandhuram

i I

16 Sambhunarayan
| | |

16 TJdayram Kantiram Dandiram

12 Jayakrishna ( 4th son of Janardan )

13 Jayaram

I I

14 Bhaktdas Ramdas
I I

15 Krishnadas Banchbitaram

16 Siddhanath Sanchhitaram



( 2.a )

Ffimily of Mohana Raya
IJ Anath Raya ( 5th son of Janardan )

1 ; r

13 Dhanapati Sarbananda

I
I

I I
14 Khargapani

14 Bhakatcharan Chakrapani

I

II Raghucharan

I I
.

I
. '

15 Ratiram Padmapani Ramapani Sabharam Dhaniram

I. I I..

16 Bajrapani Narendranarayan Nabinchandra

1 T \
. J

16 Surendra Banshidhar Barun Bipm

12 Sanatan Raya (6th son of Janardan)

13 Madhuram

I

I .1 .

Santiram 14 Hansiram, his son 15 livaram

Family of Daibar Ray 1 Daibar Ray (Kasyapa gotra)

I

(descendant of Padma Ray,

2 Dvaita R5y Balikoria)

3 Rasmikar, his son 4 Rasakar, his son 5 Jadupati

I

1 r I

6 Aditya Ray Manik Ray Kahi Ray

1 1 ~ I I

7 Ramanath 7 Narahari 7 Dinamani Tamradhvaja

8 Harichandra, his son 9 Bhagiratha, his son 10 Manoratha,

his son 11 Mukundaram

7 Narahari 7 Tamradhvaja

I
I .

T r 8 Satrajit

8 Prannath Ambarish I

J j

9 Syamanarayana

I

j" Chahar Rdy |

9 Anath Ray Uday Ray
|

10 Mahesvara

I I

Parvata Ray 1

10 Madhu RSy Dattaram | 11 Hemnarayana,

I
Aja Ray

I

U S^taram 12 Garganarayi



( 29 )

Pedigree of Ramacharan Thakur (originally Kasyapa,

afterward llamySna gotra)

1 Chakrapani ( Kasyapa Gotra

2 Srihari Sarasvati or Kaviratna Sarasvati Bhuiya

3 Haripal Bhuiya

4 Rampal Bhuiya

I

5 Jayapal Bhuiya

6 Krishnapal Bhuiya alias Gopal

7 Kripal Bhuiya

8 Gayapal or Gayapani alias Ramdas A^a

I

9 Ramacharan Thakur (llamyana gotra;

I

10 Daityari 11 Tripurari 12 Narahari

(Sundardia satra) (Dalgoma satra)

11 Raghupati (Jamlai)ill!
12 Ramjiban Rajballabh Pnrnananda Hariballabha

(Bamuna, Bamakhata)

13 Ramkantha

I
1

14 GokulnarayaB Ratikantadeva

1 T
15 Bishnunarayan Krishnakanta

16 Arjuna

I

I

17 Hemchandra Binod Ramkrishna



( 80 )

Family of Ramacharan Thakur,

14 Gokalnarayana

15 Satyanarayana Lakshminarayana Somanarayana Malla-

I
Darayana (Bamuna, Bamakhata satra)

I . I .

16 Balinarayana Lalitnarayana

I
16 Haramohan Rammohan

17 Gobinda Harinath Upendra
I I I

17 Param Piispa Padmapani

I I

18 Narayana Ramkrisna

1 rr I 1 n r
18 Gadadhar Sasidhar Adya IB Abhaya Devi Monoranjan

Family of RSmacharan Thakur

12 Hariballabha Thakur

I

13 Bishnuprasad Thakur (Malcha satra)

I

I4 Sabharam (Tiplai)

I

Manmatha Thakur (Malcha)

Lakshmikanta Thakur

I . !
. .

I

,

15 Sahajananda Hridayananda (Tiplai) Bhavananda
(Thakurpara)

|

(Khaliha)

16 Sanatan Mahendra 16 Rammal j

1 i I
.

16 Lakshmikanta Thakur Aruncharan 17 Harimal

!
.

I

17 Jaycharan Dharampati Banuram
17 Radhakanta Padmakanta Thakur

|

I 1
17 Bhogpati Thakur

I
Abhaycharan Thakur

1 TT I

Purnachandra Adhikari Prabhat

T
18 Jogesvar Krishnakanta Krishnaohandra



( 31 )

Family of R^macharan Thakur
12 Rajvallabh Thakur (Jamala, Khekapara)

13 Jagatpati

14 Krishnajiban

I
.

!
.

15 Rampati Danapati
(Naokata)

I I

16 Dharampati Bagaram

17 Balabhadra Chandra

j

kanta
18 Ananta i

Bishnupati

16 Lakshmikanta—

r

I

Manik 17 Sadharam

I
.

17 Debraj Ramdatta

18 Harikanta-
Adhikari

1

17 Jaynarayan Krishnakanta
(Khaliha, Thakurpara)

j

18 Gopinath Thakur
(Madhupur)

Kanta-
Adhikari

Jajnanarayan Sibnarayan

I I
.

' I

19 GhanaVanta Dharani Debkanta Dharma

1 .

20 Nishikanta Banikanta 19 Jogendra Thakur GobiDda-
(Gauripur) Adhikari

1^
(Simli)

Rabindra I

I. .1 >

20 Nripendra Dinendra Jitendra

15 Danpati

16 Hansa- Harendra- Mahendra Sahadeva
narayana narayana narayana



( S2 )

Family of Ramacharan Thakur

10 Tripurari (Sundardia Satra) his son 11 Sarangapani

I

12 Vikram Maniram

I

I

Bhog Datta
(Guagachha)

I I I I I

13 Aranadeva Lakshman Pabana Kanu Rupnarayan

14 5tmaram

^1 I I

15 Dayaram Kamalaloehan Balabhadra

1^
16 Kesavaehandra Basudeva

17 Gajendra

I III
17 Madhabdeva Bhagaban Mahananda Bishnu

13 Kgnuramdeva Adhikari ( Sundardia satra )

I

14 Ratnesvaradeva

I

I J .1
15 Madhuram Haliram Sriramdeva

.1 I. I.
16 Bharatehandra Bahiram 16 Mahiram

I

Gopaldeva

17 Dharmakantadeva Lakshmikanta
Adhikari Deva

17 Ghanakantadeva
17 Raghiinathdeva Rambhadra

j
deva

18 Haresvardeva
j

18 Lokanath
Deva

. 1 I

19 Uddhava Govinda |

19 Chaturbhuj

18 Hemkanta Dharanikanta

I

19Kshiti JajnaBansi

I. I. I

19 Girikanta Srimuk Jagala

I II I.I I

18 Radhakanta Dev I Devakanta Hari Ajodhya Amulya

I

Adhikari |

19 Padmakanta Bhavakanta his son 19 Narakanta

/



( 33 )

Family of Ramacharan Thakur
13 Rupnarayan Deva (Sandardia)

I i
; TT

14 Santanarayan Bhado Thakur alias Bijaynarayan

Bhadra Thakur
|

I

15 Jitnarayan

15 Baikunthanarayan
|

.1 I

16 Krisnakanta Haricharan

16 Chakrapani Ramakanta Haranath

17 Pabitranarayan

I

18 Rsmnarayaa

1 I I I

17 Dinanath Adhikari Mahendra Ratnakar Achyuta

18 Dhairjya Balabhadra Lav

I ^
1

.
I

17 Narendra Gradadhar Padmakara Mahendra Sriehandra

18 Jogendra

18 Kesava Bholanath Lila

12 Jogadattadeva Adhikari

13 Jadunandandeva

I

14 Janardandera

I

1 I

15 Patu [ Unknown ] (Bartari, Bajali)

1« Bhog-ram
]

^
j f

A
16 Mahiram Chittaram Ajalu

ranarayan
| |

I
17 Raghunath 17 Dasarath

18 Nararam

I

19 Sonarama Anadar Bapu

I

KalikaMtft
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Family of Ramacharan Thakur
13 Gopinath Thakur

14 Gopesvar Thakur Ramesvara Thakur

I I

15 Rajesvar
| |

I
15 Brajakanta Raghukanta

.1 i T
I

I

16 Dibakar Ukil Mahendra Ghanesyam
j

Ratnesvar

1 T
16 Khagendra Jibanesvar his son 17 Mahendra

10 Naraharideva (Dalgoma Satra.)

11 Narayanadeva

I . I

12 Jogajivana Brajakantadeva

1

~
p 13 Radhakanta

13 Haramohan Thakur Gopinath Thakur
|

I 14 Amritakanta

I i 1 I

14 Santabhusan Bhavanandadeva Ramananda 15 Raghukanta

>

I i
I

Kanthabhusan
j |

16 flatnesvara

15 Dharmeswar Gujura

15Purnananda Lakshmikanta
I

Mithakanta
I
Madhu-

3 Umakanta ] kanta
~\

~~~
\

Jayananda
16 Gaurikanta Ajodhyakanta Jagara

I
Adhikari

1 i

17 Khagendradev Adhikari Lalitkanta

I
!

18 Brajendra adopted son of j

Dhirendra |

17 Bhukanta Dharani Ramani

(Gauripur) Adhikari

18 Bhudeva Adhikari

I ,
19 Bhupendra
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Family of Ramacharan Thakur
15 Purnananda

15 KanthaT" !msan |
j j \

16 Narottam Dayananda Santanarayan Niranjan

16 Samudrabhusan Rajendrabhusan Amritabl asan Madhu-

I

Adhikari bhusan
Thakur
(Gauripur,

Abhayapuri)
j

17 Jaychandra

I

18 Prabhatchandra

17 Ravindra Nripendra Bhupendra i Amiya Satyendra

Jitendra
Binayaendra

Amulya

Deka and Sikdar family of Belsar, Dist Kamrup.

1 Mukunda (Kasyapa Gotra)

!

~"
I

I
Kalo

2 Tinkari (Trilocban)

3 Bhakatchandra Deka Thanesvar

4 Dayaram Sikdar Kapila 4 Madhav Dhaniram Mahiram

I i T
5 Champa Baneswar Bhabita

|

5 Sabharam Dandiram

6 Pratap Ch, Bipin Ch, Prabhat Ch, Pramod Ch,

5 Dhaniram

I

r .1
'

!
'

!

5 Dutiram Aditya Ben i ram Bapuram

Issue of 1st wife
| I I

by 2nd wife
|

Dullabh Prafulla Padya Lawoo
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Mahiram by 1st wife

I

5KaIikanta Lalitchandra Amrita Ch, Manik Ch,
Panindra Kamala

4 Mahiram (b,y) 2nd wife

! !
I

Qauridatta Girish Lawoo

2 Kalo 2nd son of Mukunda

I

3 Ugra Aiierani Ealesvar

"i I.
.

I . ^ I, T

4 Sayan Godhuli Bmohi Kanak Ghutanesvar

5 Sandhi Kirti

I

6 Santo Kamala Krishna

Basu Barua family of Gauripur (Gautama Gotra)

1 Dasarath Basu (ancestor of Basu family of

j
East and West Bengal)

2 Krishna Parama

3 Bhavanath

I

4 Hansa

I

I
I I

5 Sukti Mukti Alankar

^1 I

€ Rama Damodar

I

7 Somanath

8 Banamali

I

9 r I

Sarbasiva Prabhakar

( Pansehala)
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Ba»u Barua family of Gauripur

9 Prabhakar

10 Gobinda

. I

11 Aniruddha

12 Kiiver

I

13 Sambhunath

14 Nrisinha.

I
.

15 Lakshminath

16 Jogi (Jongal-badhal, Jessore)

I,
_

17 Maniram Basu (Rangpur)

1 \ I

18 Sudam Parasuram Rajballabh

19 Jagatpati Basu Mazumdar (muhafez of Raja

I
Rupnarayan of Kuch-Behar)

r
[ r

20 Gauripati Mazumdar Lakhraipati Mazumdar

I

21 Prannath Mazumdar

I

I I. I

22 Chandranath Harekrishna Lakshmanadera

23 Mukunda Narayan Mazumdar

24 Kunjakishor Barua ( Gharialdanga)

j
(established by Rai Pratapchandra Barua

I
Bahadur of Gauripur)

i : !
r

25 Bhavani Prasad Mahendranath Rajkishor

\
.

I III II
26 Girish Ch, Harish Ch, Jogesh Ch, Buddhikanta* Baladeva

|

Ramkitor

, I

27 Brajendra Jitendra Binay Binod Birendra Sailendra

* Alias li ija Pr ibh '.t Ch in Ira Biruv Bahviur (l^ant Tarinipriya
D;/i, vvifi or'a':-i 'r?ai Prata > CtM idra Marui B 'ha lur too'c him as an
aci>J eJ jD.i), Vi la Vo', U. P;Jigree of Gau i^ur Uaj.
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22 Harekrishna Basu Majumdar

I

23 Raghunath Baksi

I

24 Baninath Baidyanath Lakshminath Sarbanath

22 Lakshmandeva Majumdar

I

"
I

23 Sambhudeva Majumdar Rudradeva

^1

I. "
I

24 Harideva Ramyadeva

20 Lakshmipati Majumdar

21 Bisva-jivan Majumdar

22 Jogjiban Majumdar

I

23 Vishnu Jiban Majumdar

I

24 Ramjiban Barua RamcharaD

24 Ramjiban Barua*

\

I
.. .

!
. !

I I

25 Harajiban Kalikanta Krishnakanta
| |

[ I

Deviprasad Sivaprasad Dugdhanath
26 Harendranarayan

| |

26 Rudrakanta
|

~'
[

27 Kamala Sarat Ch. Barua VS Bharat

T
27 ISTarendranarayan Surendra

I „
"i i

'"^

. I .1

28 Nirendra Rajendra Sibendra Sisu

1 ;^ I n r ] I

27 Jagadish Satyajiban Ratijiban Jagatjiban
J (

26 Bharat Ch, Barua Satijiban Kshitijiban

I

!
, !_

I 1

27 Apurva Nikhil Anil Anupa

* His Zatnindari in Kuch Behar State put to sale for arear of rent.

Hi was settled at Simli Kamli (Pargana Ghulla) bjr Raja Birchandra

Barua of Gauripur.
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Datta Mazumdar family of Dharamtala

Kamalakanta Datta (Sandilya gotra)

Bara Kakati*

Kamesvara

Bijitanarayan

i

I I

Ramanarayan Majumdar t Hariprasad

Bhaktmal VishDuprasad

I. ., I

Dinamani Krishnaprasad

i
I

Madhavram Ramcharan

I

Dattanarayan J"

)
Govindaram Dliarmesvar

Raghunath Datta j
j

Mazumdar Pranpati Datta Bhogiram
Mazumdar Datta

* Kamalakanta—established by King Naranarayan and C iia Fay
with the title of Bara-Kakati or (he chief-secretary.

t He received copperplate vrant ( ated l2th sravan 1711 Saka by Raja

Siva-sinha Raja Gau.inath also granted him rent free land with paiks

and attentands.
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Family of Nityananda deva of Purvapara Mauza
district Kamrup

1 Nityananda Deva (Daksha Rishi gotra)

2 Mahesh (Bada Kayastha)* Ramabhadra (Bada Kayastha)*

3 Haragobinda

4 Jagadananda

I

5 Lakshmikanta Ganapati

I I

6 Rangacharan Thanpati

I

Ramananda

I

Sadanada

Mahananda

Banamali

I

Antacharan Ganganath Nitnaryan

.1 ,1
Kasinath Umakanta

7 Binanda Charan (ancestor of

Ujenia branch

Rajanikanta Datta Devikanta

' I I

8 Dhvajanaryan Bhajanarayan Maknarayan

\ j
\

Sabhanath
9 Rupesvar Mahesvar Bhotesvar (Sannyasi)

10 Satya Padmakanta

Mahesh and Ramabhadra both of them were the Chief secretary of

Khig Sivasinha. The King granted them 50 pura of rent-free land for

their service and vast learning.
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Murari Barua (Vatsya Gotra)

( eetablished by Raja Raghudevanarayana )

Dasaratha

I ,

Ramagati

4-
I t

Balaram Maharam

Narahari Kaliya

I
. /

Ambarish Chiranjfva

Khadgesvar Bahuram

Dhanesvar Netaru

I ,1.
I I I

Maniram
Naranath Aniruddha Rama Raya

j

Mabata

The Adhlkari Barua family of Panga & Gauripur.

1 Madhusudana ( Hansa Rishi Gotra )

2 Ratnlkanta

I

3 Krishnakanta

I

4 Hariprasad Adhikari (Panga, Rangpur) Madhurama Adhikari

J I

5 Ramakishor Kharganath Adhikari
(Jhapusabari)

j
(Dewan o£ Bodaehakia

I
Padmanath (Gauripur)

1 I r rn
6 Rajakisor (HakamS) Padmakisor Jugalkisov

I.

7 Mahimchandra

I

I I. .
I . .

I T \

'. r
8 Mahesvar Harich. Bidhu Nisikanta Jamini Sarvari Satis

6
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6 Padmakisor (Gauripur)

.1. I I

Pyarikisor Bishnur.im Kalananda

8 Nalinikisor Kalikisor

I .

Jagatkisor

I

.1 I

Birendra Brajakisor Nandakisor Rgjkisor

Bada kakati family of Sangeli

1 Banamali (Hansa Rishi Gotra)

„ I

2 Parasurama

I

8 Dhanaujaya

4 Chandranarayan

I

I I

5 Jayanaiayan 5 Bhoganarayan Hemanarayan
I
Bada-kakati

I6 Bisiinunarayan Jitanarayan Kirtinarayan

I ,. I I

I !
I
Bijaynarayan Dattanarayan

Mati Ajay Garganarayan
j

I I I I I Kshitinarayan
Hansa 7 Gauri Suryanarayan Jajnanarayan I Somanarayan

T r I r

8 Amrita Gopal Tapo Raghunath Rudranarayan

!
Patwari

9 Jagatuarayan ~[~ ~~
r

DhvajanarayaD Tlttamanarayan
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Family of Sankara Deva of Koamara Satra,

Sibsagar District.

6 Mahapurusha Sankaradeva* (Atri Gotra)

i

I .1 •

7 Ramananda 7 Haricharana

8 Purashottam Thakur 8 Anantarama
(Paranroa satra)

j

9 Rama Raya Hari Raya Kesava Raya

I
(Sukdal satra) (Salguri satra

)

10 Aniruddhadeva

I

11 Sumanadeva

12 Lavachandradeva

j

I r~i ^1

13 Yadu Raya Madhu Raya Purnakanta

I I

14 Mahendra
(

I

I
14 Bhumikanta Yadukanta

1 i ] \ T

15 Mahichandra Rudrakanta Manikanta Gangakanta
(Adhikar Goswami)

I

I I I

Bhogendra Mangal Batakrishna

1 . .

j I
Jivendra

Ramchandra Krishnachandra

1 I ! I
'

16 Jaychandra Toshakanta Isakanta Jogendra Chakradhar

13 Madhu Raya

I

14 Phanidhar Vamadeva Valideva

I

I. i

Gopinath Vasiideva

Makaradhvaja Dharmakanta Gangadhar Dambarndhar

Vid» Vol. II. appendix I p. Iff.



APPENDIX IV.

A few words in connection with Gauripur Raj

It is written in connection with the ances-

tors of Gauripur Raj :~"One oi the many Sanads

of which Kavisekhara* w^as a recipient at the

hands of Jahangir, reconiers on him those

revenue-free lands which were once bestowed on

his predecessor by the previous Emperor. Greatly

pleased with his administrative skill, the

Emperor Jahangir further granted him a Sanadm

1045 H. (1^35 A.D.) by which extensive revenue-

free estates were added to his already consider-

able possessions." The title of Raja by which

Kavisekhara was decorated by the Imperial

Sanad is still used by his successors ( Vide Social

History of Kamarupa, Vol. 11. p. 171, 172.

)

The exact facsimile t and translation of the

said Sanad is herein reproduced and printed

for perusal.

Vide Vol II, app. II,p. 72 for the peneology of Jayananda,

son of Kavivallabha, brother of Raja Kavisekhar.

t See next pdge for the facsimile of the original.



Translation of the Sanad

Dated the 24th ( torn )

Almighty. Shah Muhammad Shuja Bahadur,
son of Saheb-Karansani Shah Jahan Badshah
Ghazi.

In the name of God, the most merciful and
the most compassionate ( Illegible

)

At this time an edict has been received to the

effect that Jiananda son of Kab Ballab, brother

of Eaja Kab Sekhar Kanoongo, has with the

assistance of the honoured personages who
had access to the Court (of His Majesty) the

asylum of the Universe, made a representation

to His Majesty that, from time immemorial,

the post of Kanoongo of Vilayet Kooch Hajo,

Assam, was held by Kab Sekhar, that on his

death Kabrattan (torn) held the aforesaid post

and (torn) enjoyed the income by virtue of the

same, being the share of (torn) and that (erased)

Kabrattan Kanoongo (erased) Hemnarain, had

turned a rebel.

The order of His Imperial Majesty appoin-

tiiag Jianand son of Kab Ballab to the post of

the Kanoongo of Vilayet Kooch Hajo is there-

fore proclaimed and given effect to. It is requi-

red that the present and future Motasaddis

of legal affairs, Motokaffels, (torn) Hakims,

Jaigirdars and Karoris should consider the

above-named person as the permanent Kanoon-

go of Vilayet Kooch Hajo and should not

give way to any change or alteration in the

rules of the said office (torn) and should act in

consultation with him and should not act

contrary to his advice and counsel which is

always calculated to tend to the economy of the

Government and to the prosperity of the ryots
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and to the increase in the population ot the

said Vilayet and that they should leave at

his disposal all fees, Dastur and Nankar apper-

taining to the office of the Kanoongo according

to the old practice so that he might appro-

priate the same to his own use and with

perfect ease of mind supervise the office of the

Kanoongo without the partnership of any body
and keep himself engaged in taking steps for

the cultivation of the vSaid i aluqa (torn) and

should be present at Chabootra (torn)

Dated the 24th (torn) «

In the teeth of the fact that an ancestor of

the Gauripur-Raj Kavisekhar was decorated

with the title of "Raja" in the middle of the

1 7th century and which the family enjoyed in

posterity a certain writer would still persist in

writing that the title of **Raja" was first con-

ferred by the British Government on the present

representative of the Gauripur-Raj Prabhat

Chandra is altogether untenable. The mother of

the present Raja was also received the title of

"Rani" by the British Government. An account

of the bestowal of **Rai Bahadurship" on Pratap

Chandra the father of the present Raja of Gauri-

pur is to be found in some detail in Vol, II of

this book, p. 175-76. Those only who have not

carefully studied the history of Gauripur-Raj

can attempt to belittle the position of that

family by asserting that their eminence and high

status are of very recent origin. The conferment

of the title of "Raja" and "Rani" to the repre-

sentatives of the Gauripur family by the British

Government in the 19th and 20th centuries

can at best be taken as a recognition of the old

Translated from orJgiiial Persian by Abdul Jamad,

Vakil, High Comt, Calcutta.
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status of this very ancient family which had the

honour of enjoying the title of "Rgja* from the

time of Emperor Jahangir.

It is a well-known fact that the ancestors of

the Gauripur Raj rose to prominence by their

close association, first with the Koch Behar
kings and then by their valuable services under

the Mughal Emperors and the East India

Company. The same writer has perhaps sought
to account for this eminence of the family only

to an alleged marriage of Bulchandra Barua's

daughter to NazirDeo Khagendra Narain of Koch
Behar. In support of this he quotes the following

passage from the English translation of the

'Rajopakhyana' by Munshi Jadunath Ghosh

or Jaynath Munshi : -''riie late Nazir

Deo again indulging in evil designs, requested

the officers of the state to release the land

that was his. To this they do not consent.

At length by means of the little wealth he had

hoarded, he got together a number of soldiers.

There were some Sannyasis at Nageswari and

Pairadanga, and others at Rangamati, where

he had married the daughter of Bulchand

Barua, whom he invited to join him, besides

his former servants and his slaves.*"

Jadu Nath Ghose or Jaynath Munshi as he

was called, was not the only writer of a history

of Koch Behar. There are at least 2 more persons

who also wrote such histories ',—one about the

same time as the above and other carried on

up to the reign o( Maharaja Nripendra Narain.

After that Babu Harendra Narain Chaudhuri

* The Rajopakhyan or History of Kooch Behar by

MoonshI Jadunath Ghosh, translated by Rev. R. Robinson,

( 1874 ) p. 135-
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wrote a complete history of Koch Behar in the

•*Koch Behar State and its Land Revenue Settle-

ments" published under the authority of the

Koch Behar State In 1903. In the history of Babu

Durga Das Majumdar who was a contemporary

of Jay Nath Munshi, there is absolutely no men-

tion whatsoever about the alleged marriage,

Jaynath Munshi was a Bengali, a foreigner, but

Babu Durga Das Majumdar was a local man

—

a Kayastha belonging to the same Samaj as the

Gauripur family and it is not likely that he

would forget to mention such an important

event if ever it took place. The most authorita-

tive report of the time by Chauvet and Marcar

who were specially deputed by the British

Government to enquire into the allegations

against Nazir Deo Khagendra Narain does not

contain any mention whatsoever of his mar-

riage in the Gauripur family.

I think to refute the statement of marriage

made by Jaj-nath Munshi in his **Rnjopakhyan",

it fs necessary to gi) into the matter at some
length and show how this mistaken idea origi-

nated. Nazir Deo Khagendra Narain, as far as

could be ascertained, first sent his wife and

family during the risky time of |the war with

the Koch kings and the Bhutias, to find refuge

with Bulchandra in Rangamati—the then seat

of the Gauripur Raj. It was at this time to make
sure of the protection of the powerful family

of Baruas that Nazir Deo's wife gave "^fi?!?!"

to Bulchandra. This sort of foster relationship

is in vogue in that part of the country and

has some religious aspect. There is no distinc-

tion of caste in this foster relationship which

prevails between different caste people e.g. Brah-

mins and Sudras or even with Muhammadans
j

but once such relationship is established,
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it goes on for generations. Such relationship

was established with the Gauripur family

and the Bilasipara Zemindars, who are Brahmins,

as also with the Rupsi family who are Sudras,

in the last century and is being carried on even

in the present day by the present representatives

of those families. This is the foundation of the

story of marriage and Jaynath Munshi must

have been ed into this error by taking this

foster relationship as a real one by the marri-

age. This is not at all improbable when the

fact that he wrote the history more than 50

years after the '"^^t^t^t?!" incident is taken

into accovmt. It may be safely deduced that he

heard;about "C^" from hearsay and naturallj

took Nazir Deo's wife to be a daughter

of Bulchandra and the Nazir Deo's visits to

Rangamati naturally corroborated the former

impression,

Babu Harendra narayan Chaudhuri evidently

relied on the passage in Jaynfith Munshi's his-

tory, but when the facts were pointed out to him

he readily tidmitted this error. I understand

that the present Raja of Gauripur has represen-

ted to the Koch Behar State pointing out

the inaccuracies of the statement in Harendra

Babu's compilation.

1 fear, I have to mention a few more facts to

refute the statement made by Jaynath Munshi.

Had there really been such a marriage it would
have been impossible to conceal this fact. As
such alliances which had taken place before e.g.

we mention one instance viz marriage bet-

ween Chila Raya, brother of a Koch king and
Ram Ray's daughter, a Kayastha, which I have
mentioned in Vol.11. The Gauripur Raj family are

very orthodox and have confined their marria-

ges to the Kayasthas only and they were

7
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and still are the leaders of the Kayastha
vSamaj in that part of the country.

In the geneological tree of the Gauripur
family—a very old and fully reliable document,
it is found that Bulchandra had 2 daugh-

ters Sarbesvari and Chandresvari and the

name of the families to which they were

married are also stated therein. One family is

extinct and the other has still issues. Enquiries

in Balarampur, the seat of Nazir Deo, have

failed to elicit any information either about

the name of the daughter of Bulchandra

to whom Khagendra Nargyan is alleged

to have been married or any other fact

which may even give a clue to such an alliance.

In another History of Koch Behar it is found

that it was a custom that the father of the

girl who used to be married in the family of

Koch kings was given the surname of "Karji"

and had there really been a marrige Bulchandra

would have had that surname attached to

his name.

In the face of all these authentic records, I

fail to see how any reliance can be placed on the

statement of Jaynath Munshi in his ''Rajo-

pakhyan'% As a matter of fact there is

absolutely no reference to the matrimonial

relation between Koch Behar and Gauripur

families in contemporary Kulapanjis or geneolo-

gical accounts and Buranjis.
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To be included in p. 183 at the end of Chap. III.

Pandit Harikrishna Sarma Sastri of Bombay
in i.is "Brahmanotpatti-Martaiida" writes.

—

"The Nagar Brahraans of Chamatkarpur consist

of 6 sections and the Gauda Brahmans into 12

sections. The Kayasthas have a similar number
of sub-divisions as that of the Gauda Brahmaiia.

The twelve classes of Gauda Brahraanas are :

—

1. Malavi Cauda. 2. Sri-Gauda, 3. Gaudas residing

on the banks of Ganga, 4. Hariana Gauda,

5. Vasishtha, 6. Saurabha, 7. Dalbhya, 8. Sukha-

sena, 9. Bhattanagar, 10. Saryadhvaja, 11.

Mathura and 12. Valmika.* Of these, Malavi

Gauda, Sri-Gauda, Gauda residing on the

banks of the Ganges and Hariana Gaudas are

still in existence. No trace of the remaining

8 classes among them can now be found. The

Dalbhya, Sukhasena or Sakasena, Bhatta-Nagara,

Sflryadhvaia, Mathura and Valmika are now
bulked with the Kayasthas and can be found

in very many places.

Brahmanotpatti-martauda (Samvat 1979.) p. 5.
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Ashtakula 45,102121,123

Ashtayika 24

Assam 186

Asvalayana 82

Asvamedha 59

Atathya 148

Atharva 101

Atraya 101,118,120,143

Atri 104,119

Audvala 103,119

Aukshanasa 103

Aupatnanyu 118

Aurva Bhargava 101

Ausana 101

Ausanasa 120

Avantivarma 26,27

Aratansaka 49

Ayama 107

Ayodhya 175

Bada Barua 185

Bada Nagara 99,104,105,

108,109

Bawchara 190

Bahvrichya 81,82,-85,101

Baikunthanath deva 185

Bakhtyar-Khilji 145

Bala Chandra 159 170

Balaramdeva 188

Baliknchi 184

BananiAlideva 188

Bangalbhum 181

Bania (N«gar) 187

Bankura 189,141

Banpur

Baratari Satra

Barjana Grohaideva

Baroda

Barpeta

Barsuri

Bastar

Batpar Satra

Bauddha

Bauddhayan

a

Baudhayana

Bengali Nagari

Bennsagar

40

189

186

99

183

57

57

.189

103

IDS

101

141

8

Bhadra 93,122,142,160

Bhagadatta 3,27,28,32,4258,132

Bhagavan Deva 190

Bhagurayana 101,104

Bhanga Raja 185

Bhanja 160,161

Bhanja Rajas 55

Bhanu Mitra 115

Bhanu Svamin 82

Bhar IO5

BharadvajaGotra 24,58,81-85,-

101,103,120,142.143

Bhargava 83,87,101,104,143

Bhaskara Mitra 84

Bhaskara Varma 2,3,8,15,18-

20,26,30,35^,35,38,39,59,60,61,

63.112,113

Bhata 93

Bhatagram 45

Hhatarka 108

Bhattapathaka 113

Bhatnagara 156

Bhatti-nanda

Bhatta

Bhatera

Bhatti

85

87,93,160

113

87,93,160



INDEX OF PROPER NAMES

Bhaama 1,2,3,38,42,92,133

Bhauma Dynasty 25,30.33,35.

39,41,42,47,58,60,92.

129,164,181

Bhanroa'Kara dynasty 47,48.

56,59

Bhava 93,94,117,120

Bhavadeva 84

Bhavadatta 175

Bbavanath 23

Bhavanipur 183

Bhojakata 128

Bhota 141

Bhrigu 142,143

Bhujanga 160

Bhumi 120

Bhumika 160

Bhumi Mitra 175

Bhuta 160

Bhutan 61

Hhuti 87,93,117,120,121,160

Bhutivarma 14,59,114,122,138

"Bhuyaskara Svami 82

Bijaynagar 100

Bisalanagara 105

Bishnupur 139,141

Bora 138

Brahma 11,160

Brahmadatta 50

Brahraakshatriya 170

Brahniana sarvasva 146

Brahmanotpatti Martauda 129

Brahmaputra 52,61,112

Brihadatreya 104,121

Btsangur 140.156

Buddha 155

Buddha-yatra 61

Buddhi 154

Buddhi Svarga Narayan 184

Budhai-chajidi 57

Cambodia 59

Chaitanyodaygvali 122

Chain 159

Chski 159

Chaitanyadeva 122

Chaitanya-mangal 122

Chakra 93

Chakradatta 45

Chakrapani 191

Chakra-Rakshita 45

Chakradeva Svami 85

Chakravarti 143

Chalukya 9,107,115

Chamatkara 94

Chamatkarapura 94,95,97,98,

99,102,104,108,112

115,116,128,

Champa 8

Chanda 159,160,176

Chandpur 118

Chandra 93,104,160,172.174

J
Chandra Dasa 85

Chandradvipa 46,172

Chandra dynasty 159,170

172,173

Chandra Gupta 26

Chandrakanta Sinha 187

Chandrapuri 14,112.126,127,

130,131,144

Chandrapuri Vishaya 19.113,

127,136

Chandrasena 25,168

Chara 93

Charaka 82.85

Chftrakya 82,83,84,112

Charudatta 148

Chaturbhuja I85
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Chaturmasya

Chaurasi

Chedi

Cheng-yuan

Chenga

Chhanaoga

Chhsndogya

Chitore

Chitra

Chitrabhanu

Chitradnrga

107

36,78

107,144

31

191

81.82,84,85

104,112,120

13V

172,176

25

137

Chitrngupta 156,157,158,167

168,170,171

Chitragupta-Vansi 105

Chitragupfca Sreni 178

Chitraknta 105

Chitranagara 172

Chitra Sarman 94,102,157

Chitrasena 176

Chitroda 105

Chitro a 105

Chittaynna 51

Chukhal 113

Chyavana 101,104

Cuteh 137

Cuttaek 53

Dabir 151

Dabistan 134

Dacca 128

Dadda Prasanfcarsga 111

Dadi 159

Dafla 184

Dahaka 160

Daiva Svamin 83

l>akshin-kul 181

DaksMnatya Vaidlka 93,122

142,145

Dakshinpat-Satra 187

Dama 86,98,117,159 161

Damabhuti Svamin 84

Damadeva Svamin 81

Damodaradeva 188,190

Damodarpur 127,150,152.

155,176

Dana 159

Danasagara 11

Dandi Mahadevi 34,40,43,45,

47,92

Dandisvara 48

Danta 103

Dantakiiraar 51

Dantan 52

Dantapur 50,51

Dantesvarigudi 57

Darbhasa 103,121

Darbhayana 121

Darbhya 119

Davddi Svarain 83

Darviya 101

D;?sa 86.93 94,117,119.120,143

159,161

Dasaratha Guha 52,54

Das^rha 101

Dath;\vansa 50

Datta,80,93,94,101,117,118,119,
121,152,159,160,168,

164,175,176

Dattadevi 58

Oattatreya 101,108

Deopara 54

Deva 86,93,94,117,121,142,160

163,164

Deva Damodar 190.191

Devakshatriya 173

Devakiinda 9o

Dera Raja 97

Deva Sarma 45

Dehuri 56
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Subject

Idariya

Igatpuri

Indra
Indrapala

Indii

Irina

Isana Ni5gara

Isvara

Isvaradatta Svamin
Isvara Ghosha
Isvarakunda Svamin
Jadumani Deva
Jaimini

Jajpur

Jalla Bhatta
Jamadagni
Jamadagnya
Janaka (Rajarshi)

Janamejaya Kesari
Janardana Svamin
Jat Nagar

Page Subject

105
156

92,159
92

159

3

123
86.92

82
ISU

82

188

101,104

47,49
36

104

101

126

54,48

82,88

117

Jatukarna 83 84,104,118,

142,143
Javala 101
Jarali 104
Jayadeva II 30,32,35
Jayaliari 191

Jayananda 122
Jayanta 30
Jayasinha 48,57
Jaya Siva 88
Jayatanga Lokanath 21,61
Jayatunga Varma 18 19,20,

21,25,27,46,61,62
Jayavail Devi 36
Jivadharana 17. 18,24
Jivita Gupta 27,28,29
Jorhat 189
Jyeshtha Bhadra 12,15
Kaehchha 107
]Cade 142
Kadi 99
Kaikati Karnam 183
Kaisorja 101
Kakva 101
Kaladitya 136,169
Kalhana 29,166,168
Kalita 188,189

Page

Kalinga 2,6,7 9,10,12,14,18,29,

33 42,48.50,128

Kaljhar 183

Kamala '

Kamakhya 61

Kamalarayana Misra 122

Kamalakara 38 39

Kamarupa 1,3,1314,16,19,30,

42,43,62,122,126.170,181

Kamampa Kayastba 190

Kamboj ^^

Kankavira (Visaya) 37

Kanauj 4,6.11,23,61,142,144

Kanaujia H^
Kansa Vanik 138

Kanyakubja ^^^'-^^o
Kanva

1J°
Kanvavana (Gotra) l'*f

Kapala 191>19^^

Kapila ^„ ^^^
Kapistbala 101 103,119

Kara 122,142,143,159,160,164

Karas 37,46,47,92

Karana 24,25

Karana Kayasfcha 164,173,18^

Kar:.nika J^S

Karatoya 124,125

Karatoya Mabatmya 124,163

Karka Datta 83

Karkuns ^^j
Kama

j'J^
Kama Deva ^^^09
Kama Kayastha 182

Kamasuvama 3,6,9.13,18,27,60

Kamata "^^^

Kamavati ^^^'
r^K

Kamika J^k
Kasara }^
Kashmira 28,29

Kashmiri H'
Kasi 105

Kasyapa (Gotra) 45«58,81,82,

83,84,8^101,102,103.142,143

Kathiawar 137

Kijty.iyana (Gotra) 86,81,85,

87,101,104,118

Katyayani 37

Kaundinya 82,83,103,118,120
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Stibject

Kanndinya Kausika I44
Kaundineya 101,103,143
Kaurangava IQ3
Kausala 101,118,119
Kausaly-i IO4
Kausika 82,83,85. 01,103,121

142,143,144
Kausikeya II9
Kaugi-soma-yvarain 85
Kautilya 83
Kautsa 81,87101,104
Kavestara

'

§3
Kayangala 3,10,11
Kayastha 138,147,148,149,153,

163,164,177,178,180,189
Kayastha Kulapati 184
Kayastha-Nagari 3I
Kayathi 179,180
Kesan 43
iiesava 23
Kesava Paiasava 18 23
Keshava Dikshita nx
Kesa QQ
Ketu

jgQ
Kliadga 93
Khadga Tunga 45
Khagarata 106,108
^Miagarata Nahapana 106
Khabarata jQg
Khaharata Nahapana 106
J^halisa go
^Iianda-soma -Svamin 83
Khaudira

jgq
Khasa 150

^/"f.^^g 7,55
K^uicliingesvari

55

f^l^^^^ 159
Knora Raja 284
Kinchaka Naga 55
Kinchakesvari 55

K^'f- n^ .
86,92,159

Kirti Chandra 185
^oeh

^2
JJoisarigada 5g

K°^ ,,
126

Kongoda
3^10

Ki Qli'.iii 1Q7

Pape Subject

l^onta

Koptipada
]{osala

Kota (desa)

Kotavasini

Kotasani

Page

93
55

2,6,9,12,18,29,33

52,53

56
fi6

Kotisiladvipa 124
Kratha 97
Kiauncba 101,103,104
Krishna 184
.Krishnatreya 82,83,87,10!,
Kshemankari 105,106
Kshenaendra 166
Kuch Bihar 60,129,181,182
Kula 86,92
Kuraara IQ
Kumara Bhnti 90
Kumaramatya 17
Kumbhakonam 156
Kunda 86,92,159,160
Kantala 144,145
Kurukshetra 104
Kusasthala 4
Kashmandapatra Svamin 82
Kusika 142.143
Kusumahara 34
Kusumesvara 48
Ladhika 103
Laha I6I
Lajuka 151,152
Lajjaka 151
liakshaua 93 120
Lakshmana Sen 145
Lakshtnanasa 103
Lakshmi Kara 36,37,38
Lakshmi Sinha 186
Laksananvaya 101
Lalmai 46
Lalitabhara Deva 87,40,47
Lalita Chandra 174
Lalitaditya 28
Lalita Vistara 139
Lalitesvara 48
Latadesa 111,137
Lauda 124
Laukaksha 12O
Lichchhavi 29,32,35,60
Lodha igo
Loha 11]
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Subject Page

Lonabhara 40,45

Lokaksha 5

Lokakhya 101
Lokanatha 15,17,19,20,23,25,

60,62,88,113,178

Lokanath Karana) 18,46

Lokanath (Pandit) 136

Madarkhat 190

Madhavagupta . 13,27

Madhararaja 6,7

Madhava Varman 5

Madhavi Devi 36
Madhupura 112,128
Madhii Mitra 84
Madhii Svamin 82
Madhuseua Svamin 82
Madhyaga 104
Magadha 3,6,9^29,60

Magahanath 29

Mahabhava Gupta 44,45,48
Mahabhr.ti Varma 12,14
Mahadevi 40,57
Mahakshatrapa 106
Mahamatra 154
Mahamuni 61
Maharashtra 107
Mahasena Gupta 4
Mahay,ina 31,57
Mahendra Bhauma 42
Mahendraehala 60
Mahidhara 111
Mahisyas 42
Maithili 117,135
Maithili Karana 188
Maithili Karana Kayastha 182
Maitraka 108
Maitrayana 142,143
Malava 106,107,129
Malwa 1 83
Mana 160
Managhosha Svamin 82
Manasa 56,101
Manavagrihya Sutra 148
Mandakiui 4S
Mandavya 143
Mansing (Raja) 149
Mantra Ghosha 85
Manusanhita 148

Subject

Manohara Deva
Alanoratha Svamin
Marudhenva
Mathura
Matika
Matrika
Matrikayana
Matnsena

Page

191,192

81

129
105,175

184
101

104,118

25
Maudgalya 82,84,87,101,104,143
Maurya Dynasty 106
Maukhari 5,6 30
Mauneya 118
Maanjarishi 148
Mayamara 184,187
Mayamaria 182
Mayamoria Gosain 184
Mayurabhanja 9,55
Mayura-salmala 14
Mech Brahmana 60
Medliabliuti 83
Medha Soma 88
Mers 108
Midnapur 52,142
Mihira l08
Misra 142
Mithila 19,126,169,170
Mitra 87,93,94,108,109,120,183

158,160,161,175

Mitra Pc^lita 82
Moda 137
Mucigala 104,117,143

Muhammad i-Bakhtyar 149,177
Musalman-Nngari 139
Musulmani Keehchas 139
Nada 160

Naga 87,93,104 105,107,108,

133,134,160,161,174,180
N^gadatta 85,87,88,93 94,97,

117,119
Naga Dynasty 38,49,55,57,60,8
Naganvaya 180
Nagapanchami 97

Nagara 99 113 129,163

Nagar-Kayastha 181

Nagara-Brahmun 81,94 98 99,

100,108,110,113.115,121,130,

131,134,140
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Subject

Nsgarakhanda 94,99
Nagara-Arandapur 99
Nsgari (lipi) lu0,140,14],143,

178,180
Nagarkot 1V4 125,13-2,133

Nagarotpatti 103,136
Nagatirtha 97
Naharkhan Naran 185
Nahorati 184
Nalanda 35,61

Nandadeva Svamin 81
NaDdaram Mitra 52
Naradatta 90,164
Naraka 42,129
Naranarayana (k) 190
Narapafci Das 177
Nara Svamin 81,82
Narayana Pal 57
Narendra Gupta 3,4,5,6

Nand.a 86,93,94,117,119,141
Nandan 160,161
Nandi 86.93,122,142,143.160,161
Nanga Deva 169
Nahapana 107
Naidhrava 104
Nair 160
Naivrita 101

Narakasnra 126

Narasinha Deva 57

Narayana 101,104
Narayana Svamin 82
Narayanakunda Svamin 82
Narmamala 166
Nasik 107
Natha 160,161
Naya Naga 165
Naya Sena 165

Neulpur 35.36.43,75,89,125
Nidhanpur 15,20,60,63,111,123

125,166

Nidhi 176

Nidhi Bhadra 88

Nigama Kayastha 183
Nitya Varsha 111

Nityananda Deva 185

Nilgiri 57,58

Nirai 100

Nowgong 62

Pahadi 143

Page

Pai 160
I aitainasa 101

Pala 87,149,160,161,164,170,
174,176.177

Pala-sinha 176
Pande 142
Pani 143
Paniliati 172
Pali 93,121,142,143

Palita 87,93 160,161
Pancba gotra 145

Panchakhanda 113
Panini 118143
Paniniya 104
Panini Visvamitra 121
Pasehatya Vaidika 14214 4145
Patala 147

Pathaka 142 143

Pathansi 190

Pa hina 101

Patit Barua 187

Paurana 87

Paundradesa 124

Paundravardhana 125

Pautimasya 143
Pila 160

Poda 142

Radha 3,8,60,142,172,180,182

Radhagovinda Basaka,Prof.16,60

Radhiya Brahmana 13,124,138,

143 145
" Kayastha 158,172*182

Kagha Moran 185,186

Raghubar Mitthulal Sastri 166

Raghudeva 195

Raha 160

Rahuta 160

Raibama 55

Raitika 101

Raivata lu5

Raivataka 105,106

Raja 160

Raja Bhata 3

Rajadhana 153

Rajasthani 179

Rajasthaniya 153

Rajatakausika (Gotra) 143

Rajatarangini 166,168

Rajavansavali 58,132
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Subject Page

Rajmahal
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Subject Page Subject Page

Sarmakas 175

Sarman 109,110,117,132

Sarman Datta 110

Sarukshetri 191,192,197

Sarvadeva Svamin 84

Sasanka Deva 3-10,12

Sasvata Dama Svamin 85
Satadamana 89

Satavahana 107
Satodara 105
Satra 114,133,190
Sarrap 106
Satsangi Satra 196
Satsati Brahman 142
Sabhaka (Gotra) 82
Saugata 32,33,34,39,61
Saukalina (Gotra) 160
Saukreya " 103
Saunaka " 85,86,87,101,104

Sauraparana 153,155
Saurashtra 105,106,107,137
Savarni (Gotra) 138

Savarnika „ 84
Savarnya „ 138
Scythian 106

Sena 138,149,160,165,169,

174,177
Sena kings 142
Sepahi Nagar 136
Se-tsang (Chinese Emperor) 3

1

Shasthya 105
Shah Jahan 195
Sibsagar 189
Siddhapura 138,176
Siddhapa Bhatta ui
Sikkarhariya 137
Sila 160
Siladitya i0,ii,i36,i69

Simhadhvaja 49
Singra Satra 191,192
Singri Parvat 62
Singiia Satra 191
Sinha 31,160
Sinhanada 3
Sinhapura 176
Sinheswara 61
Sirsa 55
Sitadevi 123

Siva 7

Sivadeva 2?

Siva-Gana Svamin 83
Sivakaradeva 32,34-37,41,52

Sivalik mountain 125,151
Sivapura 47
Sivaratha 166
Siva Sinha, Raja 185,186,196
Skanda 125

Skanda Mandapa 124
Skanda Parana 112 114,116,168

Smara 160

Soddhala 186,137,164,168,169
Soma 44,160,174,176
Somadeva 166,174
Somasena Svamin 84
Soma Vansi 44,81

Somesvaradeva 57

Sresthi 148
Sraddha Kunda Svamin 82
Sresthi Sristhi) Karnam 182
Sreyaskara Svamin 83
Sribhara 35
Sri Bhatta 90
Sridhara Dasa 169,170
Sri-Gauda Brahman 129,130
Srihatta 113,122,123,129
Srihattanatha 113
Srihatta-pattana 171
Srinarayana 197
Srinatha 18,22,24

Sripati Datta (Bhuiya) 193
Sripattana 171

Srivastava 177,183
Sri Vasu 81
Srotriya 189
Stambha . 164
Sthanesvara 4
Sthanika 104,105
Stnavara 18,23,24

Subhadama Svamin 81
Subhakara 31-33,36-41,43,49,52

Deva 30,33,38

Subhavanga 21

Sueharitra Svamin 83
SuchiPalita " 82
Sudarshana " 82,84
Surya Svamin 84
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Subjeet

Sugata
Sujanagada
Sukampba
Suklatreya (Gotra)

Sukrabhava Svamin
Sukti Basu
Sumana

Page Stihject Page

32,35,37

57

184
101

84
200
160

gamatibhatti Svamin 85

Sunahsepa (Gotra) 103,104

Sunaka grant 115

Sunarpal 57

Sundara Raya 195,196

Sunga 100,157,158

Sapratislithita Svamin 85

Sara 60,149,160,177

Surakshita Svamin 83

Surampha 18 5

Suryadhvaja Kayastha 156

Suryyavansi Kayastha 190

Sutosha 88

Suvarnakunda 1 93

Suvarna Vaniks 188

Suvvanga 19,20,21

SuyogaBhatti Svamin 85

Suvarna-kausika 160

Sveta-Varaha Svamin 127,133

Syamala Varma 54

Sylhet 112,113,1 15,122,1 23,124

127,128,188.140,141,143 162,181

Sylhet Naggri 139,140,141

Sylvan Levi, Dr. 31,43,49

Takshaka 105,106

Tamluk 48,49

Tamradhvaja 191

Tamraliiti 3,48,51

Taranath 171

Tathagata 34

Tattiriya 83,85,86

Teja 159

Tejabhuti Svamin 85

Tibet 61,141

Tibetan Btsingur i40,156
Tipperah 46
Tipperah Copper-plato 130
Tirhut 171

Tosha 93.159
Tosha-Kunda Svamin 82
Tosha-Naga " 82,83
Tosha Svamin 85

Traivaneya (Gotra) 101,104
Trata 86,93,94,109,110,116
Tribhuvana Maliadevi 33,36,

38,39,40,43,45.47,49,56

Trigrami 28,29
Trijata 96,97,98,100. lOl. 102

116
Tijatesvara 101

Trikalinga 32,33

Trinava (Gotr,-.) 101

Tunga 45,164
TushtiDatta Svamin 81

Udaipur 54
Udayanasundari Katha 136,139
Udayana ?^vamin 84
Udichya Brahmana 176
TJdra 6,12,19,29,31-33

Ugradatta Svamin 85
Ujjaini 51
Unmatta Kesari 36,89,41,43,49

Unmatta Sinha 40,43
Upamanyu (Gotra) 58,101,103,

104.119
Ilpananda 196,197
Uparika 152
Usavadata 107
Ushanasa (Gotra) 103,104
Utkala 39,93,133
Utsavananda Goswami 188
Uttaraa Datta I75
Uttamanarayana 195
Uttara Toshali 30
Uttar Radhiya Kayastha 182
Vahvrichya 112
Vahya Nagaras 99,104,105
Vaidika Brahman 93,142
Vaidisa (Gotra) 101
Vaidya 138,142,163
Vaidyanatha Bhattaraka 37
Vaijavapa (Gotra) 103
Vainateya (Gotr.i) i04
Vainya Gupta 164,173
Vairata 55,56
Vairatapiita Thakurani 56
Vaisampayana (Gotra) 104
Vaisha-vriddhi (Gotra) 81
Vaiyaghrapadya (Gotra) 160
Vajasaneya 83,86,87
Vajasaneyin 81-85,90,, 112
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Subject Page H%<,hject Pag«

Vajradatta 58
Vakpati 27,29

VakulaSoma Svamin 83
Valabhadrapafci 45

Vjilabha Kayastha 168,169
Valabhi 108-111,114,136,

137,169

Valabhipura 136,137

Valabhi Samvat 136
Valam, Valamya (Valmika)

Kayastha 169,170

Vala Varma 92
Vallala-Charita 145

Vallala Sena 145

Vanabhatt-i 8,25

Vanamala 114.115

Vanamala-deva Il4

Vanga 54,59,128,1^9,167,181

Vangaja 162
Vanika-Kulakarika 46

Varaha (Gotra) 81,85,87,103

Varaha Avatar 26,126

Varaha-mihira 112,127

Varaha Parana 126,130

Vardhana 93,138,174

Vardhamana II2

Varendra 46
Varendra Brahmana 13,138

Varendramandala 45

Varhaspatya (Gotra) 85-87,118

Varisha 93

Varmakas 175

Varman 174
Varuna Svarai 82

Vasistha(Gotrai 83,86,104,118,

119,128,129,160

Vaska (Gotra) 87
Vastrapatha M^hjltyma 124
Vasu 92,93,130,133,160,174
Vasu-Datta Svamin 84

Vas^^ Ghosh a 40
Vasusri Svamiu 84
Vatsa (Gotra) 157,158
Vatsapala (Gotra) 103,120
Vatsya (Gotra^ 85-87,101,107,

119,160

128
122.131

Vatsyayana
Veda Ghosha

Vellapa Bhatta \\\
Vichitra 157-159,172,173
Vidagdha 93
Vidusaka i4g
Vijaya 93
yijaya Sena 54,164
yijayastambha 30
Vjjaynagar loO
Vijnanesvara 155
Vilamba 93
yinita Tunga 45^46
Vipra Govardhana 46
Vira 18,23,24,54
Vira Bhuti Svamin 84
Vira-Guna 52.54
Viraja 47
Viraja-mahatmya 48
Virata Bhujanga Mandhata

53-55.57
Vishayapati 137
Vishnu 93,176
Vishnubhufci Svamin 84
Vishnu Datta " 84
Vishnu Kara 47
Vishnu-Palita Svamin 83
Vishnu-Soma " 83,84
Visva Bhati "

84
Visvamitra (Gotra) 92,120,161
Vievapati 1955

Vrihadaranyaka Upanishad 173
Vrihat-Parasara-timriti 147
Vrihat Samhita 21,127
W^i-cha (Udra) 31
Yajna Kunda Svamin 82
YajnaPala "

85
Yajnavalkya Smriti 147,148,153
Yajpur 122
Yajusha (Gotra) 101
Yama 171,173
Yasa 160
Yaska (Gotra) 81,83,85-87
Yaso Bhuti Svamin 82
Yaso Kunda varain 82
Yaso Varma 27-29
YaySti Kesari 44
Yaysti Raja 44,48
Yayurvedi 45,81,82,85,90,92
Yuang-Chuang 13,136
Yudhisthira 171



MODERN BUDDHISM

and its FOLLOWERS IN ORISSA

with an introduction by

Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. Haraprasad Shastri m. a., c. i. i:

It has been conclusivel3' proved in t.iis book thr. t;

Buddhism is neither dead nor driven out of India, but its

])ulse still beats with all the energy of life in Orissa.

The book contains more than 250 pages. It is nicpl r

printed and beautifully bound. Price — Rs. 31-

Dr. L. Burnett of the British Museum writes ;

—

'*A more fa.scinating and erudite work I have not read

for many years and I shall find it most valuable both in

the sttidy and in the lecture-room"

Dr, H. Kern, the great Buddhist scholar writes —
**I need hardly^ to tell you that the subject matter )

one that interests me his^jhly, so that it will be a pleasure

lor me to read the book which contains so much thfi

little known or not at all in Europe."

t4
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